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This is the first part of this manuscript I wanted to write and of course, the last one I 

am actually writing. This is just to say that I have given it some thoughts, because 

acknowledging how anyone participated in this work really matters to me. To give it a 

more personal touch and give credit to something that accompanied me all along this 

adventure, I will associate key songs and artists to each paragraph. 
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                    A masterpiece. 

First, I want to thank the people whose work was necessary for this manuscript to be 

achieved, starting with the ones who will actually read it, namely, the members of the 

jury: Dr Helen Rowe and Dr Julie Cocquet (Referees); Pr Rob Klose, Dr Slimane Aït-

Si-Ali and Dr Antonin Morillon (Examiners). I feel very grateful for the attention you 

gave to my work and I hope you enjoyed it as much as I enjoyed writing it. I deeply 

value all inputs you might give on it.  

 

Get Lucky – Daft Punk  
      Simple, neat, efficient and to the point, with party vibes. 

Close to them lies someone who has already read and commented everything; who 

taught me tons of things from what details to focus on that actually matter, who 

broadened my views on the science we are doing and on science in general, including 

how to accurately employ “which” and “that” (although I might still be doing it wrong), 

my PhD supervisor, Deborah. Besides the knowledge gained during this PhD, I also 

feel very grateful for benefiting from a work environment and mentoring that allowed 

me to pursue my ideas without going too far deep in non-sense. I am still impressed 

by Deborah’s achievements and the trust she had in me when offering this project. I 

definitely wouldn’t have bet on me at that time. I am convinced that Deborah’s trust in 

each member of the lab is part of what makes it so safe and enjoyable, a good place 

to grow. The past 4 years in the lab were really a turning point for me, a period I truly 

enjoyed (despite a pandemic) and for all of that, I thank you Deborah.  

 

“The Office” theme  
            Just because I watched it all. Twice. And I loved it.  

Lucky enough to have two PhD supervisors, I couldn’t have hoped for someone more 

easy-going than Gaël. Here, I want to thank you for making me part of the team as far 
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as I could be, for your advices along the way and for allowing me to meet the brilliant 

minds you gathered in your team. Who could have guessed the proportion of people 

coming from Verneuil-sur-Avre in this lab..! 

 

Spin – Les Zôtres Fanfare 
     A dynamic “You Spin Me Round” cover, definitely a apropos. 

The work I present here include the time, ideas, and attempts of a great soon-to-be 

PhD student, Alexis. I really enjoyed being able to discuss all the technicalities of the 

project, trying to find solutions to the least expected problems. With these little lines, I 

want to thank you for all the energy and ideas you put in our work, no matter what. 

These are qualities I wish you to nurture, alongside your deep curiosity. I am going 

pass to you the same piece of wisdom I received to enjoy at best your time as a PhD 

student: “Read and have fun.” 

 

La Belle-Hélène, Acte 3 No 21b, Tyrolienne – Jacques Offenbach  
              For all the fun it brought me, and the subversion. 

The “Read and have fun” motto was given to me by Tomek, previous Post-doc and 

(lucky) supervisor of my past-self, to whom I owe most of my technical skills in the lab, 

to say the least. In fact, this project not only relies on Tomek’s skills as a teacher but 

also as a scientist, as it is in direct continuation of his work. I must say, I have only fully 

understood the importance of that motto during the two last years of my PhD but I will 

definitely keep it in mind wherever my next adventure brings me. Thank you for all the 

discussions while culturing cells, for infusing ideas that took my years to fully develop, 

for pushing me just the right amount and for your trust.  

 

Never gonna give you up – Scary Pockets  
                Because that is what she will do for you. 

Every project launched in this lab is based on the belief (and right belief!) that Aurélie, 

amazing bioinformatician, will be able to handle the generated data. One of the 

amazing parts of working with Aurélie (despite the fact that she can, indeed, handle 

anything) is that she truly understands your biological questions and will even ask 

some of her own, while following several projects at a time. Thinking/discussing with 

Aurélie was enlightening and enjoyable, including how far from science-based the 
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discussion might have been. Hence, for your presence in this lab, your work and easy-

going personality, thank you, Aurélie. 
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immunofluorescence attempts and microscopy hours, their understanding and 

involvement.  
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protocols (and reagents…) sharing. I hope to be able to give it back to you in some 

ways later on.  
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many ways: this big thank is dedicated to the Bourc’his lab. Nearly all the lab members 

changed over my time there, each combination of people giving a different feeling to 

the lab, also always enjoyable. It started with the end of a post-doc era when the lab 

was furnished with knowledgeable (Max and Joan), in the sweetest way possible 

(Raquel) and unconventional people (Tomek). I must be honest and say that I was way 

too impressed by this crowd. Going through this ever evolving lab journey with me were 

amazing PhD student fellows: Mathilde, Mathieu, Lorraine. All of us different, brought 

closer along the way by sharing all the important steps of our PhD adventure, and very 
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basic day-to-day struggles. A collective thanks to the three of you for the inspiration 

you gave me, for the strength you have shown to pursue the path of your choice. More 

specifically, I want to thank Mathilde for being so on point and caring; Mathieu for taking 

the time whenever I had a question and bringing his energy and beliefs in the lab; 

Lorraine for all her many (and impressive) talents and sharing abilities, which created 

a space where you knew you were not alone. I wish all of you to always keep in mind 

how amazing you are, even in the hardest moments you might go through. 
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enjoy a beautiful summer morning. Elena forms with Julian what has been collectively 

called the “beauf” corner, a corner that gives much laugh to the lab and needs to be 

acknowledged. Like Mélanie’s little dance moves, they are part of makes this lab very 

comfy, a place to do your work while enjoying yourself. Like Lolita’s appearances that 

we all appreciate, and thank for being so easy to discuss with. And what would be this 

team without the constant struggle of defining lunchtime according to Nico’s 

estimation? Besides that, Nico’s love for random mammals from Pallas’ cat to raccoon 

gives a hint about how a sweet colleague he is. I also want to acknowledge how I 

enjoyed discussing our projects together or planning “the best” pranks. Again, what 

would it be without food-based discussion and Urvashi’s love/hate relationship with 
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French cuisine? Apart from this, I thank you for being such an easy-going person and 

all the credit you gave me. Keep all your strength for the PhD ahead! The newest 
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experiences: Clarence (again, amazing cook!), Louis (your transport expert in all 
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Abstract 
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements present in every living 
species. To limit their harmful effects, species have developed over evolutionary time-
scales several mechanisms to control TE expression and mobilization, which is of 
utmost importance to protect genomic integrity in germ cells and pluripotent cells. By 
suppressing their initial transcription, DNA methylation is a potent TE repressor. 
However, during the epigenetic reprogramming that accompanies pre-implantation 
development, embryonic cells lose most of their genomic methylation, except at a few 
regions including some TEs. These observations raise two overarching questions: How 
are TEs repressed in absence of DNA methylation at this particular time? How some 
TEs resist the global DNA methylation erasure?    
My PhD work focused on the study of SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) and SPINDOC—a 
transcriptional activator and its specific co-factor—as a new chromatin reading 
complex involved in TE control in embryonic cells. Using cultures of embryonic stem 
cells as a modeling system and CRISPR-Cas9-based genome editing tools, I 
generated knock-out and rescue cell lines for either or both of these factors and 
analyzed their transcriptome (including TE expression), chromatin and DNA 
methylation profile. I found both factors to be required for TE control, in part through 
promoting the function of the DNA methylation maintenance machinery genome-wide. 
I also found SPINDOC to be involved in growth and fertility in mice. Altogether, my 
work reveals a previously unknown link between SPIN1-SPINDOC and transposon 
biology, and a new role for this complex: the regulation of DNA methylation.  
 

Résumé 
Les éléments transposables (ET) sont des éléments génétiques mobiles présents chez 
toutes les espèces vivantes. Pour limiter leurs effets néfastes, les organismes hôtes 
ont développé différents mécanismes de contrôle des ET au cours de l’évolution, ce 
qui est particulièrement essentiel pour assurer l’intégrité génomique des cellules 
germinales et pluripotentes. En supprimant leur transcription initiale, la méthylation de 
l’ADN est un répresseur efficace des ET. Cependant, pendant la phase de 
reprogrammation épigénétique qui accompagne le développement, la méthylation de 
l’ADN est largement perdue dans les cellules embryonnaires, à l’exception de 
quelques régions qui incluent certains ET. Ces observations soulèvent deux 
questions fondamentales : Comment les ET sont-ils réprimés en absence de 
méthylation pendant cette période ? Et comment certains ET résistent à la perte de 
méthylation globale ?  
Pendant ma thèse, j’ai étudié le rôle de SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) et SPINDOC, un 
activateur transcriptionnel et son co-facteur, comme nouveau complexe de lecture 
chromatinienne impliqué dans le contrôle des ET dans l’embryon. En utilisant des 
cultures de cellules souches embryonnaires comme système modèle et des outils 
d’édition du génome basés sur la technologie CRISPR-Cas9, j’ai généré des lignées 
mutantes pour l’une ou l’ensemble de ces deux protéines et analysé leur transcriptome 
(y compris aux ET), leur profil chromatinien et leur méthylation de l’ADN.  J’ai pu ainsi 
démontrer que SPIN1 et SPINDOC sont nécessaires au contrôle des ET, au moins en 
partie en assurant le bon fonctionnement de la machinerie de maintenance de la 
méthylation de l’ADN sur l’ensemble du génome. J’ai aussi mis en évidence 
l’implication de SPINDOC dans la croissance et la fertilité chez la souris. Dans 
l’ensemble, mes travaux mettent en évidence un lien précédemment inconnu entre 
SPIN1-SPINDOC et la biologie des transposons et un nouveau rôle pour ce complexe 
: la régulation de la méthylation de l’ADN.  
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Les éléments génétiques mobiles sont une source d’innovation et d’adaptation des 

espèces. Parmi eux figurent les éléments transposables (ET), constituants quasi-

majoritaires du génome des mammifères. Le potentiel d’innovation des ET étant 

stochastique, leur présence et mouvement peuvent être aussi bien responsables de 

l’émergence de nouvelles structures et fonctions favorisant la survie de l’hôte, comme 

le placenta, que de conséquences pathologiques néfastes à l’hôte. En effet, sans 

contrainte exercée par l’hôte, l’expression et le mouvement des ET s’accompagnent 

d’une forte instabilité génomique, associés au développement de cancers, de maladies 

neurodégénératives ou auto-immunes. A l’échelle de l’espèce, il est de la plus haute 

importance d’assurer l’intégrité génomique des cellules germinales qui transmettent 

leur patrimoine génétique à la génération suivante. Aussi, les mouvements non 

maîtrisés des ET dans ces cellules peuvent engendrer des infertilités ou être à l’origine 

de mutations transmissibles à la descendance. Chez les mammifères, les cellules 

germinales émergent à partir de cellules embryonnaires pluripotentes présentes au 

début du développement, dans lesquelles le contrôle des ET a donc une importance 

majeure.  

 

En effet, pour diminuer l’impact nocif des ET et profiter de leurs effets bénéfiques, de 

nombreux mécanismes sont en place pour limiter l’expression des ET à des intensités 

et temporalités déterminées par l’hôte. Ainsi, de nombreux facteurs produits par l’hôte 

sont impliqués dans le contrôle transcriptionnel des ET et en particulier, des ET jeunes 

ayant encore la capacité de transposer, comme les éléments LINE-1 ou IAP chez la 

souris. Des voies majeures de régulation concourent à créer un environnement hostile 

à l’expression des ET par la formation d’hétérochromatine. Deux marqueurs de ce 

contrôle sont la méthylation de la lysine 9 de l’histone 3 (H3K9me, et en particulier 

H3K9me3), et de l’ADN. La méthylation de l’ADN en particulier participe aussi au 

contrôle transcriptionnel des gènes de l’hôte et ainsi, à la consolidation épigénétique 

des destins cellulaires. Aussi, cette marque est naturellement reprogrammée au cours 

du développement à deux reprises, lors des transitions entre états somatiques et 

germinaux. Malgré cette perte développementale de la méthylation de l’ADN, le 

contrôle des ET est maintenu dans les cellules souches embryonnaires murines (ES). 

Les mécanismes de compensation mis en place pour maintenir le contrôle des ET 

restent cependant mal connus.  
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Afin d’identifier de nouveaux facteurs impliqués dans le contrôle des ET dans les 

cellules ES murines, un crible génétique par perte de fonction utilisant l’outil d’édition 

du génome CRIPSR-Cas9 a été réalisé au sein de mon laboratoire d’accueil, en se 

focalisant sur les ET de type IAP. Cette expérience a permis de révéler la possible 

implication de deux protéines associées en complexe : SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) et 

SPINDOC. D’après la littérature, SPIN1 est une protéine de lecture de la chromatine 

associée à une activation de la transcription, ce que SPINDOC semble contre-carrer.  

Les travaux présentés dans ce manuscrit sont les premiers à (1) étudier le rôle de 

SPIN1 et SPINDOC dans les cellules ES et à les associer au contrôle des ET. De plus, 

SPINDOC étant majoritairement exprimé dans le testicule où le contrôle des ET est 

essentiel, (2) j’ai aussi généré et caractérisé un modèle murin mutant pour Spindoc. 

 
Implication de SPIN1-SPINDOC dans le contrôle des ET en cellules ES 
Pour comprendre le rôle joué par SPIN1 et SPINDOC, j’ai généré plusieurs lignées de 

cellules ES où Spin1 (Spin1-KO) et Spindoc (Spindoc-KO) ont été délétés 

individuellement ou en combinaison. Une analyse transcriptomique de ces lignées a 

permis de confirmer les résultats du crible génétique et d’asseoir le rôle de SPIN1 et 

SPINDOC en tant que nouveaux régulateurs des ET. Une cartographie chromatinienne 

des cellules Spin1-KO et Spindoc-KO montre que la réactivation transcriptionnelle des 

ET ne s’associe pas d’une perte de la marque H3K9me3, représentative de 

l’hétérochromatine, ou d’un gain en H3K4me3, liée à l’activité de transcription. En 

revanche, la perte de SPIN1 ou de SPINDOC s’accompagne d’une perte substantielle 

de la méthylation de l’ADN sur l’ensemble du génome des cellules ES, mesurée par 

des techniques utilisant une modification chimique (bisulfite suivi de pyrosequençage) 

ou enzymatique (EM-seq) de la méthylation de l’ADN. J’ai pu attribuer ce phénotype 

moléculaire à la déstabilisation d’UHRF1, un co-facteur essentiel de l’ADN 

méthyltransférase de maintenance, DNMT1. Cependant, la comparaison de différents 

milieux de culture de cellules ES suggère que le défaut de méthylation de maintenance 

ne participe qu’en partie à la réactivation des ET en absence de Spin1 ou de Spindoc. 

Bien que les mécanismes exacts liant SPIN1 et SPINDOC à la régulation des ET 

restent à détailler, mes résultats démontrent l’importance de ces deux nouveaux 

facteurs et leur implication multi-facette dans la biologie des ET dans les cellules ES.  
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Fonction biologique de SPINDOC chez la souris 
SPIN1 était connue comme étant une protéine vitale, sa délétion entraînant une létalité 

immédiatement après la naissance chez la souris. En revanche, j’ai observé que 

SPINDOC n’est pas une protéine vitale. La délétion de Spindoc n’entraine pas de 

phénotype dommageable, les souris Spindoc-/- sont viables mais présentent un 

phénotype de fertilité sub-optimale, chez les mâles et femelles. L’absence de 

SPINDOC entraîne également un défaut de croissance chez les mâles juvéniles. 

Cependant, malgré sa forte expression dans le testicule et son rôle en cellules ES, 

SPINDOC ne semble pas impliqué dans la répression des ET dans cet organe.  

 

L’ensemble de ces travaux crée de nouveaux liens entre SPIN1, SPINDOC et des 

fonctions essentielles à la survie de l’espèce : régulation des ET, et croissance et 

fertilité. Ils viennent ainsi compléter une précédente base de connaissance qui liait 

SPIN1 et SPINDOC à des instabilités génomiques et au développement de cancers, 

apportant des conclusions plus fines quant à leur fonction biologique et leur possible 

utilisation en tant que cibles thérapeutiques.  
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I. Preface 
Biology is defined as the study of living organisms, relying on the proposed by the 

cellular theory. Formulated during the XIXth century, this theory defines a cell as the 

simplest living unit separated by a membrane from its environment and with abilities to 

duplicate autonomously when given access to right nutrients. This definition excludes 

therefore viruses from living organisms for their lack of autonomous duplication. 

However, despite being non-living species and often considered as parasites, they are 

studied through the lens of similar principles used to study living species: proliferation, 

management of resources and energy (even though they do not provide their own) and 

evolution. Due to the dependence of viruses toward living organisms, their evolution is 

intertwined with the biology of their hosts. These considerations regarding viruses 

extend to all mobile DNA sequences. Despite a parasitic nature, mobile DNA 

sequences have been essential drivers of evolution for living species, from antibiotic 

resistance in bacteria to placentation in mammals. Transposable elements, integrated 

in genomes, constitute a functional part of living organisms that should not be 

overlooked anymore. While mobile elements do not live, they are definitely part of 

biology. 

 

As a first dogma, it was proposed that the DNA molecule contained all the 

essential genetic information, transcribed in the form of RNA used as a template for 

translation in proteins, the functional effectors in cells. This linear view, similar to a one-

way elevator, completely missed the importance of transcriptional regulation by 

proteins and RNAs, which is absolutely necessary to define which genes are 

expressed. Indeed, in pluricellular organisms, all cells contain the same DNA template 

while having very different functions and abilities defined by their distinct sets of 

expressed genes. Being able to switch between several transcriptional programs also 

allows adaptability to the environment for unicellular organisms. What drive decisions 

regarding a specific transcriptional program is a central question in developmental 

biology. How these decisions are conserved or lost with divisions or sexual 

reproduction drives the epigenetic field. 
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As transposable elements are part of genomes, decisions regarding their 

expression are made. Evolution has conserved species that use transposable element 

transcription in a time and cell-type specific manner and benefit from the large quantity 

of regulatory sequences they provide. Control of transposable elements is not only 

necessary to tame their mobility but also to ensure correct transcriptional programs 

decided by host cells.  

 

During my PhD work, I aimed at elucidating a new transcriptional control 

pathway targeted to transposable elements in pluripotent embryonic cells, and further 

described other biological roles for these understudied proteins. During this first 

Introductory chapter, I will focus on defining transposable elements, their origins, 

diversity and importance for host biology in mammals. A specific attention will be given 

to young transposable elements that are still able to transpose, via mechanisms that 

will be described. Then I will present the major pathways and actors known for their 

involvement in transposable element control in mammals, and their interplay. Finally, I 

will introduce the two proteins that my work allowed to link to transposable element 

regulation, SPIN1 and SPINDOC.   
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II. Transposable elements 

A. General Overview  
 

1. Transposable elements: a feature of all genomes 
 

Mobile DNA sequences are present in almost every species. Two distinct forms of 

mobility can be found: extra-cellular mobility that allows for transmission of genetic 

information between cells, organisms or species from the same generation, and intra-

cellular mobility where the DNA molecule from the same cell is modified. Both forms 

can be found in prokaryotes that can exchange genetic information via plasmids (extra-

cellular mobility) and also contain transposable elements (TEs). In both cases, the 

mobility is not due to homologous recombination occurring between almost identical 

sequences, but to active mechanisms at least partially encoded by the elements. As 

such, plasmids and TEs are recognized as autonomous. However, they highly depend 

on their host cells for their transmission, using the ATP or nucleotides they produce, 

for example. This ambivalence between autonomy and dependency makes them 

perfect candidates to be considered as parasites in host cells, while not being 

considered as living entities.  

 

The success of TEs as parasites can be seen by their persistence in living 

organisms and especially in pluricellular organisms, as opposed to plasmids only 

present in unicellular organisms. Of note, the few species in which no TE could be 

found are obligatory unicellular intrinsic parasites (Plasmodium falciparum, 

Toxoplasma gondii, Encephalitozoon intestinalis and Theileria parva) whose fitness 

might be too endangered by TE presence (Kissinger & DeBarry, 2011). Looking at 

genomes only as the information necessary for one organism to function, one would 

expect to find small genomes in simple organisms (unicellular or with low number of 

function or specialized cells), and larger genomes in more complex species. 

Observations were not in line with this hypothesis and gave birth to the enunciation of 

the C-paradox: DNA content (or C-value) is not in line with a species complexity. 

Moreover, the C-value is neither in line with the number of genes encoded. Large 

portions of genomes being free of genes, it was suggested that these DNA locations 

could be used by TEs. In fact, smaller genomes tend to have a low TE contribution due 

to the need of coding every essential information in a small DNA content and bigger 
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genomes can use more DNA content for innovation. That said, this factor alone is not 

enough to understand the variability of genome sizes in the tree of life and to explain 

the C-paradox. As an example, angiosperms are known to have a high TE contribution. 

Among them, Zea Mays, a species from which the idea that such things as TEs could 

exist, has a 2.3Gb genome, with an estimate of 85% of TE contribution and around 

32,000 coding genes (Schnable et al., 2009), while only 58% of TEs contribute to the 

even larger Hordeum Vulgare genome of 5.1Gb (Oliver et al., 2013).  

 

The birth of research in transposon biology as we know it nowadays comes from 

the association between two observations: a protein encoded by cells can complement 

mutant viruses (Weiss, 1969), and mutations happening at high frequencies in maize 

crop can lead to variable phenotypes that are not inherited from parents (McClintock, 

1950). In fact, the first observation was explained by the integration of viral DNA in host 

genomes, which had been suggested but not proven or seen before. The second 

observation led to the hypothesis that some kind of transcriptional controlling element 

could have the ability to “jump” inside the genome. The stochasticity of viral integration 

and excision is in accordance with the initial idea of jumping genes. Connecting these 

two fields of research led to the discovery of long integrated viral particle DNA and how 

they could impact host gene expression. Although the field of transposon research 

emerged from the virology field, not all sequences considered as TEs today are 

originating from viruses, as will be discussed in Part I.A.2 from introduction.  

 

Autonomous TEs encode for the core proteins essential for their movement: to 

get excised or copied from bigger DNA molecules, to move to their next insertion 

location and to get integrated there. One type of enzymes that can accomplish all these 

functions are transposases. Due to the multiple forms of transposases and TEs and to 

their abundance in genomes, transposases were qualified as “the most prevalent gene 

in nature” (Aziz et al., 2010). Transposases have the ability to cut DNA, which is 

needed by TEs at least for their new integration. In theory, a first strategy to move a 

DNA sequences is to cut it out as is and to insert it somewhere else. Another possibility 

to move for a DNA sequence is to be copied, and therefore use either a DNA-directed 

DNA polymerase that all organisms possess for replicating their DNA, or a DNA-

directed RNA polymerase that again is quite frequent due to the need for transcription. 

However, an RNA-directed DNA polymerase (or reverse transcriptase) is not useful to 
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a large majority of organisms but is necessary for TE transposing with the latter 

strategy. Whether these kind of enzymes (transposase and reverse transcriptase) 

emerged from/for viruses or from/for TEs is a question in debate that will be difficult to 

answer for researchers who can only see the product of billion years of co-evolution. 

Some pieces of evidence, in the form of living species or viral elements, might have 

been lost along the way, leaving incomplete the picture we have today.  

 

A separate and yet cumbersome issue considering the annotation and study of 

TEs in genomes is their multi-copy presence. At the moment, all available sequencing 

techniques are only reliable for a genome fragment of a certain size. Moreover, the 

quantity of DNA needed for these techniques supposes that the extracted DNA comes 

from a cell population. Short read sequencing technologies (Illumina) are able to 

accurately sequence fragments of hundreds base pairs (bp). However, full-length TEs 

can span several kb. Therefore, two identical copies of TEs might look just the same 

in regard to sequencing and could be considered as a duplicate of a TE sequence in a 

first locus while being present in a second one. Hence the number of TE copies present 

in genomes is in general under-estimated and global estimations of the number of TE 

copies in genomes have to be taken as approximations. However, emerging long read 

sequencing techniques (Oxford Nanopore) have a mean read length that can extend 

from 10 to 30 kilo bp (10-30kbp), allowing precise localization of TE copies and to 

correct previous estimations (M. Jain et al., 2018). Nevertheless, long read sequencing 

techniques are more prone to base calling error than short read technologies (<1% to 

<5% for SMRT-seq and nanopore respectively versus <0.1% for Illumina), a limitation 

under improvement (Amarasinghe et al., 2020). More and more accurate estimations 

of TE copy numbers are hoped to arise in the years to come. The ATLAS technique 

(amplification typing of L1 active subfamilies) based on targeted amplifications from 

sequences surrounding TEs has been used to be able to accurately locate them 

(Badge et al., 2003; Philippe et al., 2016), though these techniques can only allocate 

elements that did not accumulate mutations at the precise site of targeting, hence 

young TEs. As these copies share high homology, their copy number and location 

would have been the most under-estimated. Besides this targeted approach, new 

pipelines are proposed to accurately perform de novo assembly of genomes while 

taking repetitive elements into account and these constitute an emerging area of 

research. This approach is not restricted to TEs but to every kind of repeated 
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sequences, with the additional complexity for some of them that contain stretches of 

repeated nucleotides, which also represents a sequencing challenge. 

 
The mutational drift endured by TE sequences throughout evolution also leads 

to an under-estimation of their copy number: with time the genetic drift is too wide to 

recognize them as TEs anymore. In addition to this technical or methodological 

challenges, as TE are mobile elements, they are highly polymorphic in populations. 

Some copies will be considered fixed because present in most of the population, while 

others will be only present and inherited in some individuals, and others could even be 

the product of a new transposition events in single individuals. Reference genomes 

were obtained from the sequencing of several individuals that might not be 

representative of the whole species population in terms of fixed or polymorphic copies, 

in addition to probably missing copies in these two categories. Therefore, proving new 

TE insertions requires a certain number of controls. Albeit estimating accurately the 

number of TE copies in genomes is a hard task, their diversity is quite well described.  

 
Figure 1 | TE content varies between species.   
Genome proportion occupied by TEs according to their classes in mouse and human genomes 
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2. Transposable elements: a diversity of origin and sequences 
 
As mentioned above, TEs use several ways to transpose: through excision (equivalent 

to a “cut-and-paste” mechanism) or through a DNA or RNA copy of an inserted element 

(equivalent to a “copy-and-paste” mechanism). Probably due to the inevitable increase 

of copy number linked to copy-and-paste mechanisms, elements using this kind of 

transposition tend to be more numerous and successful in invading genomes. 

Importantly, copy-and-paste can be used through a DNA or an RNA intermediate that 

depends on the type of proteins encoded by the element. Hence a first criterion used 

to classify TEs is their use or not of an RNA intermediate. The class I of TEs contains 

both TEs transposing through cut-and-paste or copy-and-paste as a DNA form, thus 

often referred to as DNA transposons. Class II groups all TEs using a copy-and-paste 

through an RNA form, and are termed RNA transposons or Retrotransposons for their 

obligatory use of an RNA-mediated DNA polymerase or reverse transcriptase. The 

genomic proportion of these two classes varies in great measure between distant 

related species. While most of the TE content is due to Class II elements in mammals, 

the majority of TEs in C. elegans belongs to Class I. Interestingly, most eukaryotic DNA 

transposons have close relatives in prokaryotes among the Insertion Sequences (IS) 

group (Siguier et al., 2014). However, they only represent 3 to 5% of mammalian 

genomes in size, against approximately 40% for retrotransposons (Figure 1). 

Moreover, they mostly are considered as transcriptionally inactive, with the exception 

of piggyBat elements in little brown bats (Mitra et al., 2013). Therefore, I will focus the 

rest of the manuscript on mammalian RNA transposons.  

 

Retrotransposons are divided in two distinct classes depending on their origins 

or what they encode for, which is reflected by the presence or not of a repeated 

regulatory sequence at both ends of the element: the long terminal repeat (LTR) 

(Figure 2). LTR-elements probably emerged from past viral infections of the germ line 

DNA and transmission to every cell in the next generation. Strictly, LTR-elements are 

termed endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) when it can be proven that there is least a 

copy possessing all the hallmark of a retrovirus, with a necessity to have a partly extra-

cellular lifestyle. However, practically, most of LTR-elements are considered as ERVs, 

even when this final and absolute evidence is missing. In fact, the extra-cellular lifestyle 

relies on one of the proteins encoded by LTR-transposons, the envelope Env. Because 
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this protein is not needed for an exclusively intra-cellular cycle of transposition, this 

coding part tends to derive quite fast after the invasion of a new family of ERVs. 

Accumulation of mutations impede the task of finding the proper evidence of a past 

viral existence of a specific LTR-transposons family. As previously said, the LTR 

sequence is originally present at both sides of each element, which often leads to 

homologous recombination between the two sequences and complete excision of the 

coding sequence of the element, leaving one solo-LTR. Despite having lost their coding 

abilities, solo-LTR elements are still regulatory sequences with abilities to attract and 

activate the transcriptional machinery. Moreover, they can still transpose, although in 

a non-autonomous manner, though proteins produced by intact elements. The exact 

mechanism by which solo-LTRs hijack from other elements the factors needed for their 

mobilization is not completely understood.  

 

Non-LTR retrotransposons also regroup autonomous and non-autonomous 

elements: Long and short interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs and SINEs) (Figure 

2). The origin of LINEs is quite discussed and they might even predate viruses with 

evidence of LINE presence in the earliest multi-cellular organism (Malik et al., 1999). 

In this scenario, LINEs could even be the ancestors of viruses. It is undeniable that 

every families of LINEs present in a genome come from the same ancestor element 

from that genome: the distinct families of LINEs emerged solely from mutational 

evolution, in contrast to LTR-families that originate from distinct types of viruses 

inserted at different times (Boissinot & Furano, 2001). Therefore, dating LINE elements 

and tracing back their evolution—although a hard task for aforementioned reasons—

is considered easier than for LTR-elements. While several ERV and LINE-1 families 

are still competent for transposition in mice, only LINE elements are still capable of 

transposition in the human genome, and even more specifically from the human-

specific L1 family (L1-HS). Specifics of LINE-1 sequences will be discussed in part 

I.B.2.  

 

Due to their diversity of origins, ERV sequences might be completely different 

between one another and so their classification includes one additional level, by 

resemblance to modern exogenous retroviruses. A tRNA binding sequence that is 

present between the LTR and the coding sequence (a region known as primer binding 

site, PBS) also serves as a way to differentiate retroviruses lineages. The PBS is one 
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of the most conserved sequence in transposon families, as this tRNA binding is used 

as reverse-transcription starting point. The most ancient class of ERVs nowadays 

present in mice and humans are class III ERVs, for their resemblance to spumaviruses. 

They are also referred to as ERVL, as they use a Leucine tRNA to bind their PBS. Their 

presence in both species implicates that their invasion occurred before the primate-

rodent split and indeed, ERVL have been found in all placental mammals. However, 

ERVL copies in both species diverged in their own way and are thus somewhat 

different. Notably, some ERVLs in the mouse genome (MERVL) are still mobile, while 

this is not the case in humans. Beside these autonomous elements, the ERVL family 

also includes Mammalian apparent LTR-retrotransposons (MalR), which are the most 

common ERVs in the mouse genome (almost 5%) despite being non-autonomous. 

Class I ERVs are in close proximity to gamma- and epsilonviruses and contain few 

members in mammals (Figure 2). Finally, the most important ERV families in terms of 

transcription and transposition are contained in Class II or ERVK (K standing for the 

Lysine tRNA binding motif at their PBS). These elements are in close proximity to     

lenti-, alpha-, beta- and deltaretroviruses and are relatively young compared to other 

ERVs (Figure 2). Two families of ERVs present in this class are specific to the Mus 

genus: MusD/ETn and intracisternal-A-particles (IAP). Both MusD and IAP families 

contain full-length autonomous elements, while ETn derived from MusD and have lost 

their ability to encode proteins. IAPs are responsible for more than half of the 

deleterious insertions found in laboratory mouse strains and represent therefore the 

most active TE family in the mouse genome (Gagnier et al., 2019). Part I.B.1 is 

dedicated to their biology.  

 

The origin of SINEs is quite different and heterogenous. The two main families 

in mice and humans, B1 and Alu respectively, emerged from the 7SL gene (Figure 2), 

at the origin of an RNA that forms a cytoplasmic ribonucleoprotein called signal 

recognition particle involved in translation of secreted proteins. Three other lineages 

of SINEs (B2, ID and B4) are still active in the mouse genome, originating from transfer 

RNAs (tRNAs) (Ade et al., 2013). Consequently, SINEs are transcribed by RNA 

polymerase III (RNApol III) whereas all other TEs are produced by the action of RNA 

pol II. A last category of SINEs, present specifically in hominids and still mobilizable, 

emerged from the fusions between a SINE element and an Alu-element, with the fusion 

consisting of a Variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR), hence their name as SVA. 
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SINEs, like solo-LTRs, are non-autonomous elements and rely on proteins provided 

by LINEs for their transposition. Notably, it is estimated that 5% of newborn children 

have a Alu insertion (Hancks & Kazazian, 2012). Not only can TEs mobilize but they 

are transcriptionally competent which leads to a wide variety of consequences. 

Figure 2 | Diversity and origins of retrotransposons.  
Diagram presenting all the families and classes of elements mentioned in this manuscript according to 
their origins. 
 
 

3. Transposable elements: a presence with side effects  
 

Undoubtedly, TE presence impacts host genomes in various ways and at various 
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pathological outcomes, fixed copies are more linked to general processes at the level 
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accession. I will also mention some pathological outcome due to polymorphic copies.  
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a) TE implication in physiological processes 
 

One specificity of TEs is their presence in multiple copies across the genome. These 

copies might be slightly different, because under different selective pressure, they 

acquire mutations over time at a specific rate. However, they will conserve for a long 

time a high homology allowing for intra- or inter-chromosomal homologous 

recombination, which can lead to deletion of large genomic regions (Muotri, 2023) 

(Figure 3). But the influence of TE sequences on nuclear architecture goes beyond 

homologous recombination, through impacting 3D chromatin folding. Chromatin is 

arranged in loops of sequences under the same transcriptional status called 

topologically associated domains (TADs) (Nora et al., 2012). Formation of these loops 

is maintained by cohesins bound to CTCF, a DNA binding protein. CTCF can bind to 

specific sequences that are notably present in B2 SINE elements in mice, giving them 

the role of TAD boundaries (Sundaram et al., 2014). Removing one particular B2 SINE 

could lead to TAD disruption and transcription modifications. Conversely, adding a new 

CTCF binding site defines new TAD boundaries and can also change the 

transcriptional status of host gene expression. If TEs did not exist, we could envision 

that these TAD domains would still exist by using other systems. However, this is a 

case where TE sequences have been repurposed by the host at its own advantage 

and now depends on it. 

 

As mentioned before, a large number of TE copies are non-autonomous and lost or 

never had the ability to transpose by themselves. However, they are still able, for a 

large number, to modify transcription of host genes either by providing a promoter 

signal for RNA polymerase II or, in an opposite manner, by inducing transcriptional 

silencing by being themselves a target for repression (see II. Targeting TE for 

repression) (Figure 3). Promoting transcription of neighboring genes can have different 

manifestations: i) promoter-like effects, leading to the production of chimeric transcripts 

containing both TE and gene sequences; ii) enhancer-like long distance effects, iii) 

activation of transcription in a global manner by promoting chromatin opening. 

Depending on the role of the gene and its standard expression pattern in the 

considered cell or organism, this might have a positive, negative or no physiological 

outcome. Moreover, the observed physiological outcome might come from diverse 

effects of TE transcription: cis-acting or trans-acting effects of TE transcripts 
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themselves, modification of nearby gene expression pattern, production of chimeric 

TE-gene transcripts and proteins, or production of TE proteins. Deciphering the relative 

part of all these effects requires a large panel of experiments. 

 

Since the early ages of TE biology, these elements have been shown to be 

expressed in the early mammalian embryo, during pre-implantation development (Kuff 

& Lueders, 1988). With the use and development of new technologies, notably NGS 

and single-cell sequencing techniques, the pattern of TE expression has been refined, 

as well as the presence of chimeric transcripts and roles they might carry during this 

period (Evsikov et al., 2004; Ge, 2017). For decades, MERVL elements have been 

reported to be highly expressed in the mouse 2-cell stage embryo, in correlation with 

Zygotic Genome Activation (ZGA), which corresponds to the first autonomous 

transcription of the embryonic genome after relying on maternally inherited transcripts 

and proteins (Q. Wang et al., 2001). The paucity of material available at early stages 

of development combined with the multiplicity of MERVL sequences across the 

genome made it technically challenging to prove the necessity of MERVL expression 

for ZGA. However, different studies overcame these challenges and showed that full-

length MERVL transcription (not translation) is indeed essential for pre-implantation 

development but not for ZGA (Huang et al., 2017; Kigami et al., 2003; Sakashita et al., 

2023). The two first studies used anti-sense oligos (ASOs) or siRNAs, leading to 

degradation of nuclear or cytoplasmic MERVL RNA, respectively. Using siRNAs, one 

can assess the need for MERVL to be transcribed, while using ASO allows evaluating 

the possible trans-acting role of the targeted RNA. In the last publication, MERVL were 

transcriptionally silenced using a CRISPRi system, allowing here to conclude on the 

necessity of MERVL transcription or acting as a transcriptional activator for neighboring 

sequences. ASO or siRNA against MERVL provoked a development arrest or delay at 

the 4-cell stage, coincidentally with ZGA and it was therefore thought that MERVL 

RNAs were needed for starting transcription and/or degrading maternally inherited 

transcripts. Blocking transcription of MERVL resulted in a similar developmental delay 

with only a proportion of embryos reaching the blastocyst stage, but RNA-seq of these 

embryos showed the presence of a large number of transcripts not inherited from the 

oocyte. Developmental arrest or delay was there attributed to a continuous expression 

of totipotent genes rather than incapacity to progress through ZGA.   
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Controlling TEs allows to limit mobilization and to use them in physiological 

processes essential to the host. The time-restricted expression of MERVL is essential 

to early development: lack of expression or prolonged expression have both 

deleterious effects (Sakashita et al., 2023; F. Yang et al., 2020). While TE expression 

control is needed, as gene expression, it has to be in a time and cell-type dependent 

manner, and dynamically regulated by the host. Allowing some level of TE expression 

favors innovation, through the emergence of new phenotypes and structures. These 

innovations might be deleterious, beneficial or even have neutral effects. A very visual 

example is the case of the agouti gene in mice. Inside can be inserted an IAP element 

whose control depends upon DNA methylation (see Part II). Variable DNA methylation 

levels at this specific IAP determines the expression level of the agouti gene involved 

in fur color (Michaud et al., 1994), bringing some inter-individual variety. This illustrates 

a case of position-effect variegation whereby the presence of a TE influences the local 

chromatin context, including genes.  

 

To promote their expression, similarly to genes, TEs make use of transcription 

factors (TFs), a class of DNA-binding proteins that locally enhance or restrict RNA pol 

II binding. Transcription factors usually recognize a canonical DNA sequence called 

motif and are more or less permissive to sequence variation from the canonical motif. 

Several studies agreed on the global finding that some TF binding motifs are found 

embedded in TE sequences at a higher rate than random (Bourque et al., 2008; 

Sundaram et al., 2014). Consequently, TE expression can follow the trend of 

expression of these TFs. A curious observation is that although a TE family may be 

present in two species and probably inherited from a common ancestor together with 

a common TF, the association between the two will not necessarily occur. In other 

words, each species developed their own diversity of TF-bound-TEs since speciation, 

either evolving TE sequences to use already available TFs, or by evolving TFs to use 

binding sequences already present at a high number at TEs. 

 

Once expressed, full-length TE transcripts can be translated. They produce 

proteins or polypeptides with specific functions. Because these coding sequences are 

not under selective pressure for the survivability of the host, they can “freely” derive 

and acquire mutations over time, which can lead to the creation of proteins with new 

functions for the host (Figure 3). This represents one way for TEs to be evolution 
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drivers. Notably, upon their new insertion in genomes, ERVs still possess and express 

their envelope gene whose product promotes membrane fusion. Envelope-encoding 

sequences have led to the emergence of SYNCYTINs, a protein family involved in cell-

cell fusions at the core of placenta development and physiology (Dupressoir et al., 

2011). SYNCYTIN-driven cell fusions are responsible for the formation of the 

syncytiotrophoblast, a placental tissue structure involved in materno-fetal exchanges 

of nutrients and gazes. This is referred to as a co-option or domestication process: a 

TE sequence has derived and encodes now for a protein that only serves the host. 

Importantly, the role of TEs in the development of placenta in mammals is not limited 

to this process of protein domestication. Their capacity to promote or enhance 

transcription of genes in their vicinity has also been co-opted in this tissue, as response 

elements to specific hormones involved in the expression of genes involved in 

placentation (Chuong et al., 2013). Expression of these genes is notably essential to 

modulate immunity regarding the fetus, which despite being non-self has to be 

protected from the mother’s immune system.  

 

If TEs can be expressed, they might even be capable of mobilizing and 

duplicating. While these new insertions can in principle happen anywhere in the 

genome, they tend to be not completely random or at least, the observed and 

conserved insertions present some insertional bias. Exon insertion is rarely seen 

compared to intron insertions: either they do not occur (or at a low rate) or are too 

deleterious to be conserved and propagated. On the contrary, TE sequences present 

in introns are quite frequent and can even be used as new exons (or alternative exons), 

and give rise to new proteins and functions in a process entitled exonization (Figure 

3). Such a process can lead to transcript diversity from a single gene, as observed for 

the prolactin-encoding plr3c1 gene that contains a composite TE element in its first 

intron. The TE-free plr3c1 transcript isoform is expressed in specific cells of the uterus, 

while the TE-included plr3c1 isoform is expressed in Leydig cells of the testis and plays 

a role in their growth (Bu et al., 2017).  

 

New insertions occurring in somatic cells are not transmitted to the next 

generation and so will not be domesticated, co-opted or exonized. However, LINE-1 

mobilization has been shown to occur in physiological conditions, and with a high rate, 

in human and mouse neuron progenitor cells (NPCs) (Coufal et al., 2009; Muotri et al., 
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2005). It is thought to participate in neurons population diversity and to be especially 

important in primates. This is the tip of the iceberg of the impact of TE biology on brain 

and neuron development, a link that has been reviewed extensively, both in 

physiological and pathological aspects (Popova et al., 2022). 

 

In the cases reported above, TE expression or presence not only has an impact 

on the host but it has become essential for its physiology. This raises fundamental 

questions: whether the use of TEs by the host is i) an active process as opposed to a 

consequence of evolution, or ii) a consequence of TE presence and activity promoted 

by TEs themselves or by a by-product of their selfish behavior or iii) promoted by the 

host to use available DNA sequences to its advantages or to ensure proper control of 

TEs. These conceptual notions are difficult (if not impossible) to test experimentally 

because what we observe nowadays is the product of million years of co-evolution 

between TEs and their host genomes, and new processes of TE co-option cannot be 

observed at our time scale. All things considered, it seems reasonable to say that TEs 

cannot be only seen as intra-genomic parasites anymore and that their contribution to 

host biology should not be overlooked.  

 

b) TE implication in pathological processes 
 

Pathological outcomes mainly arise when host repressive mechanisms against TEs 

are inoperative. As an example, failure to repress TEs in male germ cells typically 

prompt meiotic arrest, smaller testis and sterility (Ding et al., 2017.; Aravin et al., 2007; 

Shoji et al., 2009; Barau et al., 2016; Watanabe et al., 2018; Zoch et al., 2020). Global 

chromatin remodeling in cancer cells often leads to loss of control over TEs and a burst 

of TE expression compared to normal cells. In humans, high LINE-1 expression is a 

hallmark and could even serve as a biomarker for early detection of cancer (Sato et 

al., 2023; Taylor et al., 2023). Few examples of TE mobilization or expression being 

one of the initial events eliciting cancer development exist (Babaian et al., 2016; Scott 

et al., 2016; Ukai et al., 2003). Their number is probably underestimated for technical 

reasons mentioned earlier regarding de novo assembly and accuracy of TE localization 

as well as for the hindrance of proving the early event leading to cancer development. 

Permissive TE activity in neural cells also explains why several neurodegenerative 

disorders like Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s diseases are linked to TE expression or 
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mobilization (Popova et al., 2022). Controlling where and when TEs are expressed is 

then an essential process to ensure correct physiological functions using them 

(presence or transcription) and avoid the development of pathologies due to their 

selfish behavior.  

 

 
Figure 3 | Instabilities due to TE presence.  
Schemes showing different effects of TE presence on host gene regulation beside their mobilization 
 
 
 

B. Focus on two TE families with mobilization potential 
 
LINE-1 and IAP elements are members of distinct TE classes with mobilization 

potential in the mouse genome. To get a better understanding of what distinguishes 

these two classes of elements and why some controlling pathways are efficient on one 

but not the other, I propose hereby a more detailed description of these families.  
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1. Intracisternal-A-Particles 
 

IAP is one of the few ERV family that can still mobilize in mammals and is only present 

in the mouse genome and closely related rodent species (Magiorkinis et al., 2012). 

Their name is inherited from a very specific observed behavior: their localization inside 

the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum that no other ERV is known to localize to. 

The retrovirus they originated from encodes for four proteins: Group specific Anti-Gene 

(GAG), Proteinase (PRO), Polymerase (POL) and Envelope (ENV) (Figure 4). 

Although not having their own transcriptional start site or transcription termination 

because they are produced from the same transcript, each of these open reading 

frames are considered as genes encoding for their own protein (Figure 4). Localization 

of IAP to the endoplasmic reticulum is due to a short sequence at the N-terminal part 

of the gag sequence, which proved also to be important for control of these elements 

(Fehrmann et al., 2003; Enriquez-Gasca et al., 2022). 

 

 
 
Figure 4 | Functional organization of IAP elements.   
Schemes representing the functional organization of the different types of IAPs described in (Kuff & 
Lueders, 1988). 
 

These four genes are the ones classically found in infectious retrovirus 

sequences and they play here the same functions. The IAP family has been shown to 

come from a pre-existing retrovirus, still present and inserted in the mouse genome 

(Ribet et al., 2008). Nowadays, IAP elements are known to have an obligate 

intracellular life cycle and therefore do not need their env gene. This coding sequence 

is still present in some copies of the family (IAPE) although mutated or truncated, but 

most copies have either lost their env or have it so divergent that it cannot be 

recognized anymore as env (Figure 4). One particularity of gag, pro and pol, in ERVs 

but also in some retroviruses, is that their coding sequences overlap, which leads to 
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the necessity to cleave the produced polyproteins (Figure 4). In fact, this system 

produces GAG as an alone protein with the first ORF, and two polyproteins GAG-PRO 

and GAG-PRO-POL (Figure 5). These polyproteins have to be cleaved to be fully 

functional, which is the role of PRO. Moreover, a frameshift is needed during translation 

at the junction between GAG and PRO to produce fully functional PRO and POL 

peptides (Fehrmann et al., 1997). GAG forms the inner shell of the virus-like particle, 

the outer shell being formed by the endoplasmic reticulum itself (Figure 5), while POL 

encodes the reverse-transcriptase and endonuclease activities. 

 
Figure 5 | Mobilization cycle of IAP elements.   
Scheme of IAP mobilization process. Colors used to depict functional elements are the same than in 
Figure 4. 
 

The first step for IAP elements to initiate their retro-transposition cycle is to be 

transcribed by hijacking the host machinery. This is achieved through their LTR that 

can be divided in three sub-parts: U3, R and U5 (Figure 4). U3 contains the 

transcription termination sequence, R corresponds to a duplicated region on both 

LTRs, while U5 contains the transcriptional start site and a TATA box to help recruiting 
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full-length IAP elements, and therefore, only transcription starting from one LTR in the 
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to transcription of neighboring sequences, including host genes (Figure 3). In fact, 

transcription and transposition have to be considered as separate processes. 

Transcription can occur even if the coding sequence is incomplete or even completely 

missing in the case of solo-LTRs. They represent approximately half of the IAP copies 

(approx. 3000 solo LTRs and 2800 full-length or partially full-length elements) found in 

mouse reference genome.   

 
One good reminder of this separation between transcription and transposition 

abilities is perfectly illustrated in the IAP super-family. In fact, several members 

possess a variety of deletions in their internal sequence, and these are known as the 

IAPΔ elements (Figure 4). A first category of elements (IAP1Δ) has only deletions, while 

the second one (IAP2Δ) acquired in addition to their deletions a new insertion 

compared to the ancestor IAP retrovirus (Figure 4). IAP1Δ harbors three types of 

possible deletions depicted in Figure 4. A really interesting finding is that IAP1Δ1 is the 

type of IAP copies that propagates the most while being unable to transpose on its own 

due to an internal deletion removing part of gag and pol as well as the entire pro 

sequence (Figure 4) (Gagnier et al., 2019). This is possible only if two processes 

simultaneously happen: trans-complementation or the use of proteins produced by 

other fully competent IAP elements, and the expression of the non-autonomous 

element (Saito et al., 2008). Although trans-complementation has been proven, the 

exact reason why IAP1Δ1 elements are more successful than their autonomous 

counterparts or other IAP1Δ elements is still not completely understood. The 120 kDa 

GAG-POL fusion protein that they produce seems to be important for their more 

efficient ability to use functional IAP proteins than other elements (Saito et al., 2008).  

 

In the case of IAPs and other ERVs, two nomenclatures co-exist in the literature: 

i) one based on their DNA content inside the family mostly studied in the 80’s without 

resort to sequencing and ii) one based on NGS data acquired during this century. 

Nomenclature chosen for all transposable elements and present in new databases 

does not consider observations made previously and are based on divergence 

between sequences. Therefore, IAP1Δ elements are not annotated as such in 

databases and this annotation will not be present in our data analyses. Separate 

annotations were made for LTR and coding part of full-length elements because LTRs 

can be found on their own. Annotations diverge sometimes between the different 
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databases available: Dfam (publicly available) and RepBase (accessible with fees). 

Accordingly, IAP_LTR1 and IAP_LTR1a are the youngest and most potent LTRs found 

in the mouse genome, including solo-LTRs. The most abundant type of full-length 

element according to recent annotations belong to the IAPEz subfamily (also 

annotated as IAPLTR1a in Repbase), whose distribution into ~6500 copies is quite 

homogeneous among autosomal and sex chromosomes. By contrast, the majority of 

other IAP subfamilies are highly enriched on the Y chromosome, such as IAPEy.  

 

IAPs are expressed in oocytes, zygotes and 2-cell stage embryos and their 

expression declines afterward (Fadloun et al., 2013; Piko et al., 1984; Rothstein et al., 

1992). However, reasons and needs for this expression have not been properly 

investigated, at least in comparison to the attention given to the developmental 

expression pattern of other ERV families like MERVL. Moreover, a study based on RT-

qPCR propose an increased number of IAP RNAs during early development as 

opposed to previously mentioned publications (Inoue et al., 2012). In mouse embryonic 

stem cells (mESCs) derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, although IAP 

expression can be detected, they are not highly expressed compared to oocytes or 

zygotes. Some IAPs also seem to be expressed in several adult tissues, like brain, 

heart, liver and kidney, although with a higher expression in brain compared to the 

other tissues (Gaubatz et al., 1991). While research on how IAP elements are 

repressed, especially in early development is quite prolific, study of their actual role in 

vivo is an unlooked area. Moreover, available expression data come from different 

kinds of experiments, and some can only reveal specific sub-families and completely 

miss the expression of solo-LTRs due to use of primers or probes binding to internal 

sequences (RNA-FISH or RT-qPCR). Overall, a unified study of the expression of IAPs 

during mouse development is missing.  

 

2. Long Interspersed Nuclear Element 1 
 

Full-length LINE-1 elements (approx. 6kb in mice) encode at least two proteins from 

two open reading frames (ORFs), called ORF1p and ORF2p (Figure 6). Some copies 

can also encode for ORF0, which has only been found in primates. ORF1p and ORF2p 

are essential to LINE-1 transposition cycle, while the action of ORF0 is quite unclear 

although it seems to stimulate retro-transposition (Denli et al., 2015). This two ORFs 
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are bordered by 5’UTR and 3’UTR sequences, which serve the same function in all 

species but can be different in sequences (Figure 6). In mouse, the L1 5’UTR is formed 

by variable repetitions of monomers, whose range spans 2 to 50 copies (Figure 6), 

although a mean of 2-3 monomers is observed for active elements (Goodier et al., 

2001). Active Human Specific LINE-1 (L1Hs) (and any human L1s in general) do not 

possess this monomeric structure on their 5’UTR (Figure 6). Mouse 5’UTR monomers 

have been shown to possess sequences bound by transcription factors (such as YY1) 

with an active role in LINE-1 transcription (Cusack et al., 2020; Deberardinis & 

Kazazian, 1999). The nomenclature used today for mouse LINE-1 is based on early 

studies identifying divergences between elements in these monomers. L1-MdA (L1-A, 

A-type promoter), L1_MdF (F-type, promoter) and L1_MdTf (L1-T, F-type promoter), 

therefore possess different monomer sequences (Fanning, 1983; Wincker et al., 1987).                      

A phylogeny of L1 was also based on the divergence between these tandem repeats, 

putting L1_MdA as descendant of L1_MdF (Adey et al., 1994). However, LINE-1 tend 

to lose their 5’UTR sequences containing these monomers during their reverse-

transcription starting at their 3’UTR. Therefore, these sequences are not highly 

conserved and even recombined between different LINE-1 elements along evolution 

and might not be the sequence of choice to decipher mouse LINE-1 evolution. Another 

phylogenetic tree of mouse LINE-1 was proposed based on ORF2p sequence which 

is highly conserved due to its essential role in transposition (Sookdeo et al., 2013). 

Here, it is proposed that L1_MdF gave raise to L1_MdA while continuing to evolve on 

its own in two separated lineages. L1_MdA elements then are proposed to be source 

of the active LINE-1 lineage in mouse and L1_MdTf diverged from it. 

 
Figure 6 | Functional organization of LINE-1 elements. 
Scheme representing the main composition of LINE-1 elements in mouse and human genomes 
 
 

ORF1p is a 40kDa protein that organizes as trimers (Figure 7). While its exact 

role in the retro-transposition process is still unclear, it is highly expressed and binds 

to RNA or DNA and might act as a nucleic chaperone. Despite difficulties to catch the 
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149 kDa expressed ORF2p in living cells, this protein bears two essential functions for 

retro-transposition: endonuclease and reverse-transcriptase. After transcription, the 

LINE-1 RNA has to be translocated in the cytoplasm to be translated. LINE-1 presents 

as a bicistronic RNA, which is commonly translated by bacterial ribosomes but is not 

the way eukaryotic RNAs are formed. Therefore, the question of how ORF2p is 

translated (the second ORF from 5’ to 3’, Figure 6) is still in question. Accordingly, 

detection of ORF2p in living organisms has been a challenged due to its low translation 

rate. ORF1p and ORF2p have been shown to strongly bind to LINE-1 RNA forming a 

LINE-1 ribonuclear particle (L1-RNP) (Martin & Bushman, 2001) with a preference for 

their own RNA, although binding to other RNAs, such as SINEs, has been shown 

(Callahan et al., 2012). This partially explains how non-autonomous elements can 

hijack autonomous element machinery. L1-RNPs are found to localize at cytoplasmic 

stress granules (Figure 8). This specific localization might be actively regulated by the 

host, by the LINEs or it might reflect a secondary effect of ribonuclear particle formation 

(Arora et al., 2022; Goodier et al., 2007). However, if this localization is needed to 

perform retrotransposition or plainly due to host control is not completely known.  

 

To retrotranspose, this RNA-Protein complex has to re-enter the nucleus (Figure 

7). How this is exactly achieved is still in debate however, a recent paper suggests that 

LINE-1-RNPs might enter the nucleus by localizing to chromatin during mitosis when 

the nuclear membrane is gone, and be entrapped in the nucleus once the nuclear 

membrane builds up again (Mita et al., 2018). This would be the only way of LINE-1 to 

enter the nucleus, non-dividing cells should not suffer from its mobilization. However, 

mobilization of LINE-1 elements has been observed in post-mitotic neurons, meaning 

that other processes might be used by LINE-1-RNPs to enter the nucleus (Muotri et 

al., 2005).   

 

Once in the nucleus, what is needed for a LINE-1 element to retro-transpose is 

a free single stranded 3’-OH, which can be obtained directly from its own ORF2p-

dependent endonuclease activity (canonical pathway) or from already present DNA 

single strand breaks (non-canonical pathway, endonuclease independent or non-

classical L1 insertion), a process used by host machinery in order to maintain 

telomeres length (Figure 7) (Kowald, 1997). Depending on the amount of available 

DNA breaks at a particular moment, finding the breaks might not be as efficient as 
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creating new ones. Notably, ORF2p has a preferred site for its endonucleolytic activity 

(TTTTA), which allows an easy start of reverse-transcription by hybridization with LINE-

1 poly-A tail. Then, ORF2p will take LINE-1 RNA as a template to produce and 

incorporate its DNA sequences at the site of the DNA break. This process is also known 

as Target-Primed Reverse Transcription (TPRT) (Figure 7). When already present DNA 

breaks are used, stretches of Ts might not be available to start this process. It is then 

worth noting that although reverse-transcription is more efficient when the DNA 

template starts with 4Ts, ORF2p can achieve it inefficiently with other initiation 

sequences. Although this process can occur at any time once LINE-1-RNP enters the 

nucleus, it seems to be more frequent at the S phase of the cell cycle (Mita et al., 

2018), maybe in relationship with DNA accessibility. ORF2p has been shown to bind 

PCNA, which is present at replication fork, an easy place to find single-stranded or 

accessible DNA (Mita et al., 2018).   

 
LINE-1s are the only autonomous elements still able to transpose in humans 

(around a hundred copy of active L1HS), according to the current detection tools 

(Brouha et al., 2003). New insertions have been estimated to occur in 1/60 births 

(Feusier et al., 2019). Mobilization of LINE-1 also still occurs in the mouse genome 

with a ratio going as high as 1 new insertion in 8 births, probably linked to higher 

number of active LINE-1 copies in this species (Richardson et al., 2017). New somatic 

insertions of L1HS are biased toward AT-rich and early-replicating regions (Sultana et 

al., 2019). The observed AT rich bias is expected considering their target sequence for 

insertion. However, it seems that these new insertions are not biased toward a specific 

chromatin pattern (Flasch et al., 2019). Despite the need for LINE-1s to be transcribed 

for new insertions to arise, open chromatin or genic regions are not favored for 

insertions. Selection toward these regions may happen overtime.  
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Figure 7 | Mobilzation of LINE-1 elements.  
Scheme of LINE-1 mobilization process. Colors used are the same than in Figure 6. 
 
 

LINE-1 elements are also dynamically expressed in early development. L1 

retrotranscription and translation has been shown to happen in mouse zygotes and 2-

cell embryos (Richardson et al., 2017; Vitullo et al., 2012). LINE-1 transcript levels 

were shown to increase from zygote to morula stages (Inoue et al., 2012), as opposed 

to results obtained using RNA Fluorescent hybridization (FISH) instead of RT-qPCR 

(Fadloun et al., 2013) Discrepancies between these two studies might come from the 

distinction between active transcription (Fadloun et al., 2013) and conserved transcript 

load (Inoue et al., 2012). LINE-1 expression timing in pre-implantation development 

proved to be essential with a prolonged expression beyond up to 4 and 8-cell stage 

leading to developmental arrest and chromatin silencing in zygotes also having a 

negative impact on development progression (Jachowicz et al., 2017). This phenotype 

is very similar to the one observed concerning MERVL expression, also concerning the 

proper progression of ZGA of LINE-1 silenced zygotes (Sakashita et al., 2023). 
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III. Control mechanisms  
 

Control of TE transcription and mobilization is especially important in pluripotent and 

germ cells due to the transmission of their genome to the next generation. However, 

once acquired in host genomes, TEs also have the ability to mobilize in somatic cells. 

Although a lot of efforts have been made to understand how TE regulation is 

specifically achieved in germ cells and their precursors, other pathways are involved 

in the regulation of TEs in various cell types, their expression and roles being broader 

and often also involved in limiting viral infections. I will briefly present some of these 

general restraining pathways in a first part, before focusing on targeted control of active 

TEs in ESCs and male germ cells. 

 
A. Non-targeted control mechanisms  

 
Under this banner of non-targeted control mechanisms, I want to mention several 

pathways that are involved in the regulation of TE transposition without the need to 

adapt to their specific sequences. In all pathways described herein, discrimination 

between self and non-self is achieved by other means. Investigations often starts with 

the idea of confirming if factors known to regulate viruses are involved in TE repression, 

due to their common features. However, after confirmation obtained, the exact 

mechanism is often not detailed and TE features triggering this particular control not 

investigated. Before detailing these active methods of TE repression, let’s remember 

that TE sequences have a high mutation rate that often dampen their transposition 

abilities or in the case of LINE-1s, new insertions are often 5’ truncated. These newly 

inserted copies might therefore never be expressed, causing no harm without the need 

for any specific active mechanism of repression.  

 

1. Innate immune response 
 

The first line of defense against ERVs is to avoid viral infection or viral integration, and 

indeed, the immune system is a barrier against TE transposition. Like viral infection, 

the TE transposition cycle or invasion triggers one specific innate immune system: the 

type I interferon response (IFN) (Figure 8). In response to detection of double-strand 

RNA (dsRNA), double-strand DNA (dsDNA) or RNA-DNA hybrids in the cytoplasm, a 
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specific transcriptional program, partially due to the expression of the transcription 

factor IRF3, is launched (Schneider et al., 2014). The aim of IFN response is to restrict 

viral replication within infected cells, alert neighboring cells of the presence of 

infections and expand lymphocytes to provide long-term and specific protection against 

viruses. IFN responses can be triggered by various ways and in the case of TEs, this 

will be mainly achieved by detection of ribonuclear species that they produce in the 

cytoplasm: RNA would be detected by OAS/RNaseL system, while DNA would be 

recognized by cGAS/STING path.  

 

Both pathways have been implicated in the control of LINE-1 and IAP elements. 

In the first case, 2’,5’-Oligoadenylate synthase (OAS) senses dsRNA, which promotes 

its activity towards the production of 2’-5’ oligoadenylates. These molecules activate 

RNaseL that cleaves in turn single-strand RNAs (ssRNAs). Both host and viral ssRNAs 

are cleaved leading to translational arrest and in the long-term, to cell apoptosis. While 

this pathway has been shown to reduce LINE-1 and IAP retrotransposition (Figure 8) 

(A. Zhang et al., 2014), it is unclear how, as these elements are not known to produce 

dsRNA species during their transposition cycle. A proposed hypothesis for LINE-1 is 

the binding of small antisense RNAs, produced from the bi-directional transcriptional 

potential of the 5’UTR (N. Yang & Kazazian, 2006). Another TE transposition byproduct 

could be responsible for the activation of this system, or it could be triggered by 

secondary structures of TE-derived mRNAs. In contrast, dsDNA presence in the 

cytoplasm is a trace of retrotransposition activity independently of their insertion in the 

genome by ERVs. dsDNAs are sensed by the cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) 

generating a metabolite activating stimulator of interferon genes (STING), the 

cGAS/STING pathway. cGAS/STING was also shown to sense DNA/RNA hybrids 

which are also formed during ERV transposition (Mankan et al., 2014). Moreover, 

response to viral-derived DNA in the nucleus was reported (Lahaye et al., 2018). In a 

nutshell, IFN response is activated by ribonuclear species produced either by viruses, 

retroviruses or LINE elements, 

 

Although this system is efficient against bursts of unwanted TE expression, it 

leads to cell death and therefore has to be activated only as a last resort. Moreover, 

constant activation of IFN response is associated with auto-immunity in the long-term, 

which is highly detrimental to the host, as observed in the Aicardi-Goutières Syndrome. 
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Activity of Three Prime Repair Exonuclease 1 (TREX1) has been shown to counteract 

this auto-immune phenotype by targeting reverse-transcribed DNA from LINEs and 

SINEs for their degradation (Stetson et al., 2008). This prevents its accumulation in the 

cytosol and activation of immune system, by degrading the problem inside without 

calling for help from outside.  

 

2. Degradation through stress granules and processing bodies 
 

Degradation of viral or TE RNA can be achieved by other means, notably by targeting 

RNA to stress granules or processing bodies (P-bodies) present in the cytoplasm. Both 

structures are membrane-less condensates that coalesce various factors. While P-

bodies are mainly involved in RNA decay and are constitutively present, stress 

granules concentrate translation-associated factors and RNAs, and specifically form 

under stress conditions (Riggs et al., 2020). Calcium-binding and coiled-coil domain-

containing protein 2 (CACO2 alias NDP52) and p62 target P-bodies and stress 

granules for autophagy, respectively, leading to the degradation of all proteins and 

RNAs contained in this condensate type (Figure 8). Not only TE repression depends 

on the formation of these structures, but also on all the proteins needed for the 

autophagy pathway, like ATPG6 (Guo et al., 2014). IAP RNAs are often found localizing 

in P-bodies, while L1 proteins were found to localize to stress granules (Figure 8) 

(Doucet et al., 2010; C. Lu et al., 2011). Blockade of LINE-1 and IAP retro-transposition 

depends thus on the different proteins involved in the formation of these granules. 

Sterile alpha motif and histidine-aspartate domain-containing protein 1 (SAMHD1), a 

deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphopshohydrolase usually involved in repressing viral 

infection and insertion through degradation of dNTPs below the requirement for DNA 

replication, was also shown to play a role in the formation of stress granules and 

furthermore, in LINE-1 repression (Figure 8) (Hu et al., 2015).  

 

How ORF1 and ORF2 are targeted to stress granules while involved in a 

complex with L1-RNA is not resolved. However, some recent advances have been 

made regarding how IAPs may be addressed to P-bodies. A possibility is that it involves 

an RNA modification, and more specifically, the methylation of the 6th carbon of 

adenosine (m6A). This RNA modification is deposited co-transcriptionally by writer-

complexes, including the RNA methyltransferase METTL3 that targets the internal part 
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of mRNA species, including IAP elements (Figure 8) (Chelmicki et al., 2021; Geula et 

al., 2015). An increasing list of readers can bind to m6A-modified RNAs, with 

implications in all RNA processing steps: splicing, nuclear export, stability, translation 

(Shi, Wei, et al., 2019). The binding specificity of each reader is not completely 

resolved but may be linked to the position of the modified adenosine along the mRNA. 

While several publications agree on a repressive role of m6A on IAP elements, both 

negative and positive effects have been reported on LINE-1 elements. On one hand, 

removal of the m6A mark by the m6A eraser called fat mass and obesity-related protein 

(FTO) favors L1 RNA abundance in mESCs (Wei et al., 2022), while addition of the 

m6A mark was reported to enhance L1 transcription and retrotransposition in human 

cell lines by another study (F. Xiong et al., 2021). Moreover, claims have been made 

toward a role for METTL3 in enhancing H3K9me3 enrichment at IAP elements, which 

would make this pathway involved in transcriptional control of TEs too (Liu et al., 2021; 

Xu et al., 2021).  

 

LINE-1 RNAs might also be targeted for degradation through the Non-sense 

Mediated Decay (NMD). The RNA helicase MOV10 was shown to both interact with 

LINE-1 RNA and to colocalize with ORF1 and ORF2, which cover LINE-1 RNA in the 

cytoplasm (Goodier et al., 2012; Gregersen et al., 2014). MOV10 further interacts with 

regulator of non-sense transcript 1 (UPF1) that also co-localizes with LINE-1 

complexes. Interaction between MOV10 and UPF1 suggests that LINE-1 RNAs would 

be targeted for degradation, which may prevent their re-entry into nucleus and might 

even destabilize ORF1 and ORF2. Although MOV10 binds the coding sequence of 

LINE-1 RNA, its binding to other RNAs is biased to long 3’UTR regions (Gregersen et 

al., 2014). Of note, MOV10 also interacts with YTH domain-containing family 2 and 3 

(YTHDF2 and YTHDF3), two m6A readers, and with YLP motif-containing 1 (YLPM1, 

also known as ZAP). Although the underlying mechanism is still unknown, ZAP 

participates in the post-transcriptional repression of LINE-1 elements and locates in 

stress granules, which promotes MOV10 to stress granules too (Figure 8) (Goodier et 

al., 2015). MOV10 might then be implicated in addressing LINE-1 to stress granules, 

in complement to its role in NMD (Arora et al., 2022).  
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3. Other degradation and editing systems  
 

Degradation of ORF1 and ORF2 might be mediated through the action of Testis 

Expressed 19.1 (TEX19.1) too. This protein is expressed in the testis, as well as in 

ESCs and placenta. Deletion of TEX19.1 in testis leads to a meiosis defect but without 

reactivation of LINE-1 or IAP elements, while an IAP-related family of ERVK, 

MMERVK10C, is greatly over-expressed in these conditions (Öllinger et al., 2008). In 

contrast, deletion of TEX19.1 in ESCs lead to increased mobilization of LINE-1 

elements (Maclennan et al., 2017). Interaction between TEX19.1 and ORF1 in ESCs 

is further thought to target ORF1 to degradation through the proteasome, via an 

interaction with the E3 ubiquitin ligase UBR2 (Figure 8) (Maclennan et al., 2017). As 

protein degradation prevents mobilization without impacting transcription, observations 

in ESCs are not necessarily discordant with the ones in Tex19.1-KO spermatocytes 

and spermatogonia. Increased L1 mobilization—in absence then of LINE-1 RNA 

overexpression—could create DNA breaks and perturb meiosis.  

 

Several other processes are involved in restraining TE mobilization. For 

instance, the family of Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing catalytic polypeptide-like 3 

(APOBEC3) proteins is involved in repressing LINE-1, IAP and other ERVs (Figure 8). 

APOBEC3G does so by enhancing Adenosine (A) deamination, causing a high rate of 

A to Guanosine (G) mutations in mRNAs and disrupting the coding sequence of the 

element (Arias et al., 2012). APOBEC3G also targets retrovirus RNAs in their capsids. 

Notably, the human APOBEC3G is not able to repress mouse IAP sequences, probably 

as a result of fast evolution and high adaptivity of APOBEC proteins to their host endo- 

and exogenous retroviruses. APOBEC3A is also implicated in LINE-1 and IAP 

repression, although through a deaminase-independent mechanism (H. Chen et al., 

2006). Several proteins involved in DNA damage response as well as DNA repair were 

also shown to restrain new insertions of TEs, especially LINE-1 (Zamudio and 

Bourc’his, 2010). Finally, the deletion of RNA interference core factors, like DROSHA 

or DICER, also leads to enhanced mobilization of LINE-1 elements, although it is not 

clear whether the effects are direct or not (Goodier, 2016).  
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Mechanisms used by host cells to regulate their own RNA and protein metabolism 

or to fight viral infections contribute to the overall low mobilization rate of TEs. These 

defense systems allow cells to cope with production of TE transcripts, which might be 

needed, notably during development, to avoid unwanted transposition events. 

However, to allow time-, cell type- and family- dependent control of TEs, specific TE-

targeted mechanisms are needed.  

 

B. Selective targeting of TEs for repression 
 

TEs present a wide variety of DNA sequences, length, origins, ages and encoded 

proteins. A first challenge of an efficient controlling system is to use a characteristic 

that is shared by the highest number of TEs. All autonomous TEs start their 

transposition cycle by transcription, a step than can already influence the host genome. 

Acting at the front line, several mechanisms are used to prevent TE transcription. Three 

main complexes or pathways have been described in the literature, each of them 

targeting a different feature of TEs. One system is based on a vast family of proteins 

under positive selection for fast evolution with the ability to recognize TE sequences, 

the Kruppel Associated Box Domain Zinc Finger Proteins (KRAB-ZFP, KZFP). A 

second complex of proteins target RNA sequences lacking introns, which seems to be 

the most common feature of retrotransposons, the Human Silencing Hub (HUSH). 

Finally, a third system, specifically acting in germ cells, is based on the memory of past 

exogenous RNA invasion from which retrotransposons come from, the Piwi-interacting 

RNA (piRNA) pathway.  

 

1. Targeting DNA to control transcription, the case of KZFPs 
 

KZFPs constitute the largest family of transcription factors in mammals and even in 

higher vertebrates (Ecco et al., 2017). They contain C2H2-type zinc fingers in variable 

number (2 to 40 in humans), each of them recognizing three consecutive nucleotides 

on one DNA strand, and one nucleotide on the reverse strand. This particular form of 

zinc finger is also observed in PRDM9, a protein essential for meiotic recombination, 

which also harbors a domain catalyzing H3K4 trimethylation and is hypothesized to be 

the original protein KZFP (Birtle & Ponting, 2006). Mutating amino acids involved in 

nucleotide recognition can change KZFP sequence specificity. Therefore, to be able to 
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recognize 100 different sequences, one would need to encode hundred different 

KZFPs. Around 350 and 700 KZFPs are encoded in humans and mice, respectively, 

while their whole genome encodes for around 25,000 proteins (Kauzlaric et al., 2017; 

Urrutia, 2003). A large majority of KZFPs target TE sequences (Figure 8) and 

especially retrotransposons, but approximately one third of them target non-repetitive 

host genes (Imbeault et al., 2017). Of note, the presence of DNA methylation can affect 

the binding of some KZFPs, like ZFP57, which adds one more layer of regulation to 

the system (Shi, Strogantsev, et al., 2019).  

 

KZFPs also encode for other domains to complete their targeting function and 

in particular a KRAB domain, recognized by Krab-Associated Protein 1 (KAP1) also 

known as Tripartite Motif Containing Protein 28 (TRIM28) (Friedman et al., 1996). 

KZFPs can also harbor i) a SCAN domain that interact with other SCAN domains, 

allowing interactions between different KZFPs, and ii) a DUF3669 domain whose 

functions or binding abilities are unknown. Most of SCAN-endowed KZFPs target 

genes, not retrotransposons. KAP1 binding to KZFPs is key to allow this targeting 

mode to become a transcriptionally repressive one (Figure 8). In fact, KAP1 recruits in 

turn an H3K9 trimethyltransferase, SETDB1, which transforms KZFP-bound 

sequences into a heterochromatic environment, refractory to the transcription 

machinery (Figure 8) (Rowe et al., 2010). To consolidate this chromatin compaction, 

other factors are also recruited, such as Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1), tightens the 

DNA around nucleosomes and excludes the RNA polymerase (Figure 8). The α-

thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome X-linked protein (ATRX) is also recruited to 

these regions to enhance the formation of compact chromatin at and in proximity to 

ERVs (Figure 8), and in particular at IAP elements (Sadic et al., 2015). ATRX interacts 

notably with death-domain associated protein (DAXX) itself involved in H3.3 loading 

(Lewis et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2004). H3.3 is a dynamic H3 variant that can be 

deposited outside of replication and is associated to both transcriptional activation and 

repression. Renewal of H3 by its variant H3.3 participates in IAP repression (Figure 8) 

(Elsässer et al., 2015). Loss of H3.3 at KAP1-bound regions is minimal in absence of 

ATRX but more important in absence of DAXX, while the presence of H3.3 also 

enhances recruitment of these two proteins. H3.3 variants together with ATRX-DAXX 

participate in the maintenance of H3K9me3 at ERVs (Figure 8) (Elsässer et al., 2015). 

Importantly, these partners also play a role in the maintenance of heterochromatin at 
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satellite repeats. Microrchidia family protein 3 (MORC3) was also recently involved in 

heterochromatin formation at KAP1 bound regions (Figure 8). Sumoylation-dependent 

interaction of MORC3 with DAXX proved to be necessary for H3.3 incorporation (Groh 

et al., 2021). This was surprising considering the binding of MORC3 to H3K4me3-

enriched regions, indicating a rather open chromatin context (Desai et al., 2021). 

ATRX-DAXX and H3.3 are enriched at IAPs and other ERVs but not at LINE-1 

elements, despite LINE-1 being also enriched in H3K9me3, DNA methylation and 

KAP1.  

 
The nucleosome remodeling and deacetylation (NuRD) complex can also be 

recruited to KAP1-bound regions, as well as DNA methyltransferases (Figure 8) 

(DNMTs) (Quenneville et al., 2012). Notably, KAP1 also targets Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and allows the deacetylation of its Integrase DNA 

sequence by HDAC1, limiting its integration into the genome (Allouch et al., 2011). 

KAP1 has a variety of interactors, including SWI/SNF-related matrix-associated actin-

dependent regulator of chromatin subfamily A containing DEAD/H box 1 

(SMARCAD1). Deletion of SMARCAD1 increases IAP expression, concomitantly with 

decreased KAP1 binding and H3K9me3 (Sachs et al., 2019). SMARCAD1 is a 

chromatin remodeler whose action could help KAP1 to access chromatin (Figure 8) or 

other factors to sumoylate KAP1, a modification that is indeed necessary for KAP1 to 

recruit all its partners on chromatin (Ivanov et al., 2007). KAP1 binding is not limited to 

TE sequences and therefore, SMARCAD1 might be implicated in transcriptional 

repression of other sequences. However, it is noteworthy that the absence of 

SMARCAD1 leads to only mild IAP over-expression (2-fold) compared to loss of KAP1 

(more than 100-fold), and does not impact the expression of other classes of KAP1-

bound TEs (like LINE-1) (Rowe et al., 2010; Sachs et al., 2019). Mono-ADP 

ribosylation of KAP1 by SIRTUIN 6 (SIRT6) also improves the recruitment of HP1 to 

repeats in somatic cells and therefore favors their repression (Figure 8) (Van Meter et 

al., 2014).  

 

The characterization of the targets and pattern of expression of all the KZFPs in 

different species is a massive task that several research laboratories tried to tackle. 

More precisely, on retrotransposons, KZFPs often target regulatory sequences 

necessary for their expression, which are usually lowly divergent sequences, in 
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opposition to other DNA sequences that TEs could lose to escape restriction. The PBS 

sequence, which I already mentioned, is for instance a good target in the sense that it 

is essential for reverse transcription-dependent expansion. Among the studied KZFPs, 

ZFP932 and Gm15446 target IAP elements and their relatives (RLTR44, 

MMERVK10D3, MMERV10C) at a sequence located upstream of their 3’LTR and 

important for their reverse transcription (Ecco et al., 2016). Hence, one particular KZFP 

can bind sequences present on different TE families.  From the TE side, one element 

can also be bound by different KZFPs, although often at well distinct regions. This is 

particularly the case for old TE sequences that have been present for generations in 

genomes, while newly inserted TE families tend to be recognized by one specific KZFP, 

or even none. For example, L1 Human Specific (L1HS) elements that emerged 

recently are not targeted by any KZFP, in contrast to older primate L1 elements such 

as L1PA4 (Imbeault et al., 2017). Old TEs, that might have even lost their 

transcriptional ability, are still under the control of KZFPs through KAP1 recruitment, 

which seems like a waste of resources for cells. This can be seen as a picture taken 

along the long stride of evolution: with more time, these useless targeting will 

disappear. Alternatively, it might be a clue that these targeted TEs, have now been 

domesticated and serve as a host gene regulatory network.  

 

As exemplified here, the evolution of TEs and KZFPs is tightly linked, even 

though the cause and consequences are not easy to disentangle. At first sight, it seems 

easy to imagine that KZFPs are under positive selection to create new targeting amino-

acid sequences and adapt to new invasions. In fact, the positive correlation between 

the number of KZFP genes and LTR-retrotransposon supports the idea of co-evolution 

between TE invasions and KZFP diversification (Kauzlaric et al., 2017). Moreover, 

KZFP genes organize mainly in clusters, and contrast with adjacent genes that have a 

high degree of identity, with only point mutations or one substitution between them. 

These observations fit the hypothesis along which KZFPs evolve fast to adapt to new 

LTR-retrotransposon invasions. However, there is evidence that some TEs, although 

bearing sequences recognized by KZFPs already present in the host, were successful 

in invading and spreading in genomes, which does not fit with the one-way co-evolution 

or arm-race hypothesis (Imbeault et al., 2017). Another striking evidence that arm race 

may not be the only driver of KZFP evolution is the fact that several KZFPs have roles 

outside of TE replication, purely essential to the host. As an example, ZFP57 binds in 
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majority to IAP elements but has no effect on their regulation, while being essential for 

genes subject to genomic imprinting (Quenneville et al., 2011; Shi, Strogantsev, et al., 

2019).  

 

Another important question on this matter is whether the H3K9me3 

heterochromatic pattern is transmitted to the next cell generation or kept during 

differentiation. The role of this pathway is mainly studied in ESCs, where silencing of 

TEs by this system is particularly important due to the absence of piRNAs and/or to 

low DNA methylation levels. However, KZFPs have various expression patterns and 

some of them happen to be expressed in somatic cells. Although previous studies have 

shown that ZFP809 deletion in somatic cells has no effect on TE expression if 

H3K9me3 is already established in ESCs (G. Wolf et al., 2015), this conclusion seems 

to be dependent on each KZFP. In fact, ZFP932 deletion in differentiated cells, in 

culture or in vivo, leads to increased expression of some TEs, associated with a loss 

of H3K9me3 but maintenance of DNA methylation (Ecco et al., 2016). Beyond KZFP 

targeting, loss of SETDB1, responsible for H3K9me3 deposition at KAP1-targeted 

sequences, does not impact TE repression in mouse embryonic fibroblasts but greatly 

in ESCs (Matsui et al., 2010).   

 

The fact that a transcription factor can bind to multiple copies of TEs supports 

the hypothesis along which TEs could act as regulatory factors of host gene networks. 

A third of KZFP binding gene promoters are rather ancient and evolutionary conserved 

regions (Imbeault et al., 2017). Moreover, they tend to have lost KAP1 binding and to 

be rather linked to active transcription. KZFP binding could have been originally 

targeted to TE sequences that can no longer be recognized as such, due to 

accumulation of mutations. Therefore, we would be in presence of a potential gene 

regulatory network system led by TE presence originally and maintained to now only 

for the host interest. Of note, KZFPs use only a portion of their zinc fingers to recognize 

their targets, while the other part could be used to bind other molecules, like RNAs or 

proteins, widening the regulatory spectrum of these factors. 

 

Repression of TEs by KZFPs is a powerful system: efficient when established, 

tunable during development, and recyclable for other purposes through evolution. This 

is another striking example of the ambivalent impact of TEs on host genome and how 
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their presence drives innovation of systems that will finally serve the host interest, 

independently of TEs. 

 

2. Targeting RNA to control TE expression 
 

a) The HUSH complex 
 

When KZFPs start targeting TE sequences, these have been integrated in the genome 

for quite some time and were already able to spread. Although versatile, it is a slowly 

implemented repression system. To avoid wide spreading and too much damage done 

to host cells before KZFP “activation”, there is a need for a faster system that acts 

immediately at new retrotransposon insertions, which is what the Human Silencing Hub 

(HUSH) partly does. This protein complex was found, at first, to act against retroviral 

invasions, such as HIV, magnifying the close relationship between new 

retrotransposon infiltration and retroviruses and the speed at which HUSH counteracts 

these foreign RNA sequences (L. Liu et al., 2011). As such, HUSH is often seen as an 

innate immune system. 

 

HUSH is a heterotrimer complex composed of Transcription Activation 

Suppressor (TASOR or FAM208A), M-phase phosphoprotein 8 (MPP8) and Periphilin 

(PPHLN1) (Figure 8). The exact role of TASOR is not elucidated yet but some hint 

comes from the domains it contains: an inactive Poly ADP-Rybosylation Polymerase 

(PARP) domain, a Spen Paralog and Ortholog C-terminal (SPOC) domain, and two 

disordered domains previously called DomI and DomII (Douse et al., 2020). DomI is 

essential to the interaction between TASOR and MPP8, interaction stabilized by the 

SPOC domain, a type of domain generally involved in protein-protein interactions. The 

role of the inactive PARP domain remains unclear but it is essential for HUSH-mediated 

TE repression (Douse et al., 2020). It is noteworthy that deletion of TASOR and 

therefore abrogation of HUSH function in mice leads to embryonic lethality before 

gastrulation (Harten et al., 2014). MPP8 can bind to H3K9me3 (or H3 mimicry on other 

proteins) through its chromodomain and this interaction, together with SETDB1 

recruitment, helps propagating H3K9me3 (Figure 8) (Tchasovnikarova et al., 2015). 

However, this heterochromatin construction or spreading is not the main repression 

mechanism used by HUSH: deletion of the MPP8 chromodomain does not abolish 
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HUSH-mediated TE repression. The last protein of the complex, Periphilin, binds to 

RNA (Figure 8) and only to RNA targeted by HUSH, despite not encoding any 

recognizable RNA binding motif (Seczynska et al., 2022). Despite not knowing the 

precise way Periphilin binds to its targets, this protein is thought to be the targeting unit 

of the complex, allowing to recruit HUSH to its targets, even in absence of H3K9me3 

(Tchasovnikarova et al., 2015).  

 

Effector proteins can associate to this tripartite core, such as Microrchidia family 

CW-type zing finger 2 (MORC2), SETDB1 or Activating transcription factor 7-

interacting protein 1 (ATF7IP). Because MORC2 is an ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodeler that compacts chromatin and SETDB1 is an H3K9 methyltransferase, it was 

originally thought that this pathway was acting through heterochromatinization, 

similarly to KZFPs (Tchasovnikarova et al., 2015). However, binding to chromatin is not 

essential to HUSH silencing, nor the presence of SETDB1 or MORC2. In fact, HUSH 

only act on targets that are transcribed and most of them are present in “leaky” 

heterochromatin allowing for some transcriptional activity. Therefore, HUSH targets are 

mainly young retrotransposons and LINE-1 particularly, although a small number of 

SINEs are also targeted (Robbez-Masson et al., 2018). It is unclear whether HUSH 

requires the presence of RNA or RNA Pol II binding, although there is growing evidence 

that an RNA species may be involved. Indeed, HUSH was showed to be able to silence 

any and only intronless sequences entering in cells, without the requirement to be 

integrated in the genome (Seczynska et al., 2022). Notably this recognition of 

intronless sequences was independent of splicing events and the common 

denominator of these sequences is proposed to be their speed of transcription, and 

more precisely, their elongation rate. In fact, long exons (> 1kb) such as full-length 

LINE-1 elements, tend to have a slow elongation rate, which is accentuated when 

H3K9me3 is present on these sequences. Another hypothesis would be the 

recruitment of specific proteins by introns that would prevent binding of Periphilin to its 

targets. In any case, as intronless sequences trigger the activation of an innate immune 

system, they can be considered as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP). 

 

One last piece of evidence to place HUSH as a transcriptional controller, is the 

physical interaction between MPP8 and ZCCHC8, a member of the Nuclear Exosome 

Targeting complex (NEXT), which targets non poly-adenylated RNAs for degradation 
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(Figure 8) (Garland et al., 2022). Although HUSH also represses poly-adenylated 

transcripts, the NEXT RNA decay is needed for proper HUSH mediated TE-silencing. 

The role of HUSH role in TE RNA regulation might be completed by other partnering 

complexes. This fits with the observation that HUSH also plays a role in defense 

against non-integrated viruses, which are not poly-adenylated and are not subjected 

to nuclear control.   

 

That being said, ZCCHC8-depleted ESCs are still viable, while MPP8 loss is 

fatal to them (Garland et al., 2022; Müller et al., 2021), showing the larger importance 

of the HUSH complex in this particular context. Of note, MPP8 has also been shown 

to interact with the de novo DNA methyltransferase 3A (DNMT3A) (Chang et al., 2011), 

opening the possibility that DNA methylation is targeted to HUSH-bound loci. 

Furthermore, HUSH activity is essential in cells with low DNA methylation levels but 

dispensable for proliferation of more differentiated cells, while being expressed in all 

cell types (Müller et al., 2021). This can lead to the hypothesis that HUSH acts both on 

a transcriptional chromatin-based, established and conserved regulation mode, as well 

as a post-transcriptional RNA degradation-based one (Figure 8). A similar RNA induced 

transcriptional silencing (RITS) has been described in yeast, which has strong 

functional similarities with HUSH (Douse et al., 2020).  

 

HUSH can therefore be considered as a system primarily recognizing foreign 

RNA species obtained from intronless DNA sequences or reverse-transcription, and 

addressing them for degradation as well as for transcriptional repression through 

chromatin-based mechanisms similar to the ones used by the KZFP machinery. It 

particularly targets young L1 elements that are prone to premature transcriptional 

termination and is essential in lowly methylated cells, and during early embryonic 

development.  

 

b) piRNAs 
 

This defense system against TEs has been found in almost all animals. Most of the 

time, its expression is restricted to germ cells although not all germ cells express it and 

it has been found in some somatic cells, being there involved in defense against viral 

infections (Morazzani et al., 2012). Just like HUSH, this system is based on RNA-
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directed mediated silencing of TEs, but it differs because it can only target known 

elements and not newly invasive TE species, acting then more like an adaptive immune 

system than an innate one.   

 
piRNA stands for PIWI-interacting RNA, PIWI (P-element Induced Wimpy testis) 

proteins referring to a specific type of Argonautes, a group of proteins that bind small 

RNAs. Indeed, piRNAs are considered a clade of small RNAs that are ranging from 24 

to 35 nucleotides in length (Vagin et al., 2006). They possess other characteristic 

features allowing them to be recognized once they are processed, such as a 2’O-

methylation at their 3’ end established by HENMT1 in mouse (Kirino & Mourelatos, 

2007; Lim et al., 2015; Ohara et al., 2007). Despite their peculiar signature, what drives 

a specific RNA to be processed into a piRNA is not really known although it has been 

noticed that the promoters of piRNA loci have a low CG content and high DNA 

methylation levels in somatic cells. piRNA precursor loci were discovered to lie next to 

each other in big clusters in Drosophila (Brennecke et al., 2007). However, in mice, 

they still bear the name of “clusters” while a high number of piRNAs are generated 

from small loci with a unique RNA target (Aravin et al., 2006). Their biogenesis varies 

among species but some common grounds can be found. Two main pathways 

participate in the production of piRNAs that can be called primary or secondary. Briefly, 

in mice, primary piRNAs are obtained through the cleavage of long RNA sequences by 

endonucleotytic activities and then adding the necessary modifications creating 

piRNAs with a bias for U as a first nucleotide. Secondary piRNAs are obtained when 

primary piRNAs bind to their complementary RNA targets, generateing piRNAs with a 

bias of A as 10th nucleotides (Aravin et al., 2006). This mode of production is often 

referred to as “ping-pong” amplification.  

 

This mode of production participates in the post-transcriptional suppression of 

undesired RNA species such as TEs, against which piRNAs are targeted. That is the 

first layer of TE control achieved by the piRNA system. However, piRNAs are the only 

mammalian small RNA species that can also provide transcriptional control, by 

promoting DNA methylation to TE sequences (Aravin et al., 2007). In fact, failure to 

produce piRNAs, through genetic deletion of the proteins essential to their biogenesis, 

impairs the establishment of DNA methylation at TE sequences in fetal male germ cells 

in mice, and is linked to a meiotic arrest at the pachytene stage  (Chuma et al., 2006; 
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Shoji et al., 2009; F. Yang et al., 2008). This lack of DNA methylation leads to the 

expression of otherwise repressed TEs, notably LINE-1 elements for which this 

transcriptional control is both sufficient and necessary before the onset of meiosis 

compared to the post-transcriptional control. Whether the meiotic arrest is due solely 

to the DNA methylation defect, lack of piRNAs or TE expression is still a standing 

question in the field.  

 

In mice, piRNAs are only produced in male germ cells, which is in contrast with 

Drosophila for example, but also with a closely related hamster species in which 

piRNAs are also produced in female germ cells  (H. Zhang et al., 2021). Therefore, all 

studies done on piRNAs in mouse are done on male germ cells. In any case, essential 

proteins to piRNA biogenesis are usually not expressed in ESCs or in somatic cells in 

mammals. The mouse genome encodes three PIWI proteins: MILI (PIWIL1), MIWI 

(PIWIL2) and MIWI2 (PIWIL4), which have non-redundant roles in either biogenesis of 

piRNAs or their downstream effects. Distinct sets of piRNA are expressed across germ 

line differentiation ( Aravin et al., 2007). A first “batch” or set is produced at pre-natal 

stage and are also referred to as pre-pachytene piRNAs. These are the ones that   

target TEs and are associated to MILI and MIWI2. The second set is produced in post-

natal life, at the pachytene stage, hence their name as pachytene piRNAs. These 

mainly target intergenic or unique host sequences in genic regions and associate with 

MILI and MIWI. Pachytene piRNAs are not produced through “ping-pong” amplification 

and their biological role is to this date quite unknown. Regarding fetal pre-pachytene 

piRNAs, the primary piRNAs are associated to MILI and are amplified as secondary 

piRNAs through the “ping pong” amplification cycle. These secondary piRNAs are 

loaded onto MIWI2 and translocated in nuclei, where they serve to target DNA 

methylation deposition at TE promoters by sequence complementarity (Shoji et al., 

2009; Watanabe et al., 2018). However, MIWI2 does not directly bind to DNA or to DNA 

methylation machinery. Therefore, several studies have attempted to provide insights 

into the physical connection between MIWI2 and the DNA methylation machinery. A 

recent paper succeeded into uncovering the interacting partners of MIWI2 by IP-MS in 

male germ cells, a quite challenging task, and reported a direct link between a new 

factor SPOC domain containing 1 (SPOCD1), MIWI2 and the DNA methylation proteins 

DNMT3A and DNMT3L (Zoch et al., 2020). However, DNMT3C is the DNA 

methyltransferase responsible for methylating young and active TEs in the male germ 
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line in mice (Barau et al., 2016) and it could not be caught by this method, although 

direct interaction between SPOCD1 and DNMT3C was demonstrated in an ectopic 

over-expression system. Whether this is a methodology issue or the sign that other 

factors are key to the piRNA-directed DNA methylation to TEs is still a question.  

 

While the function on TEs of the piRNA pathway is conserved among animals, 

the piRNA targets, proteins involved in the biogenesis and even PIWI proteins are 

evolving rapidly. In fact, between, closely related species, the piRNA targets are rarely 

conserved, which may seem normal under the assumption that they are adapted to the 

TE load or invasion history (Ozata et al., 2019). However, the underlying reasons to 

have proteins that are also under positive selection and rapidly evolving does not fit 

with this hypothesis and might be linked to other unknown functions of piRNAs. The 

fact that piRNA proteins have been lost and gained again during evolution also leads 

the beliefs that their primary function might not be to repress TEs at all.  
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Figure 8 | IAP and LINE-1 elements are controlled in ESCs.  
Top panel with grey background represents a summary of all non-targeted pathways acting in the 
control of IAP and LINE-1; bottom panel with a purple background focuses on targeted control at both 
types of elements in the nucleus. 
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C. Chromatin determinants of TE targeted control 
 

1. DNA methylation 
 

DNA methylation in mammals consists in the addition of a methyl group onto cytosines 

that are part of CpG di-nucleotides. This DNA modification is not present in all animals, 

including some common laboratory models (C.elegans, D.melanogaster, S.cerevisiae 

and S. pombe) but it has important roles in transcriptional regulation in mammals. 

Some CpA dinucleotides are also methylated, at a lower rate and more specifically in 

the neural lineage (Lister et al., 2013). However, the biological role of CpA methylation 

is out of the scope of this manuscript and I will focus my interest on CpG methylation 

that I will term DNA methylation.  

 

In mammalian genomes, CpGs are present at lower rate compared to 

expectations and are not evenly distributed across the genome. As a whole, the 

genomic DNA contains a low CpG amount, except for enrichment at specific regions 

called CpG islands (CGIs), mostly located at gene promoters, including some young 

ERVs. About 2/3 of CGIs are un- or lowly methylated, mainly at housekeeping or 

developmental gene promoters (Bird et al., 1985; Gardiner-Garden & Frommer, 1987). 

Among the methylated CGIs are the germline gene promoters that heavily methylated 

in somatic cells but remain unmethylated in germ cells and their precursors (Borgel et 

al., 2010). DNA methylation at promoters is linked to transcriptional repression but 

requires distinct kind of effectors to have this effect (Stadler et al., 2011; Weber et al., 

2007). DNA methylation also defines regions in germ cells that will be mono-allelically 

expressed depending on the parental origin in somatic cells, referred to as genomic 

imprints. However, DNA methylation is not sufficient to promote transcriptional 

silencing, which can be exemplified by its presence in the body of expressed genes. 

However, this modification changes the transcription factors (TFs) that can bind to 

promoters: some methylation-sensitive TFs are repulsed or attracted by its presence 

(Yin et al., 2017). Chromatin modifiers or remodelers can also be attracted or repulsed 

by DNA methylation or even DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), the enzymes 

responsible for its deposition.  
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DNA methylation is a dynamic modification whose patterning is highly cell- 

specific. Moreover, as for histone modifications, DNA replication dilutes its presence 

leaving the newly synthesized strand modification-free. Therefore, different enzymes 

are needed to establish correct patterning, to maintain this patterning through cell 

divisions and remove it when cellular fates change. Two enzymes, DNMT3A and 

DNMT3B, are responsible for the establishment of DNA methylation patterns with 

different cell specificities and are termed de novo DNA methyltransferases (Okano et 

al., 1999). A third de novo enzyme, DNMT3C, is specific to rodents, and its only role is 

to methylate young TEs promoters in fetal male germ cells, as demonstrated in mice 

(Barau et al., 2016). DNMT3 enzymes require the presence of a catalytically inactive 

partner, DNMT3L, for their activity in germ cells (Barau et al., 2016; Bourc’his et al., 

2001; Bourc’his & Bestor, 2004). Once established, DNA methylation patterns are 

maintained by DNMT1 through DNA replication in all dividing cell types (Bostick et al., 

2007). Different claims have been made in regards to a potential de novo activity of 

DNMT1 in oocytes (Y. Li et al., 2018) and in ESCs (Haggerty et al., 2021), but no 

mechanistic model for this activity has been established yet. In contrast, the targeting 

of DNMT1 to hemi-methylated DNA generated during replication is quite detailed, 

involving a specific cofactor Ubiquitin-like with PHD and Ring Finger domain 1 

(UHRF1) (Xie & Qian, 2018). Finally, DNA methylation can be passively lost with cell 

divisions or can be actively removed by Ten Eleven Translocation enzymes (TET1, 

TET2 and TET3).  

 
Figure 9 | DNA methylation enzymes and co-factors.  
Enzymes and co-factors involved in DNA methylation deposition and maintenance in ESCs, highlighting 
their functional domains. 
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a) DNA methylation maintenance happens through collaboration between DNMT1 
and UHRF1 
 

Besides a catalytically active methyltransferase domain, DNMT1 possesses a Zinc 

Finger Domain of a CXXC type (Figure 9), allowing direct binding to unmethylated 

CpG. To avoid activity at any CpG, DNMT1 is auto-inhibited due to intra-molecular 

interactions between different domains (Song et al., 2011). Alleviation of this inhibition 

involves an interaction between the Replication Foci Targeted Sequence (RFTS) of 

DNMT1 and H3K14 and H3K18 mono-ubiquitination (Ub) (T. Li et al., 2018). DNMT1 

can also interact with Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) through its PCNA 

interacting domain (PIP) (Figure 9), again associating the protein to replication forks 

(Chuang et al., 1997). Interestingly, PCNA associated Factor 15 (PAF15) also bound 

during replication contains a H3-like domain that can be ubiquitinated on two close 

lysine residues and have the same effect on DNMT1 activity than H3K14Ub and 

H3K18Ub (Nishiyama et al., 2020). Without these ubiquitination, DNMT1 activity is 

blocked. By operating these modifications on both H3 and PAF15, UHRF1 is essential 

to DNMT1 activity.  Besides these necessary interactions, DNMT1 itself undergoes a 

number of post-translationally modifications (acetylation, methylation, 

phosphorylation), which modulates its activity.   

 

 UHRF1 activity and presence is hindered by several inhibitory processes, as 

well as targeting for degradation by the proteasome. Deposition of ubiquitin is ensured 

through its Really Interesting New Gene (RING) domain, and regulated by or in concert 

with its Ubiquitin like-domain (UBL) (Figure 9) (Citterio et al., 2004). UBL recruits the 

ubiquitin-modified E2 enzyme needed to transfer the ubiquitin modification. A Tudor 

Tandem-like domain (TTD) of UHRF1 (Figure 9) allows binding to H3K9me3, and this 

interaction to remove UHRF1 auto-inhibitory intra-molecular interactions (Rothbart et 

al., 2013). This would mean that DNA methylation maintenance can only happen in a 

chromatin context harboring H3K9me3, which is not what is observed. The explanation 

for this discrepancy can be explained by the presence of a H3K9me3 mimicry domain 

in Ligase I (LIG1), also necessary for DNA replication and therefore present on spot 

(Ferry et al., 2017). Therefore, UHRF1 activity can be ensured by binding to LIG1 or 

to H3K9me3, which is important in regards to replication timing. In fact, both the speed 
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and the number of replication forks are too high for DNMT1 to be able to methylate 

every hemi-methylated CpGs in the replication bubble and for UHRF1 to target all of 

them at the same time as well. DNA methylation maintenance will continue for a 

prolonged timing compared to DNA replication and most of the late methylated regions 

are enriched for H3K9me3, releasing the need for LIG1 presence. More than allowing 

DNMT1 activity, UHRF1 is also essential for DNMT1 targeting on hemi-methylated 

DNA. Indeed, DNMT1 can bind to any unmethylated CpG, while UHRF1 can bind with 

higher affinity to hemi-methylated CpG compared to other CpG contexts through its 

SET and RING-finger associated domain (SRA) (Figure 9) (Arita et al., 2008; 

Hashimoto et al., 2008). 

 

b) Defining DNA methylation patterning with de novo DNMTs 
 

DNMT3A and DNMT3B, but also the DNMT3L co-factor, possess an ATRX-DNMT3-

DNMT3L (ADD) domain (Figure 9) that is physically attracted by H3K4 devoid of 

methylation and repulsed by its presence, with forces of repulsion increasing with the 

number of methyl groups (Ooi et al., 2007; Y. Zhang et al., 2010). In accordance with 

this role, H3K4 methylation and especially H3K4me3 that mainly covers active (CGIs 

included) promoters, is mutually exclusive with DNA methylation. DNMT3A and 

DNMT3B enzymes also harbor a PWWP domain (Pro-Trp-Trp-Pro) (Figure 9) that 

favors binding to H3K36 methylation (Dhayalan et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2005). This 

interaction helps to understand the enrichment of DNA methylation on active gene 

bodies that are covered by this specific nucleosome modification, as a result of 

interaction between the RNA Pol II and H3K36 methyltransferases. However, the role 

of DNA methylation on gene bodies is rather discussed between participating in the 

discrimination of exons and introns or the silencing of transcriptional promoting regions 

embedded in gene bodies (Greenberg & Bourc’his, 2019; Teissandier & Bourc’his, 

2017). DNMT3C lacks this PWWP domain (Figure 9), which might be important for its 

very specific function on TE promoters (Barau et al., 2016). Mechanistically, DNMT3s 

can methylate any given cytosines but only methylation at CpGs—due to their 

symmetric configuration—can be maintained by DNMT1.  

 

DNMT3A and DNMT3B activity and importance is cell type- and genomic 

context-dependent. DNMT3A is responsible for the large majority of DNA methylation 
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activity in germ cells, while DNMT3B activity is focused on satellite repeats (Dura et 

al., 2022; Kaneda et al., 2010). In fact, primordial germ cells (PGCs) that will give rise 

to differentiated germ cells see their inherited pattern of DNA methylation from 

differentiating ES cells globally erased actively by TET action and passively through 

replication and division (Figure 10). The repertoire of expressed genes in germ cells is 

very peculiar compared to somatic lineages and erasure may be necessary to allow 

expression of germ cell genes that are otherwise repressed by DNA methylation 

(Borgel et al., 2010). Therefore, a new patterning of DNA methylation has to be 

acquired through de novo DNA methylation (Monk et al., 1987). After fertilization, the 

embryo undergoes another combination of active and passive DNA demethylation to 

allow again a change of cell identity, with the lowest amount of methylation reached in 

the pluripotent cells from the inner-cell mass of the blastocyst (ICM) (Figure 10), from 

which ESCs are derived in culture. In vivo, PGCs are not derived from this specific 

stage but from ESCs in the course of their differentiation toward different somatic 

lineages and therefore with a higher DNA methylation level. However, this transient re-

acquirement of DNA methylation is not necessary to allow PGC specification from 

ESCs in vitro (Schulz et al., 2023). During this wave of DNA methylation in ESCs, both 

DNMT3A and DNMT3B are needed, with DNMT3B playing a larger role in germline 

gene methylation (Borgel et al., 2010).  

 

 
Figure 10 | DNA methylation is dynamic during early development  
Dynamics of DNA methylation deposition and erasure in early mouse development. 
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During development, pluripotent embryonic cells can harbor different DNA 

methylation levels as they go from naïve, to formative to primed pluripotency, which 

can be recapitulated in a Petri dish by culturing ESCs in different culture conditions 

(Morgani et al., 2017). The serum-based medium contains Leukemia Inhibitory Factor 

(LIF) and Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), necessary to allow continuous renewal without 

differentiation, respectively (see Methods for the exact composition). FBS provides the 

necessary inhibitor of Mitogen-Activated protein kinase/Extracellular signal-regulated 

kinase (MAPK/ERK), Bone Morphogenetic proteins (BMP). ESCs grown in serum/LIF 

form a transcriptionally heterogenous population and have a highly methylated 

genome, close to the one of somatic differentiated cells (Ying et al., 2008). Yet, they 

are still pluripotent, meaning are able to give raise to the three embryonic lineages, 

endoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm. Alternatively, ESCs can be cultured in serum-

free conditions using two inhibitors of differentiation paths, known as “2i medium” (see 

Methods). One inhibitor (CHIR99021 or CT99021, shortened as CT) blocks the Wnt 

pathway through inhibition of its main effector glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3), 

while the second (PD0032) occupies the same function than BMP and inhibits the 

MAPK/ERK pathway. Compared to serum conditions, 2i-cultured ESCs form a 

homogenous population and present a methylation level close to what can be observed 

in the ICM in vivo, meaning around 15-20% of CpG methylation genome-wide.  

 

Despite the wave of DNA methylation loss observed during pre-implantation 

development, some specific regions retain DNA methylation, among which imprinted 

regions, satellite DNA and young families of TEs, especially IAP elements (Walter et 

al., 2016; L. Wang et al., 2014). The exact mechanism that prevents DNA methylation 

erasure at these sequences is quite unclear and might differ between imprinted regions 

and TEs, also similar actors could play a role in these processes. In fact, two KZFPs, 

ZFP57 also helped by ZFP445, bind most imprinted regions (harboring a methylated 

TGCCGC sequence) in early stages of development (Quenneville et al., 2011; 

Takahashi et al., 2019). As described previously, KZFPs are bound by KAP1, bringing 

DNA methylation and H3K9me3 machineries on spot and allowing a proper 

transmission of the methylation pattern, despite a global erasure (Figure 8). However, 

ZFP57 binding to methylated TE sequences is not necessary to maintain this DNA 

modification (Shi, Strogantsev, et al., 2019). Other KZFPs, such as ZFP932 or 
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Gm15446, could be involved in this process (Ecco et al., 2016). Importantly, DNA 

methylation is not alone in this process as H3K9me3 is also present at these young 

TEs and the prevalence between these two repressive modifications is highly context-

dependent and will be discussed in following paragraph, after discussing H3K9me3 on 

its own.  

 

2. H3K9me3 
 
Trimethylation of the lysine 9 of the histone 3 (H3K9me3) is a modification associated 

with transcriptional repression and helps to form compact chromatin regions. These 

regions are usually called heterochromatin, which can exist in a constitutive form 

(present in every cell types) or in a facultative form (depending on tissue type). Despite 

being historically associated to constitutive heterochromatin, there is more and more 

evidence that H3K9me3 is involved in the regulation of differentiation and tissue-

specific gene expression, hence in facultative heterochromatin (Nicetto et al., 2019). 

Addition of methyl groups is done one after another and trimethylation is the highest 

methylation state at H3K9. In mammals, three groups of two homologous enzymes are 

responsible for catalyzing methylation at H3K9 with preferences and redundancy 

(Montavon et al., 2021). They all possess a catalytic SET domain responsible for their 

activity. Of note, in Drosophila, these groups of enzymes are also represented albeit 

with only one member per group (Setdb1, Su(var)3-9, and G9a). Importantly, 

H3K9me3 and their writers have been mainly studied in ESCs. Although the reported 

roles and relative importance might change with cell types, I will focus on findings in 

ESCs.    

 

a) SETDB1 and SETDB2 
 

Previously, I already mentioned SET domain bifurcated 1 (SETDB1)—also named 

ERG-associated protein with SET domain (ESET)—which has an understudied 

homolog SETDB2, on which not much can be said apart from its necessity to establish 

complete H3K9me3 patterning in mammals, and its recent involvement in regulation 

of inflammatory pathways (Kimball et al., 2019; L. Yang et al., 2002). The catalytic 

domain of SETDB1/SETDB2 is modified compared to the canonical SET domain, with 

a 300bp-insertion that preserves its activity. Most of H3K9me1 is deposited by 
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SETDB1, which can also add further methyl groups. Besides the SET domain, 

SETDB1 contains a Methyl-CpG Binding domain (MBD), a Tudor domain allowing 

binding to bivalent H3K9me1 and H3K4ac chromatin, and interacts with Activating 

Transcription Factor 7-interacting protein (ATF7IP), Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), 

and KAP1 (Kimball et al., 2019; Schultz et al., 2002; Timms et al., 2016). These 

interactions determine its targeting and activity. The specific use of MBD is rather 

unclear. While it seems able to bind methylated DNA, this domain is also present in 

Drosophila and C.elegans, two organisms devoid of DNA methylation. The ability to 

bind H3K9me1/H3K4ac domains is quite interesting, although this combination of 

modifications has not yet been studied in depth. Relationship between ATF7IP and 

SETDB1 has been more extensively studied and this protein can be considered as a 

co-factor of SETDB1 (Timms et al., 2016; Tsusaka et al., 2019). Indeed, their 

interaction promotes mono-ubiquitination at the K867 residue of SETDB1, increasing 

its processivity, stability and localization in the nucleus. Regulation of SETDB1 activity 

can be easily regulated by its localization because it harbors both nuclear localization 

and nuclear export signals. Hiding one or the other signal by binding of partners can 

be quite dynamic and may be used in response to environmental stresses (Beyer et 

al., 2016; Delaney et al., 2019).  

 
Notably, the interactions of SETDB1 with HP1 or ATF7IP are mutually exclusive 

and lead to different outcomes. Association to HP1 is more likely to target SETDB1 to 

pericentromeric chromatin and to promote the deposition of one methyl group on naked 

H3K9 (Loyola et al., 2009; Tsusaka et al., 2019), while interaction with ATF7IP directs 

SETDB1 toward other genomic targets, notably TEs, and facilitates enhanced activity 

toward trimethylation of H3K9 (Tsusaka et al., 2019). Two comments emerge from 

these observations: although SETDB1 activity has been mainly reported at young 

ERVs (Figure 11), it is also involved in formation of constitutive heterochromatin at 

telomeric repeats, as well as pericentrometric and centromeric repeats by providing a 

substrate used by other H3K9 methyltransferases (like SUV39H1/H2). Therefore, 

depending on the abundance or availability of ATF7IP and HP1, which can vary during 

the cell cycle, the main activity of SETDB1 will change, with biological different impacts. 

That being said, at least 40% of SETDB1 binding sites are found in close proximity (at 

max. 100bp) from ERVs, which can be explained by its interaction with KAP1 that is 

itself targeted to these elements by KZFPs (Karimi et al., 2011). Moreover, AT7FIP is 
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part of the HUSH complex that targets not only ERVs but also other types of TEs, like 

LINEs, and links even more SETDB1 to the control of TEs. Although being involved in 

H3K9me3 deposition at other repeats, SETDB1 is still the main enzyme responsible 

for H3K9me3 at ERVs and notably, IAPs. Source of gene mis-regulation in SETDB1 

mutants is even though to emerge from expression of chimeric transcripts using ERV 

LTRs as an available promoter or TSS (Karimi et al., 2011).  

 

b) SUV39H1 and SUV39H2 
 

Discovered primarily in Drosophila, Suppressor or Variegation (3-9) homologue 

(SUV39H1) and its homolog SUV39H2 in mammals are able to add mono-, di- and tri- 

methylation at H3K9 through their chromodomain. Although being able to deposit 

methylation on naked H3K9 in vitro, this activity is not essential in vivo, contrary to its 

involvement in di and tri-methylation at centromeres and telomeres that are part of the 

constitutive heterochromatin (Figure 11) (Lehnertz et al., 2003). These binding abilities 

suggest that SUV39H1/H2 target regions that are already H3K9 methylated, further 

enhancing the level of methylation and its propagation to neighboring regions. These 

already methylated regions could have been targeted by other H3K9 

methyltransferases, such has SETDB1. Indeed, a collaboration between SETDB1 and 

SUV39H1/H2 has been reported at telomeric regions (García-Cao et al., 2003; 

Gauchier et al., 2019). In addition, binding to HP1 also promotes spreading of H3K9 

methylation (Bannister et al., 2001; Lachner et al., 2001). 

 

The SUV39H1/H2 chromodomain can also bind RNA, which is used to enhance 

its targeting to expressed satellite repeats as well as telomeric repeats. Indeed, a 

specific telomere repeat-containing RNA (TERRA) emerges from telomeres and is 

bound by SUV39H1/H2 helping its recruitment (Porro et al., 2014). Moreover, these 

RNA-mediated recruitment of SUV39 enzymes have also been described in the 

embryo at the 2-cell stage, with a long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), oct4l4, directed to 

Oct4 and leading to deposition of H3K9 at Oct4 promoter (Scarola et al., 2015). 

However, the specificity of the chromodomain toward RNA is not known. Other RNAs 

could be recognized by SUV39H1/H2. Their identification would allow to understand 

new modes of targeting, for example at rDNA loci, and the relative dependencies 

toward these two homologs for H3K9 patterning.  
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Importantly, SUV39H1/H2 are also essential for H3K9me3 deposition at several 

ERV subfamilies (MMETn, ETnERV, IAPEz, IAPEy) and LINE-1 elements, and other 

genomic regions could depend on SUV39H1/H2 to establish their correct chromatin 

features (Bulut-Karslioglu et al., 2014). Redundancy between SETDB1 and 

SUV39H1/H2 at TEs explain why the loss of SUV39H1 does not have much impact on 

TE repression (Bulut-Karslioglu et al., 2014), compared to satellite and centromeric 

repeats. Indeed, complete knock-out of SUV39H1 and SUV39H2 in mice revealed no 

developmental delay or defect but a high post-natal lethality linked to genome 

instability (Peters et al., 2001).  

 

Finally, the activity of SUV39H1/H2 is regulated through ubiquitination. SIRT1, 

an H3 and H4 deacetylase, is also responsible for the de-acetylation of a specific lysine 

in the SET domain of SUV39H1, which prevents the polyubiquitination of another lysine 

residue and further protein degradation by the proteasome (Bosch-Presegué et al., 

2011). SIRT6, another deacetylase that also interacts with KAP1, acts on other sites 

of the SUV39H1 SET domain, allowing mono-ubiquitination by SKP2 (a E3 Ubiquitin 

ligase like UHRF1), which promotes SUV39H1 activity (Santos-Barriopedro et al., 

2018).   
 

c) G9a/EHMT2 and GLP/EHMT1  
 

Euchromatin histone-lysine methyltransferases 1 and 2 (EHMT1/EHMT2), also named 

GLP and G9a, respectively, are the last enzymes needed to form the entire patterning 

of H3K9me3 in the mouse genome. Contrary to SUV39H1/H2, G9a and GLP can add 

one to two methyl groups on naked H3K9, but not 3. These two enzymes might be 

responsible for the formation of large H3K9me2 domains observed in ESCs, but could 

also provide substrate for the other aforementioned H3K9 methyltransferases. These 

enzymes are also able to add methyl groups to H3K27 residues, although a low 

number of methylated H3K27 results from their actions (Mozzetta et al., 2014; Wu et 

al., 2010). As their name suggests, these enzymes are responsible for the methylation 

at H3K9 in euchromatin (Figure 11), meaning chromatin regions that are poorly 

condensed and could be transcribed. Therefore, their action is more linked to gene 

regulation and is essential during development with their deletion causing an early 
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embryonic lethality (at embryonic day 9.5, E9.5) (Tachibana et al., 2002). It is 

noteworthy that they also target some TE families, including MERVL and IAP, which 

may be linked to the observed embryonic lethality, at least to some extent. In the mouse 

testis, both G9a and SETDB1 are needed to reach full H3K9me3 levels at IAPs (S. Liu 

et al., 2014). This raises the question as to whether this is due to an interdependency 

with the third methyl group being only deposited by SETDB1, or whether it reflects 

interindividual differences, with different copies of IAP being targeted by the different 

H3K9 methyltransferases. In fact, loss of G9a or GLP in ESCs leads to a decrease in 

H3K9me2 and DNA methylation at ERVK and ERVL, while H3K9me3 levels are 

unchanged at these sequences and no up-regulation is observed (Dong et al., 2008).   

 

 
Figure 11 | H3K9me3 methyltransferases have preferences over genomic compartments 
Schematic chromosome displaying preferences of the three groups of H3K9me3 methyltransferases 
for different genomic compartments. 
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deficient for DNMT1, DNMT3A and DNMT3B, single-handedly or in combination (Dong 

et al., 2008; Karimi et al., 2011; Lehnertz et al., 2003). However, several pieces of 

evidence point toward a dependency of DNA methylation toward the H3K9me3 mark 

or H3K9 methyltransferases. Loss of G9A/GLP leads to loss of DNA methylation at IAP 

elements, LINE-1 elements and pericentromeric repeats, while DNA methylation 

enzymes are still expressed (Dong et al., 2008). Reintroduction of catalytically inactive 

mutants leads to a partial rescue of DNA methylation with a better recruitment at IAP 

elements of DNMT3A than in G9a-KO, but the rescue is not complete compared to WT. 

SUV39H1/H2 seems also necessary for proper localization of DNMT3B at 

pericentromeric repeats, which is linked to a decrease in DNA methylation in absence 

of SUV39H1/H2 (Lehnertz et al., 2003).  

 

The dependency of DNA methylation toward H3K9 methylation or its 

methyltransferases might be explained by two observations. As said previously, 

G9A/GLP are able to methylate the H3 mimic domain present on LIG1, enhancing 

recruitment of DNMT1 at replication sites (Ferry et al., 2017). In its absence, DNA 

methylation maintenance efficiency is lower, although not completely abrogated. We 

can also assume that catalytically dead G9A/GLP are not able to methylate LIG1 and 

therefore, not able to recruit efficiently UHRF1-DNMT1. However,  they could attract 

the de novo DNMTs through an interaction with HP1, to which G9A/GLP and 

DNMT3A/DNMT3B bind (Dong et al., 2008). Recruitment of DNMT3B at SUV39H1/H2 

target sites is also thought to happen through HP1a and HP1b acting as scaffold 

proteins (Lehnertz et al., 2003). Despite these assumptions are in agreement with 

current knowledge and could explain these observations, they have not been properly 

tested and should be taken with caution. 

 

Importantly, SUV39H1/H2 deletion only leads to minor reduction of H3K9me3 at 

IAPs with no impact on their expression, while G9a/Glp mutant cells present a 

decrease in H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 at IAPs, accompanied by increased transcription 

of these elements (Dong et al., 2008; Lehnertz et al., 2003). As both mutants suffer 

from a DNA methylation defect, the necessity for one or the other on IAP repression is 

unclear. While IAP reactivation is not drastic in Dnmt1-KO or Dnmt1-Dnmt3a-Dnmt3b 

(tKO) mutant ESCs, loss of SETDB1—the H3K9 methyltransferase that is more 

specifically targeted toward TEs—leads to a major IAP de-repression, in the context of 
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only a minor DNA methylation loss and an expected H3K9me3 loss. These 

observations argue that, in ESCs, H3K9me3 is more important for IAP repression than 

DNA methylation (Karimi et al., 2011; Matsui et al., 2010). It is noteworthy that DNA 

methylation behaves differently toward SETDB1-dependent H3K9me3 compared to 

G9A/GLP and SUV39H1/H2-dependent H3K9 methylation, being more dependent on 

the latter. This suggests a dependency toward these specific enzymes compared to a 

dependency toward the H3K9 methylation mark per se.  

 

Some studies brought some light onto these unexpected observations. First, 

while long-term loss of DNMT1 in ESCs leads to only a mild IAP transcriptional 

reactivation, acute loss of DNMT1 leads to major IAP up-regulation, transiently peaking 

at 4 days after deletion before expression declines again (Sharif et al., 2016). This 

observation was also reported during the transition of ESCs from high (serum-based) 

to low DNA methylation (2i-based) culture conditions (Walter et al., 2016). Second, 

UHRF1 depletion, which leads to the same DNA methylation loss than measured in 

Dnmt1-KO, triggers lower re-expression of IAP elements compared to Dnmt1-KO 

ESCs (Sharif et al., 2016). It seems then clear that the absence of DNA methylation is 

not what triggers IAP up-regulation right after DNMT1 loss, or at least is not sufficient 

to explain it. The hypothesis argued by the authors is indeed not linked to DNA 

methylation per se but to the recruitment of UHRF1 to accumulated hemi-methylated 

CpGs that might block the recruitment of H3K9 methyltransferases, causing then IAP 

de-repression. After a few division cycles, the abundance of hemi-methylated CpGs 

decreases and the recruitment of UHRF1 with it, leaving space for H3K9me3 

deposition. This last study confirms the major importance of H3K9me3 at IAP elements 

for their control in ESCs compared to DNA methylation, although there could be some 

synergistic effects of DNA methylation loss in H3K9me3-depleted sequences. 

 

Importantly, this relative importance between H3K9me3 and DNA methylation 

for IAP control is cell type-dependent. In mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), 

H3K9me3 is still important for IAP control but is maintained after SETDB1 depletion if 

correct methylation of H3K9 is ensured in precursor cells, namely ESCs (Matsui et al., 

2010). In endoderm lineages, H3K9me3 is not sufficient to secure correct IAP 

repression, whereas DNA methylation is essential (Z. Wang et al., 2022). 
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IV. New factors involved in TE regulation 
 

Despite all the scientific knowledge related to TE regulation accumulated in the past 

20 years, several outstanding questions are still pending. Among them, why some TE 

sequences or some cell types are more dependent over H3K9me3-dependent control, 

while others more largely rely on DNA methylation? Both H3K9me3 and DNA 

methylation correlate with transcriptional repression but variations of their relative 

importance on TE repression might reflect an association with repressive effectors. 

Moreover, during the first wave of DNA demethylation occurring in early 

embryogenesis, only some TE sequences maintain high levels of DNA methylation and 

mechanisms at stake are still unclear. Maintenance of H3K9me3 at these sequences 

seems to matter more than DNA methylation in ESCs (Karimi et al., 2011). However, 

acute loss of DNA methylation in ESC cultures leads first to increased TE transcription, 

including IAP elements or LINE-1, followed by a secondary DNA methylation-

independent repression phase (Walter et al., 2016). Three types of chromatin 

responses were observed upon adaptation to the loss of DNA methylation, reflecting 

different TE types: a switch from H3K9me3 to H3K27me3 for LINE-1, further 

enrichment of H3K27me3 for MERVL and further enrichment of H3K9me3 for IAP. How 

these chromatin responses are initiated is unknown but this might play a role in 

regulating TEs in vivo during demethylation waves. Overall, a lack of knowledge of the 

exact mechanisms leading to repression associated with heterochromatin formation at 

TEs needs to be challenged. The development of CRISPR-Cas9 targeting 

technologies and silencing RNAs during the past decades have allowed the 

development of various screening methods for factors involved in controlling specific 

TE families or to identify factors present in their vicinity.  

 

A. Identification of TE regulators through loss-of-function screens  
 

Several kinds of strategies have been applied to find new TE regulators and four of 

these previous studies will be more thoroughly discussed here: (A) B. X. Yang et al., 

2015b, (B) N. Liu et al., 2018, (C) Groh et al., 2021, and (D) Chelmicki et al., 2021 to 

which I actively participated during my master internship and that initiated my PhD 
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project. These screens differ in some key parameters: the targeting technique applied 

to deplete a library of factors, the class and family of TE used as reporter sequence, 

the measurement of TE expression, and the cell lines used to perform the experiment. 

Each of this parameter plays an important part in obtained results. In A, loss-of-function 

was achieved using a small interfering RNA (siRNA) strategy, implying transient 

degradation of transcripts emanating from targeted genes, while the three others used 

CRISPR-Cas9 deletion, meaning a permanent genetic deletion. Both approaches have 

their own obstacles. In the siRNA approach, some siRNAs may be not efficient or some 

portion of siRNA-targeted transcripts might still be present. In the CRISPR-Cas9 

approach, sgRNAs might also have variable recognition efficiencies (which is mitigated 

by having multiple sgRNAs per gene target), and the DNA cut might not impact the 

expression of the RNA or the function of produced protein. Moreover, the use of the 

CRISPR-Cas9 system implies further genetic manipulation of cells for stable Cas9 

expression. Nevertheless, these different loss-of-function systems might finally bring 

little disparities compared to other parameters.  

 
In fact, the four screens all relied on reactivation of a transgenic TE reporter and 

the design of this reporter has an important impact on the screen readout. The rationale 

behind reporter assays lies in the hypothesis that the DNA sequence of a specific TE 

element, family or class is sufficient to acquire similar regulation compared to 

endogenous elements. In A, a full sequence of one MuLV element linked to GFP was 

used as a reporter, and GFP expression was measured by fluorescence intensity. Then 

in this experience, the potential of the whole element to trigger repression is tested. In 

C, only a small part of the gag sequence of IAPEz elements was used, the short 

heterochromatin inducing sequence (SHIN), formerly defined as sufficient to induce 

heterochromatin formation at IAP elements (Sadic et al., 2015). This sequence is 

identical in hundreds of different IAPEz elements across the mouse genome. In D, we 

used a consensus sequence of 694 bp starting from the transcription start site of IAPEz 

elements to 60 nucleotides inside the gag sequence. This fragment does not 

encompass the full SHIN sequence but it does include the 5’LTR, the 5’UTR and the 

PBS (Figure 4). Strategies used in C and D are otherwise strikingly similar, while the 

top obtained candidates are mainly different between the two, hence the hypothesis 

that the repression potential of SHIN and LTR + PBS might be very different.  
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In B, LINE-1 elements were at the center of the screen, and moreover, the final 

retotransposition potential was assayed using a neomycin-based retrotransposition 

cassette. Compared to previous strategies, this one allows to detect factors that might 

be involved in repressing LINE-1 beyond transcriptional control. However, like C and 

D, selection of factors whose deletion enhance TE expression was achieved through 

antibiotic resistance selection, meaning a survival screen: only sgRNAs in cells that 

survive the selection can be enriched. It implies that deletion of factors that are 

essential to cell survival (like KAP1 or SETDB1 in mESCs) will never be enriched in 

this kind of screens, despite their possible importance in TE regulation.  

 

C and D were directly performed in mouse ESCs, while in A, screening was 

performed in mouse Embryonic Carcinoma cells (ECCs), and then applied to mESCs. 

In contrast, B was performed in human chromatic leukaemia K562 cells. All screens 

performed in ESCs were done using ‘serum’-based medium, which favors cellular state 

heterogeneity and high genomic methylation levels. Therefore, factors needed to 

compensate a lack of DNA methylation will not be particularly enriched in this condition.  

 

Despite methodological divergence, each of these techniques was successful in 

identifying pathways involved in TE regulation, notably in heterochromatin formation at 

TE sequences. In A, Chromatin assembly factor 1 subunit 1 (CAF1) and small ubiquitin 

related modifier 2 (SUMO2) were found as top enriched factors. In fact, CAF1 is 

associated with enhanced nucleosome renewal at MuLV that decreases H3K4me3 or 

H3 acetylation, while SUMO2 participates via deposition of SUMO on KAP1, promoting 

its recruitment to KZFP-bound DNA. Action of CAF1 and SUMO2 is then not limited to 

MuLV but extends to other KAP1-bound ERVs. In the screen developed in C, formation 

of heterochromatin at IAPs by DAXX-ATRX-mediated incorporation of H3.3 was 

demonstrated, with necessity of the Microrchidia family protein 3 (MORC3). Notably, 

MORC3 was also part of the top enriched factors in D. Targeted to LINE-1, the study 

led in B revealed the implication of the HUSH complex in TE repression, a finding that 

was confirmed by another publication (Robbez-Masson et al., 2018). In D, we focused 

on four proteins (METTL3, METTL14, Wilms Tumor Associated Protein WTAP and Zinc 

finger containing CCCH motif 13 ZC3H13) involved in RNA modification by m6A, a 

pathway not linked to TE repression before but which was confirmed by several 

independent studies (J. Liu et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021). However, other proteins were 
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ranked higher in our screen, like SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) and AI846148, also named 

C11ORF84 or SPINDOC. Resolving the role of these proteins in TE control was at the 

basis of my PhD project. 

 

B. SPIN1  
 

SPIN1 is expressed from the Spindlin1 gene and was first described as a highly 

abundant maternal transcript and protein transmitted after fertilization (Oh et al., 1997). 

In oocytes, it was found to associate to the meiotic spindle, hence its name, and its 

association was shown to be both cell cycle- and phosphorylation-dependent. Later 

on, two transcriptional Spin1 isoforms were described, one expressed solely in 

oocytes, and another ubiquitous form, also expressed in the testis (K.-M. Zhang et al., 

2008). Spin1 is the most expressed and most studied member of a gene family also 

comprising Spin2a, Spin2b, Spin3 and Spin4 in humans, and Spin2c and Spin4 in the 

mouse, and other Spin-related pseudogenes. SPIN proteins contain functional 

domains called either Spin/Ssty–for their presence in SPIN family and Spermiogenesis 

Specific Transcript on the Y (SSTY) proteins–or Tudor domains for their ability to read 

chromatin. Moreover, few years after its discovery in oocytes, Spin1 over-expression 

was associated with deleterious phenotypes such as multinucleation and enhanced 

cell proliferation in human cells (Gao et al., 2005). Due to these multiple aspects, 

research on this protein is articulated in distinct axes: i) its importance in germ cells, 

sex-determination and early development, ii) the genomic regions it binds and the 

functional impact of this binding and iii) its multi-faceted role in cancer development 

and how it can be targeted. Combination of these different axes could support an 

implication in TE regulation and explains our choice for this candidate from our screen. 

Moreover, as far as I could search, a role for SPIN1 in ESCs had never been reported, 

further highlighting the originality and potential impact of my study. Finally, most of the 

knowledge on SPIN1 comes from studies in human cancer cells or in vitro, whose 

results may not apply to ESCs.  
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1. SPIN1 reads several chromatin modifications  
 

SPIN1 is a rather small protein (around 29 kDa) encoding three distinct Tudor (or 

Spin/Ssty) domains with different binding abilities (Figure 12). Despite their structure 

being very similar, each of this domain varies in sequence with only 25 to 50% 

homology between them (N. Yang et al., 2012). The second domain has strong affinity 

for H3K4me3 binding in vitro, in a structure that is quite different from other known 

H3K4me3 readers (N. Yang et al., 2012). This observation has been strengthened by 

ChIP-seq experiments in different cell types, showing a quasi-systematic presence of 

H3K4me3-modified nucleosomes at sites of SPIN1 binding (Franz et al., 2015; 

Greschik et al., 2017). H3K4me3 is strongly associated with promoters of actively 

transcribed genes, hence a proposed role of SPIN1 as a transcriptional activator. 

Consistent with a role in transcription, SPIN1 localizes to nucleoli in somatic cells, and 

it was also shown to bind active ribosomal DNA loci (rDNA), enriched in H3K4me3, 

leading to transcription of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (W. Wang et al., 2011). Conversely, 

knock-down of Spin1 led in this study to decreased rDNA transcription. However, 

despite its presence at numerous gene promoters, loss of SPIN1 was associated with 

down-regulation (or even up-regulation) of very few genes (Franz et al., 2015; Greschik 

et al., 2017). The biological importance of SPIN1 as a transcription activator is 

therefore not completely understood.  

 

The first domain of SPIN1 has specific binding abilities toward asymmetrically 

di-methylated arginine 8 of H3 (H3R8me2a) (Figure 12A, 12C), with is notably much 

better fitted for asymmetric versus symmetric H3R8me2 (Su et al., 2014). Importantly, 

using different kinds of modified histone peptides in vitro, the primary binding of SPIN1 

is toward H3K4me3 and the presence of H3R8me2a led to an even stronger 

interaction. In vivo, H3K4me3 and H3R8me2a modifications are found at Wnt target 

genes (Su et al., 2014). The Wnt pathway is very conserved among animals and is 

particularly involved in self-renewal and survival of adult stem cells, as well as 

differentiation and overall body plan definition. In agreement with its role in self-

renewal, the Wnt pathway is ectopically activated in several types of cancer, in 

association with increased proliferation and migration. The association between Wnt 

signaling and SPIN1 together with observation that SPIN1 overexpression leads to 

abnormal mitosis and decreased apoptosis opened a new avenue of research: the 
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involvement of SPIN1 in cancer development and its use as a potential drug target for 

treatment.  

 

Interestingly, this first domain can also bind a distinct chromatin mark: H3K9me3 

(Figure 12A, 12B) (Zhao et al., 2020). In fact, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 are usually 

found in non-overlapping regions, as these marks are linked to transcriptional 

activation and repression, respectively. The existence of domains harboring both 

marks is still a question. They have been found co-occurring at imprinted regions but 

on distinct alleles (Mikkelsen et al., 2007). Co-marking by H3K4-H3K9me3 has 

although been described in extra-embryonic stem cells (Rugg-Gunn et al., 2010) and 

in mesenchymal stem cells (Matsumura et al., 2015), in association with a small 

number of lowly expressed genes. Moreover, the existence of an H3K4me3-dependent 

H3K9 demethylase, JMJD2A, points toward a possible transient co-occurrence of 

these marks at promoters (Pedersen et al., 2016). However, their co-occurrence was 

deduced from chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments on cell populations, and 

could rather reflect DNA loci that present heterogenous chromatin states across cells. 

The estimated low number of these potential H3K4-K9me3 dual regions and their likely 

transient state may prevent them from being confirmed through conventional 

sequential ChIP-seq. However, with the development of new genome-wide bimodal 

chromatin profiling methods at the single cell level (Bartosovic & Castelo-Branco, 

2022), this question could be answered. Nonetheless, it is interesting that in vitro, as 

for H3R8me2a, SPIN1 binding to H3K4me3 is further enhanced by H3K9me3 (Figure 

12B) (Zhao et al., 2020). This would make SPIN1 the only H3K4me3 reader for which 

the presence of H3K9me3 does not lower but rather strengthen its interaction with 

H3K4me3. While the strong association of SPIN1 with open and transcriptionally active 

chromatin is difficult to reconciliate with a potential role on TE repression (which our 

screen suggests), its ability to bind putative non-canonical H3K4-K9me3 domains is 

more appealing and could involve a role in reducing TEs to complete silencing.  

 

Finally, a peptide array study of Tudor domain-containing proteins revealed the 

ability for the second domain of SPIN1 to also interact with H4K20me3 (Figure 12A) 

(R. Lu & Wang, 2014), a repressive mark (Martens et al., 2005). This interaction has 

not been studied in details yet, probably because binding to H3K4me3 uses the same 

domain and the strength of this interaction is much higher. The panel of marks that 
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SPIN1 can read or bind (H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3R8me2a and H4K20me3, Figure 

12A) together with its localization to the nucleolus (notably in MEFs) strengthen its link 

to rRNA expression or rDNA regulation. In fact, all of these chromatin modifications 

have been found to exist at rDNA loci, which are either active (H3K4me3 and 

H3R8me2a) or inactive (H3K9me3 and H4K20me3) and can switch between these two 

states. Decreased Spin1 expression has been shown to dampen rRNA levels in 

different human cell lines (HEK293T (Y. Du et al., 2021; X. Zhang et al., 2018); HeLa 

(W. Wang et al., 2011)), which could be secondary to lower proliferation in Spin1-KD 

experiments. Intriguingly, a large number of factors involved in rDNA loci regulation are 

also involved in TE regulation such as ATRX, DNMT3A, DNMT1, SUV39H1 and G9A 

(Grummt & Längst, 2013).  

 

 
Figure 12 | SPIN1 binds to distinct chromatin modifications.  
A, Schematic representation of SPIN1 functional domain and interaction affinities. Numbers indicate 
the amino-acids position. B, Extracted from Su et al, 2014. SPIN1 is shown in surface mode with 
Tudor domains 1,2 and 3 colored in green, purple and pink respectively. R8me2a and K4me3 in yellow 
are shown in their binding pockets respectively in Tudor domain 1 and Tudor domain 2 as determined 
after crystallization with peptides. C, Extracted from Zhao et al., 2020. SPIN1 is shown in surface 
mode with Tudor domains 1, 2 and 3 colored in green, gray and pink respectively. K9me3 and K4me3 
in yellow are shown in their binding pockets respectively in Tudor domain 1 and Tudor domain 2 as 
determined after crystallization with peptides. 
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2. SPIN1 is involved in distinct biological processes 
 
a) SPIN1 is an essential protein 
 
Complete Spin1 knock-out (KO) mouse models die at 2 days after birth, with some 

reported in utero lethality (Chew et al., 2013; Greschik et al., 2017). In the first study, 

this phenotype was linked to its abundance in oocytes and to the role it could have in 

early embryogenesis as a maternally inherited transcript. Indeed, while the lack of 

SPIN1 does not impair oocyte growth and maturation, more than 50% of Spin1-KO 

oocytes (upon grafting of Spin1-KO ovaries in wild-type females) were not able to 

resume meiosis. The exact mechanism involving SPIN1 in meiosis completion has not 

been unveiled but was proposed to involve the regulation of specific maternal 

transcripts, through interaction with Serpin 1 mRNA binding protein (SERBP1), and/or 

localization to the meiotic spindle. In the second study, in 80% of the cases, conditional 

Spin1 mutations in myogenic precursors led to the same early post-natal death linked 

to neuromuscular defects than constitutive KO. Surviving pups still presented limb 

defect with necrotic muscular fibers (Greschik et al., 2017). These two studies point 

towards the necessity of SPIN1 in germ cells and during embryogenesis. To finish on 

its implication in germ cells, SPIN1 was found to be expressed in the nucleus from the 

spermatocyte stage onward and to be localized to both the nucleus and flagellum of 

spermatozoa, although no involvement in male meiosis has been shown (K.-M. Zhang 

et al., 2008). However, the SSTY proteins, encoded by multi-copy genes (approx. 150) 

only present on the Y chromosome, contain homologous domains to SPIN1 and these 

are involved in correct spermatozoa morphology and fertility (Touré et al., 2004). The 

strong deleterious phenotypes in SPIN1-depleted animals or germ cells may obscure 

the exact mechanisms leading to this defect. Therefore, the role of SPIN1 in specific 

biological processes has mostly been investigated in cultured cells.  

 

b) SPIN1 is involved in viral defense 
 

A stand-alone study has linked SPIN1 to defense against viral infections of Hepatitis B 

Virus (HBV) and Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV-1) (Ducroux et al., 2014). Both are 

DNA viruses whose DNA is circularized in the nucleus and is treated as host DNA (i.e. 

chromatin modified) and serve for expression of the viral proteins. SPIN1 was shown 

to interact with HBX, an essential factor of HBV transcription. It was also shown to 
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interact with the circularized DNA itself through its second Tudor domain. Spin1 over-

expression decreased transcription from the circularized DNA, while knock-down 

increased it. However, contradictory to other reports, the presence of SPIN1 on the 

circular DNA was anti-correlated to H3K4me3. Recruitment of SPIN1 to this viral 

integrated DNA must therefore be H3K4me3-independent and might even rely on 

direct interaction with the DNA itself. A further hypothesis would be that HBX is needed 

to counteract SPIN1 transcriptional blockade. This is the first (and only) example of 

SPIN1 being reported as a transcriptional down-regulator, and moreover towards 

foreign DNA. This particular role of SPIN1 is of interest to our hypothesis linking SPIN1 

to the transcriptional repression of TEs. As mentioned before, several regulators of TEs 

are also involved in viral repression and it is reasonable to think that SPIN1 could be 

one of them. However, in this case, repression occurs through H3K4me3 binding, 

which TEs are not really enriched for, at least when they are repressed.  

 

c) SPIN1 is linked to cancer development 
 

Spin1 was found to be highly expressed in several cancer tissues compared to healthy 

ones, notably ovarian, breast, gastric, brain cancers as well as in liposarcoma and 

seminoma (X. Chen et al., 2016, 2018; Franz et al., 2015; Janecki et al., 2018; Lv et 

al., 2020; J.-X. Wang et al., 2012). Notably, high Spin1 expression was linked to 

increased tumor aggressiveness, proliferation, migration, drug-resistance and poor 

survival outcome. One proposed explanation for these oncogenic traits is the potential 

role of SPIN1 as transcriptional activator of a p53 regulator named MDM2 (Fang et al., 

2018; Lv et al., 2020). p53-dependent protection of genome stability is often (in more 

than 50%) compromised in cancer development. Although SPIN1 is not the only p53 

regulator, this new p53-related function combined with the observation that  Spin1 

over-expressing cells show multinucleation and higher proliferation makes it an 

interesting target in cancer research. Moreover, Spin1 over-expression was linked to 

increased expression of Wnt target genes, a pathway notably involved in self-renewal 

and whose mis-regulation is also associated with cancer development (J.-X. Wang et 

al., 2012). Therefore, several efforts have been made in designing drugs or chemical 

probes that would target SPIN1 specifically, and especially its second Tudor domain 

(H3K4me3 binding) that has been linked to its transcriptional activator role in multiple 
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situations (Bae, Viviano, et al., 2017; Fagan et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2016; Y. Xiong 

et al., 2019).  

 

So far, one molecule (A366, (Wagner et al., 2016))—initially targeted toward the 

H3K9 dimethyltransferase G9a—has shown abilities to bind the second Tudor domain 

of SPIN1. A second one (EML405, (Bae, Viviano, et al., 2017)) has abilities to bind the 

first and the second Tudor domains. That said, EML405 selectivity toward SPIN1 is 

higher compared to A366, which has other targets, likely because of this interaction 

with several domains instead of one. In a third approach, another potent binder of G9a 

was used as a basis for targeting again the second Tudor domain and then modified 

to improve its selectivity toward SPIN1 over G9A (Y. Xiong et al., 2019). The rationale 

was to create an inhibitor that would target this domain instead of two, a lower 

molecular weight compound having usually less interactions and thus less secondary 

unwanted effects. From this work, a last compound, MS31, emerged with a high 

selectivity toward the second Tudor domain of SPIN1, low to no cell toxicity and potent 

inhibition of SPIN1-H3K4me3 interaction. In this chase for SPIN1 inhibitors, SPIN1 

interaction partners were also interrogated, leading to the discovery of a protein named 

SPINDOC for its ability to bind SPIN1 (SPIN1 DOCking protein) (Figure 12A, Figure 

13A,B,C), and which was originally described as a potential endogenously produced 

inhibitor of SPIN1 (Bae, Gao, et al., 2017).  

 

C. SPINDOC 
 

SPINDOC, also named with the aliases C11orf84 or AI846148, is a protein of 

approximately 41 kDa which has only been studied since the discovery of its interaction 

with SPIN1 in 2017. From the predicted structure of SPINDOC by AlphaFold and 

homologous domains in other proteins, only a putative Zinc Finger domain can be 

inferred. However, SPINDOC has not been shown to bind chromatin or DNA on its 

own. 
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1. SPINDOC interacts with SPIN1 
 
Immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry (IP-MS) experiments using over-

expressed and tagged SPIN1 in HEK293T cells revealed SPINDOC as the most 

abundant SPIN1 interacting partner (Bae, Gao, et al., 2017). Immunoprecipitation of 

tagged SPIN1 and SPINDOC also led to the precipitation of the other partners in 

another transgenic approach in HeLa cells (Devi et al., 2019). Interaction between 

SPIN1 and SPINDOC has then been studied on its own and revealed to be strong 

(resisting high salt concentration) (X. Liu et al., 2020). Of note, previous experiments 

trying to identify SPIN1 interaction partners in MEFs failed (W. Wang et al., 2011).  

 

Assays were rapidly developed to understand whether interactions between 

SPIN1 and SPINDOC either disrupted or promoted SPIN1 binding to chromatin. First, 

over-expression of SPINDOC in HEK293T cells changed the localization of exogenous 

SPIN1 from chromatin towards to the nuclear soluble fraction, interpreted as SPINDOC 

antagonizing SPIN1 binding to chromatin (Bae, Gao, et al., 2017). However, this 

observation has been contradicted by several papers, first with the fact that SPINDOC 

over-expression increased endogenous SPIN1 localization to chromatin (Devi et al., 

2019), and then by crystallizing the structure of SPIN1-SPINDOC bound to H3K4me3-

K9me3 peptides (Figure 13B) (Y. Du et al., 2021). In this context, the first Tudor domain 

of SPIN1 is bound to K9me3 residue of the peptide, the second domain to K4me3 and 

SPINDOC to the third Tudor domain, whose deletion impaired SPINDOC interaction in 

previous studies (Figure 13B) (Devi et al., 2019). Despite being stable, this form of 

interaction might not be the one preferred in cells, depending on the relative expression 

levels of SPIN1 and SPINDOC and in presence of a more complex chromatin context. 

However, another crystal structure revealed that SPIN1 can interact alone with 

H3K4me3-K9me3 peptides (Figure 12B) (Zhao et al., 2020). Then, a new technique 

aiming at unraveling the interaction of two partners in cells with tagged-exogenous 

expression was used on SPIN1 and SPINDOC and revealed that i) their interaction 

does not solely depend on the third Tudor domain of SPIN1 and can involve other 

SPIN1 Tudor domains (Figure 13C), and ii) two SPINDOC molecules might be bound 

to SPIN1, forming a hetero-trimer complex (Figure 13C) (X. Liu et al., 2020). In 

presence of SPINDOC, SPIN1 would therefore not be able to bind chromatin anymore, 
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which would rather confirm the initial observation whereby over-expression of 

SPINDOC could re-locate SPIN1 away from chromatin.  

 

Interaction between H3K4me3 (or chromatin in general) and SPIN1 might also 

be necessary for other observed biological roles of SPIN1, such has the transcriptional 

activation of Wnt target genes and ribosomal DNA. For a first study, over-expressing 

Spindoc had the same overall effect than using a SPIN1 inhibitor (EML631) (Wagner 

et al., 2016) on over-expressed Spin1: a reduction of Wnt signaling and a reduction of 

rRNA production, as measured by reverse transcription followed by quantitative PCR 

(RT-qPCR) (Bae, Gao, et al., 2017). While the repressive role of SPINDOC over-

expression on Wnt signaling was confirmed in another publication (Devi et al., 2019), 

this role for rRNA expression is disputed, notably by showing that decreased level of 

SPINDOC led to less expression of rRNAs, similar to Spin1-KD (Y. Du et al., 2021). In 

conclusion, while the interaction between SPIN1 and SPINDOC is certain, the exact 

outcome of this interaction on SPIN1 function needs to be further dissected in 

physiological contexts.  

 
Figure 13 | SPINDOC interacts with SPIN1.  
A, Schematic representation of SPIN1 functional domain and interaction affinities. Numbers indicate the 
amino-acids position. B, Extracted from Du et al., 2021. Cartoon representation of SPINDOC/SPIN1 
complex bound to H3K4me3K9me3 peptides as determined after crystallization of the complex. SPIN1 
Tudor domains 1, 2 and 3 are represented in pink, green and blue respectively, a fragment of SPINDOC 
in orange and H3K4me3K9me3 peptide in yellow. C, Extracted from Liu et al., 2020.  Model of interaction 
between SPIN1 and two SPINDOC molecules satisfying the maximum numbers of intermolecular cross-
links. SPIN1 is engaging interaction with SPINDOC all its Tudor domains. 
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2. SPINDOC interacts with PARP1 
 

Recent SPINDOC-centered IP-MS have revealed a new interactor of SPINDOC beside 

SPIN1, the Poly ADP-Ribose polymerase 1 protein (PARP1) (Figure 13A)  (F. Yang et 

al., 2021). The PARP family of proteins, which contains also PARP2 and PARP3, 

functions in repair of single and double strand DNA breaks. This role might be achieved 

by three distinct means: i) by recruiting DNA repair factors such as XRCC1 to the site 

of damage through poly-ADP ribosylation of itself and neighboring proteins on site, ii) 

by serving as a scaffold for DNA repair factors, or iii) by acting as a transcriptional 

activator for genes involved in repair pathways (Kamaletdinova et al., 2019). SPINDOC 

could therefore interact with either SPIN1 or PARP1, forming apparently two distinct 

complexes. SPINDOC seems to bind to the DNA binding domain of PARP, therefore 

creating a competition between SPINDOC and DNA for PARP binding. Furthermore, 

according to this same study, DNA damage would enhance Spindoc expression 

through the action of the transcription factor KLF4. Deletion of endogenous Spindoc in 

HEK293T and Hela cells led to decreased DNA damage repair: less deposition of ADP-

ribose, less clearing of PARP (which is necessary to access the DNA damage), and 

less expression of genes involved in DNA repair regulated in part by PARP. This 

observation was further investigated in vivo in a Spindoc-KO mouse, which showed 

increased sensitivity toward DNA damage in irradiated thymus.  

 

3. SPINDOC is highly expressed in the testis 
 

Few more observations were made on Spindoc-KO mice, which were coincidently 

developed by two independent groups. Although these mice are viable and fertile, a 

smaller size was observed in KO compared to WT littermates (F. Yang et al., 2021). 

The tissue expressing Spindoc at the highest level is the testis and loss of SPINDOC 

was associated with morphological defects of spermatozoa (Jiang et al., 2021). A mild-

decreased fertility was also reported in Spindoc-KO males. However, the absence of 

meiotic defects somehow excludes the eventuality that SPINDOC plays a role in piRNA 

pathway-directed TE silencing, despite SPIN1 interacting with SPOCD1, a protein 

bridging the piRNA machinery and DNA methylation establishment (Zoch et al., 2020). 

In our hypothesis, SPINDOC would be involved in TE repression (and especially IAP 

elements) in ESCs, which does not necessary implicate that SPINDOC is required for 
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the piRNA pathway and IAP regulation in male germ cells. Nonetheless, the expression 

pattern of SPINDOC is intriguing and deserves (or deserved) further investigation and 

all of these data were not known when I started the work presented in this manuscript. 

In consequence, our initial hypothesis was that SPINDOC might play a role in 

regulating TEs in germ cells, a question that I tried to answer by deriving a Spindoc-

KO mouse model, as none of them were available at that time.   
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I. Involvement of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in TE control in mESCs 
 
The major aim of my PhD project was to confirm and further elucidate the role of SPIN1 

and SPINDOC, as a complex or individually, in the regulation of TEs, and especially of 

IAP elements, in mouse ESCs. This question emerged from a previous project in the 

lab, led by Tomasz Chelmicki (Post-doc), who developed a CRISPR-Cas9 loss-of-

function screen to find new IAP regulators in mESCs (Chelmicki et al., 2021). To 

address this question, I generated two cell lines where Spin1 or Spindoc were 

genetically edited and Alexis Cornec (a Master student under my supervision) 

generated a cell line were both genes were deleted (double KO). Genome-wide assays 

at DNA, RNA and chromatin levels constitute the heart of the study developed 

hereafter.  

 

 First, I confirmed the results of the screen by showing that loss of SPIN1 or 

SPINDOC or both indeed induces IAP up-regulation, while extending their role on other 

retrotransposon types too. Notably, only SPINDOC loss results in LINE-1 de-

repression. This discrepancy between loss of SPIN1 and loss of SPINDOC indicates 

they could have distinct roles in regulating TEs in ESCs. Loss of SPIN1 or SPINDOC 

also triggers a few gene transcriptional changes, but expression of known TE 

regulators or genes involved in the pluripotency of ESCs are globally unaltered. Then, 

I tried to understand the mechanism behind TE up-regulation in absence of SPINDOC 

or SPIN1, starting with chromatin profiling of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3, both of which 

can be bound by SPIN1 in vitro and could reflect the observed transcriptional changes. 

However, no correlation could be made between the few observed chromatin changes 

and TE transcriptional mis-regulation. Finally, I measured DNA methylation levels by 

several orthogonal methods and was able to link the loss of SPIN1 or SPINDOC to a 

genome-wide decrease in DNA methylation, accompanied by a destabilization of 

UHRF1. However, DNA methylation loss is not enough to explain the level of observed 

TE up-regulation. Finally, SPIN1-centered mass spectrometry allowed me to identify a 

network of interactors of SPIN1 in ESCs, which had not been found before in other cell 

types and could explain the molecular phenotype of Spin1- or Spindoc-KO ESCs.  

 

 Following is a first draft of a publication that could arise from my PhD work, 

which will be completed with several ongoing and follow-up experiments. I performed 
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most of the experiments and Alexis Cornec punctually took part in the characterization 

of mutant ESCs under my supervision. Bioinformatic directions, notably related to 

repeated TE sequences, were discussed in close proximity with Aurélie Teissandier, 

who performed most of the analyses. For my part on this aspect, after mapping and 

annotation of RNA-seq reads, I performed differential expression analyses and 

generated all figures based on this data.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements present in every living 

species. To limit their harmful effects, species have developed over evolutionary time-

scales several mechanisms to control TE expression and mobilization. These are of 

utmost importance to protect genomic integrity in germ cells and pluripotent cells, 

notably embryonic stem cells (ESCs). By suppressing their initial transcription, DNA 

methylation is a potent TE repressor. However, during the epigenetic reprogramming 

that accompanies pre-implantation development, ESCs lose most of their genomic 

methylation, except at a few regions including some TEs. Mechanisms behind TE 

control in this context are not completely resolved. We report here the involvement of 

SPIN1-SPINDOC, a peculiar chromatin reading complex with abilities to bind both 

H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in vitro, in the control of TEs in mouse ESCs. Presence of 

both factors also proved to be essential for proper DNA methylation maintenance with 

an influence on UHRF1 stability. However, DNA methylation is not the only mechanism 

by which SPIN1 and SPINDOC exert control over TEs in ESCs. SPIN1-SPINDOC-

dependent control of TEs re-opens the question of the relevance of DNA methylation 

in naive ESCs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements present in all genomes. In 

mammals, only retrotransposons, which represent approximately 40% of the DNA 

content, are still able to jump with few elements responsible for the majority of 

transposition activity (Goodier, 2016). In humans, only a subgroup of Long 

Interspersed Nuclear Element (LINE-1) fall into this category (L1 Human Specific, 

L1Hs), while several families of LINE-1 and endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are still 

transposition-competent in the mouse genome (Kazazian & Moran, 2017). Among 

mouse ERVs, the Intracisternal-A-particle family (IAP) is particularly active and is 

responsible for half of the deleterious mutations observed in laboratory mouse strains 

(Gagnier et al., 2019). Moreover, deleterious effects not only come from TE movements 

but also from their transcription, which can be pervasive and affect neighboring gene 

expression (Modzelewski et al., 2022). While TE over-expression has impacts in all 

cell types and can be linked to cancer and neurodevelopmental disorders (Burns, 

2017; Popova et al., 2022), control of TEs is of utmost importance in germ cells and 

their progenitors—including pluripotent embryonic stem cells—that transmit the 

genetic information across generations. In particular, lack of TE control in mouse male 

germ cells typically leads to meiotic arrest and infertility (Aravin et al., 2008; Barau et 

al., 2016; Bourc’his & Bestor, 2004; Zoch et al., 2020).  

Transcriptional silencing of TEs is ensured by their heterochromatinization, a 

targeted process requiring sequence recognition to distinguish them from host genes 

(Groh & Schotta, 2017). Several Krüppel associated box domain zinc finger proteins 

(KRAB-ZFPs) are involved in this process (Yang et al., 2017), warranting binding of 

KRAB-associated protein 1 (KAP1), a scaffolding protein (Rowe et al., 2010). KAP1-

recruited partners include the DNA methylation machinery, SET domain bifurcated 1 

(SETDB1), a methyltransferase specific to lysine 9 of histone 3 (H3K9), and 

Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Schultz et al., 2002). DNA CpG methylation, H3K9-

methylation and HP1 license the access of targeted regions to other effectors, and 

prevent binding of transcription factors or machinery. Among other factors recruited to 

TE loci are chromatin remodelers, such as ATRX and DAXX (Lewis et al., 2010). 

The early mammalian development is characterized by two waves of DNA de-

methylation, a first one linked to the acquisition of pluripotency by the embryonic stem 

cells in the inner cell mass of the blastocyst and a second one to the acquisition of a 
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germ cell identity (Greenberg & Bourc’his, 2019). In cultured mouse embryonic stem 

cells (ESCs), acute DNA methylation withdrawal leads to transient TE up-regulation, 

followed by chromatin-based mechanisms that restore TE silencing, although the origin 

of their recruitment to TEs stays unknown (Walter et al., 2016). To find new suppressors 

of IAP elements, we previously designed a CRISPR-Cas9-based loss-of-function 

screen in mouse ESCs and notably revealed the implication of RNA modification in IAP 

control that could provide a layer of control in absence of DNA methylation-based 

transcription silencing (Chelmicki et al., 2021), a finding corroborated by several 

publications (Liu et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021). The top enriched factors of the screen 

also included two factors involved in a common protein complex, Spindlin1 (SPIN1) 

and SPIN1 DOCking protein (SPINDOC). SPIN1 is a chromatin reader with Tudor 

domains, which has the ability to bind H3K4me3 (Lu & Wang, 2014; Shanle et al., 

2017; Wang et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012), a histone modification usually associated 

with active transcription, as well as H3K9me3 concomitantly, at least in vitro (Du & 

Qian, 2022). Spin1 is highly expressed in oocytes where it binds to the meiotic spindle, 

and in the early embryo as a maternally provided factor (Oh et al., 1997), and is 

moreover essential for post-natal viability in mice (Greschik et al., 2017). However, 

SPIN1 is currently known mostly for its role as a transcriptional activator of ribosomal 

RNA (rRNA) genes and Wnt target genes, both of which relate to cell proliferation and 

migration (Wang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011). The transcription activating function 

and oncogenic potential of SPIN1 are thought to be attenuated by its cognate 

repressor, SPINDOC, identified on the basis of its interaction with SPIN1 in human cell 

lines (Bae et al., 2017; Devi et al., 2019; Du & Qian, 2022). 

The unknown biological relevance of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in ESCs and their 

possible link to IAP regulation spurred us to characterize mutant ESCs lacking these 

proteins. Here, we reveal that both factors are essential for IAP repression and DNA 

methylation maintenance through UHRF1 stabilization in naive ESCs. Moreover, 

proteomic analyses indicate that SPIN1-SPINDOC role on IAP control is not restricted 

to DNA methylation maintenance and might also involve the recruitment of chromatin 

remodelers. 
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RESULTS  
 
SPINDOC and SPIN1 are involved in the control of common and distinct TE 
families 
We previously identified SPIN1 and SPINDOC as highly scored candidates for IAP 

repression (Figure 1A), using a CRISPR-Cas9-based genetic screening based on re-

expression of transgene that contained the regulatory region of IAPs fused to a 

blasticidin resistance gene (Chelmicki et al., 2021). To confirm the screen results and 

further investigate the role of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in mouse ESCs, we generated two 

Spindoc-KO clones, two Spin1-KO clones and one Spin1-Spindoc-KO (dKO) clone. All 

cell lines were obtained using CRISPR-Cas9 targeting, with two different single-guide 

RNA (sgRNAs) for Spindoc-KO leading to a 4 exon-deletion, or one sgRNA for Spin1-

KO targeting exon 4 common to all Spin1 transcript isoforms (Extended Figure 1A and 

1B). The dKO deletion was built upon Spindoc sgRNA transfection of the single Spin1-

KO background. Cell growth and morphology of mutant cell lines was comparable to 

WT ESCs, although dKO may show slightly lower proliferation rate (Extended Figures 

1C and 1D). Immunoblot analyses confirmed protein depletion, and further revealed 

that SPINDOC is highly destabilized in absence of SPIN1, although not completely 

absent (Figure 1B).  

RT-qPCR confirmed increased levels of IAP expression in all mutant cell lines, 

validating the screen results (Figure 1C). Transcriptomic features were further 

investigated by short-read bulk RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), in which differential 

expression analysis (|log2FC|>1 and FDR<0.01) of Spindoc-KO, Spin1-KO and dKO 

ESC clones was done relative to the specific wildtype (WT) ESC batch from which they 

independently derived (Extended Figure 1E). A first differential analysis at the TE family 

level using random mapping of repeated sequences revealed increased expression of 

several IAP subfamilies in all mutant cells, including IAP-d, IAPEy, IAPEY3, and IAPEz, 

whose consensus sequence was used as a reporter in the original screen (Figure 1D-

F). It is noteworthy that while IAPEz copies are distributed equally between autosomes 

and sex chromosomes, the other reactivated IAP subfamilies tend to be enriched or 

almost exclusively present on the Y chromosome. Other ERVK families were 

consistently more expressed in all mutant ESC lines: MMERVK10D3, MMERVK9C 

and MMERVK9E, which are close relative of IAP family, or RLTR45 (Extended Figure 
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1E). In contrast, increased expression of several evolutionarily young LINE-1 families 

(Tf in particular) was only observed in Spindoc-KO mutants, not in single Spin1-KO, 

both by RT-qPCR (Figure 1C) and RNA-seq (Figures 1D-F and Extended Figure 1F). 

In Spindoc-KO ESCs, SPIN1 is left without its potential SPINDOC repressor, which 

could have a different impact than the loss of SPIN1 itself. Similarly, LINE-1 subfamilies 

were also not up-regulated in dKO (Figures 1C and 1F, Extended Figure 1F), which 

may relate to the fact that both Spin1-KO and dKO cells have in common to share both 

SPIN1 loss and SPINDOC loss, through genetic deletion or destabilization for the 

latter.  

To decipher whether the reactivation of several TE subfamilies emanated from 

one or several individual copies within these families, we performed a second 

differential analysis focusing on reads that mapped to unique loci only. Spindoc-KO 

ESC lines had the highest number of individual up-regulated TE copies compared to 

other mutants, and the highest proportion of elements commonly up-regulated in all 

mutants were from the ERVK subclass (Figure 1G). We were able to reveal expression 

from several copies of IAP and MMERVK families in each mutant (Figure 1H-J). 

Expression from uniquely mapped L1 copies was detected with the highest number for 

Spindoc-KO compared to Spin1-KO or dKO, mirroring results obtained from random 

mapping analysis. Finally, individual TE copies that were scored as up-regulated in 

mutants over WT ESCs tended to be lowly expressed in WT, indicative of a loss of 

control over these elements rather than increased transcription of already expressed 

elements (Extended Figure 1G). Overall, we report that both SPINDOC and SPIN1 are 

involved in the control of IAP elements, and that SPINDOC also impacts L1 expression. 

 
Loss of SPIN1 or SPINDOC leads to minor gene transcriptional changes 
We next investigated the gene transcriptional changes induced by loss of SPIN1 and/or 

SPINDOC. A total of 701 and 550 genes were considered as mis-expressed in Spin1-

KO or dKO ESCs, respectively, compared to their WT counterpart, with as much up- 

than down-regulation (Figure 2A). In contrast, 1663 genes were mis-expressed in         

Spindoc-KO versus WT ESCs, and two thirds were up-regulated (Figure 2A), 

consistent with the role of SPINDOC as a repressor of SPIN1, being itself considered 

as a transcriptional activator. There was little overlap of gene changes between the 

three mutants, even between Spin1-KO and dKO, with 43% and 56% of commonly 
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mis-regulated genes, respectively (Figure 2B). In particular, approximately 13% of the 

dKO-specific mis-regulated genes have not yet acquired their canonical name and 

could be pseudogenes, long non-coding RNA or antisense transcripts (transcripts 

emanating from RIKEN or Gm projects). These transcriptomic differences between 

dKO and Spin1-KO—although SPIN1 and SPINDOC are present at similar levels in 

both conditions—could be explained by either SPINDOC leftover in Spin1-KO, or by 

the Spindoc RNA being still present in Spin1-KO and not differentially expressed 

compared to WT (Extended Figure 1B). Globally, there was therefore a discrete gene 

mis-regulation in mutant cells and we were unable to find GO terms significantly 

affected using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (Extended Figure 2A).  

Gene mis-regulation in Spin1- and/or Spindoc-KO ESCs, and in particular up-

regulation, could reflect induction from nearby de-repressed TEs acting as proximal 

promoters. Chimeric transcripts initiating from a uniquely mapped element and 

containing at least the first exon of an up-regulated gene were quantified and 

represented only 6% to 10% of up-regulated genes among the Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO 

and dKO transcriptomes (Figure 2C). Several of these cases were previously reported, 

such as Cyp2b23 (Groh et al., 2021) (Extended Figure 2B) and Aass (Elsässer et al., 

2015). Overall, our analysis revealed that de-repressed TEs participated only very 

minimally to gene up-regulation in these mutants.  

When focusing on genes related to different states of pluripotency, the 

expression of markers of core and naive pluripotency were within WT levels among 

the different mutant backgrounds (Extended Figure 2C). We noticed a slight up-

regulation of a minority of markers related to formative/primed pluripotency, more 

especially in Spindoc-KO ESCs, indicating that these mutants may stand in a more 

advanced state along the pluripotency continuum. Nonetheless, all mutant cells, 

including Spindoc-KO, were able to form and survive embryoid body induction similarly 

to WT controls (Extended Figure 2D), which illustrates their ability to undergo multi-

lineage somatic differentiation. 
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Figure 1 | SPIN1 or/and SPINDOC loss triggers TE up-regulation. A, Ranked P values (-log10 scale, 
permutation tests by MAGECK) for enriched genes upon IAP-centered loss-of-function screen in ESCs 
(Chelmicki et al., 2021) after 9 days of blasticidin treatment. Dashed lines indicate top 100 ranked genes 
and P value= 0.05. The name of known IAP repressors is reported in black. B, Immunoblotting on whole 
cell protein extracts in 2i-grown ESCs against SPIN1, SPINDOC, and LAMINB1 as loading control. 
Asterix: faint SPINDOC band in Spin1-KO ESCs. C, Steady-state levels of IAP and LINE-1 transcripts 
as assessed by RT-qPCR using primer pairs targeting the LTR of IAPs (IAP-LTR), a specific class of 
IAPs with an internal deletion (IAP-Δ1), and two young subfamilies of LINE-1 (A and Tf). Data are shown 
as ΔCT mean normalized to Actin and Gapdh over three biological replicates ± standard deviation. D, 
E, F Volcano plots of RNA-seq showing differential expression (|log2FC|>1, FDR <0.01) of TE families 
obtained from random mapping in mutant over WT ESCs in -log10(adjusted P-value) versus |log2FC| in 
Spin1-KO (D), Spindoc-KO (E) and dKO (F). For Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO, sequencing of both clones 
were used as replicates for differential analysis. Names of the 10 most up-regulated families are 
displayed, with IAPs in red and LINE-1 in green. Up-regulated family dots are colored by classes with 
ERVK: red; ERV1; pink; ERVL: orange, L: green; others: black. G, Upset plot showing numbers of 
uniquely mapped up-regulated TE copies (|log2FC|>1 and FDR<0.01) assigned to their corresponding 
TE-class in mutant ESCs. DNA transposons: grey; ERVK: red; ERV1: pink; ERVL: orange; L1: green; 
other LINEs: brown; SINEs: blue. H, I, J, Boxplot showing expression in log2CPM of uniquely mapped 
copies in several TE families, in Spin1-KO (H), Spindoc-KO (I) and dKO (J). Differential analysis was 
performed from the same table of uniquely mapped elements in all mutants. Each dot represents a 
uniquely mapped up-regulated TE copy (|log2FC|>1, FDR<0.01) in the displayed genetic background.  
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SPIN1 has been reported to activate rRNA transcription (Wang et al., 2011), a 

function that may be further enhanced by SPINDOC association (Du et al., 2021). As 

repeated rRNA transcripts are poorly accessible in RNA-seq datasets, we used RT-

qPCR to measure the expression of the 45S pre-ribosomal precursor using several 

primer pairs (Extended Figure 2E). While rRNA levels were globally unaffected by the 

single loss of SPIN1 or SPINDOC, dKO ESCs presented decreased 45S expression. 

This result stresses the distinct nature of Spin1-KO with SPINDOC destabilization and 

dKO mutants with both SPIN1 and SPINDOC ablation. SPIN1 is also a known activator 

of the Wnt pathway, but the use GSK3 inhibitor in 2i conditions of ESCs culture 

prevented us from assessing gene changes related Wnt signaling in absence of SPIN1 

and SPINDOC. 

 

 
Figure 2 | Genic transcriptional changes upon SPIN1 or SPINDOC loss. A, Bland-Altman plot depicting 
log2FC values of genes in the different mutants in relation to their average expression in WT ESCs. For 
Spindoc-KO and Spin1-KO, both clones were considered as replicates for this analysis. Numbers of up- 
and down-regulated genes in the appropriate background are displayed, mis-expressed genes being 
considered if |log2FC|>1 and FDR<0.01. Dotted lines indicate no foldchange. Grey dots depict 
differentially expressed genes (DE) and red dots DE genes commonly found in Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO 
and dKO. TEs are excluded from this analysis. B, Venn diagram with numbers of up- and down-
regulated genes in all possible groups formed by Spindoc-KO, Spin1-KO and dKO. Only genes were 
considered in these numbers. C, Barplot of the number of up-regulated genes belonging to three distinct 
categories: no TE found as first exon of transcripts containing this gene (grey), TEs found as first exon 
of transcripts containing this gene, with this transcript being either up-regulated (pink) or not (purple). D, 
Heatmap displaying expression in log2(CPM+1) of the main known regulators of TEs in ESCs in each 
genetic background. Stars indicate a |log2FC|>1 in KO ESCs relative to their respective WT. 
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 Finally, we looked more precisely at expression of known suppressors of TE 

expression, as an indication of potential indirect effects of SPIN1 or SPINDOC deletion 

on TE regulation. Specifically in Spindoc-KO ESCs, Dnmt3L was down-regulated 

(Figure 2D), but while this co-factor is essential for de novo methylation in germ cells 

(Bourc’his et al., 2001), it is not required in embryonic cells and lowly expressed in 2i-

grown ESCs (von Meyenn et al., 2016). Moreover, it was accompanied by an up-

regulation of Dnmt3A. In all mutants, one gene encoding a KZFP that is known to 

repress TEs, Zfp809 (Wolf & Goff, 2009), was consistently up-regulated (Figure 2D). 

All considered, the observed changes in gene expression are unlikely to account for 

TE up-regulation, and vice versa, in Spin1-KO and/or Spindoc-KO ESCs.  

 

Loss of SPINDOC and SPIN1 leads to minor changes in H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 
patterns 
SPIN1 can read different histone marks, among which H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (Zhao 

et al., 2020). TE sequences and in particular IAP elements are enriched in H3K9me3, 

associated with a transcriptionally repressed chromatin, and deprived in H3K4me3, 

associated with transcriptionally active chromatin. Therefore, the observed IAP up-

regulation upon Spin1 and/or Spindoc KO could be linked to decreased H3K9me3 

and/or increased H3K4me3 enrichment. To test this hypothesis, we performed 

chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) against these two 

marks in WT, Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs. The majority of peaks (representative 

of significant enrichment at a specific region compared to input level) defined in WT 

were unchanged in mutants (Extended Figure 3A, 3B). Among detected enrichment 

changes (Figure 3A), we observed a strong bias toward gain of H3K9me3 with a 

majority of gained peaks in Spindoc-KO (approximately 6% of the peaks defined in 

WT), and loss of H3K4me3, especially in Spin1-KO (19% of peaks defined in WT). 

Both histone modification changes were not in accordance with a more transcriptionally 

active state. Moreover, acquired or lost peaks overlapping with genes were not linked 

to expected transcriptional changes. The majority of concerned genes and TEs were 

not differentially expressed, while we would expect a down-regulation in associated 

with the globally observed H3K9me3 gain or H3K4me3 loss (Figure 3B, 3C). This 

analysis stresses the fact that these marks are not causative but correlative with 

transcriptional changes. To complete this trend, in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs 

we observed a minor gain of H3K9me3 and no further enrichment of H3K4me3 on 
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IAPEz elements, one of the commonly up-regulated IAP subfamilies (Figure 3D). In 

addition, SPIN1 or SPINDOC loss did not lead to a lower H3K9me3 or higher H3K4me3 

enrichment at all up-regulated TE subfamilies (Extended Figure 3C). Despite a multi-

class TE up-regulation that can be seen at the unique copy-level, ESCs deprived of 

SPIN1 or SPINDOC did not present major H3K9me3 loss, or H3K4me3 gain at these 

elements or genome-wide. Therefore, we conclude that up-regulation of TEs is not 

linked to changes in chromatin states.  

 

 
Figure 3 | H3K9me3 and H3K9me3 changes in absence of SPIN1 or SPINDOC are not associated 
with transcriptional changes. A, Heatmaps and metaplots showing H3K9me3 (left) and H3K4me3 
(right) differential peak enrichment in RPKM-normalized ChIP-seq signal from Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO 
compared to WT ESCs. Differentially enriched peaks are divided into four categories, with numbers of 
each peak category provided on the heatmap right side and ordered from top to bottom as: Spin1-
KO>WT (purple), Spindoc-KO>WT (blue), Spin1-KO<WT (light green) and Spindoc-KO<WT (orange). 
Enrichment is assessed +/- 5kb from the center of the peak. B, Barplot showing the proportion of genes 
overlapping with differentially enriched ChIP-seq peaks shown on A, as arranged in three categories: 
overlapping down-regulated genes (DOWN), overlapping non-differentially expressed genes (NO) or 
overlapping up-regulated genes (UP). Numbers of genes in each category are provided on the barplot. 
NB: one peak can overlap several genes. C, Same as in B, but for TEs. D, Violin plot representing 
log2/Input ChIP-seq enrichment of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 at all IAPEz elements mapped uniquely in 
all conditions. Dotted lines represent no enrichment compared to Input.  
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Loss of SPIN1 and SPINDOC leads to genome-wide DNA methylation loss 
During our study of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 patterns, we noticed that the up-regulated 

TE copies (uniquely mapped) observed in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs were quite 

lowly enriched in H3K9me3 in WT ESCs. Using publicly available KAP1 ChIP-seq 

datasets from ESCs (Castro-Diaz et al., 2014; De Iaco et al., 2017), we further found 

that SPIN1- and SPINDOC-specific TE targets were also not particularly enriched for 

KAP1 binding, compared to all IAPEZ elements (Extended Figure 4A, 4B, 4C), 

suggesting an alternative mode of regulation than KAP1-dependent H3K9me3 

deposition for these TEs. This prompted us to consider that TEs that are up-regulated 

upon SPIN1-SPINDOC loss may rely on DNA methylation-dependent control. We 

measured CpG methylation levels globally in WT, Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs by 

Lumometric Assay (LUMA) (Figure 4A), and targeted at promoter sequences of IAP, 

L1_A and L1_Tf elements by bisulfite conversion followed by PCR-pyrosequencing 

(Figure 4B). In WT ESCs, due to culture in 2i-based medium, CpG methylation levels 

were low, between 20 to 30%. Nevertheless, we consistently observed further 

decreased CpG methylation levels in both LUMA and TE-targeted pyrosequencing 

assays in all tested mutants.  

 Wondering if specific regions were especially losing DNA methylation in mutants 

compared to WT, we performed genome-wide single-nucleotide-based profiling using 

Enzymatic Methyl Sequencing (EM-seq). We found that DNA methylation loss was 

equally distributed in all genomic compartments, with an average CpG methylation 

between below 10% for mutants compared to between 20 and 30% for WT cells (Figure 

4C). As DNA methylation loss was equally distributed genome-wide, few differentially 

methylated regions (DMRs) could be called (Spin1-KO #1 vs WT= 10,858 DMRs, 

Spindoc-KO #1 vs WT DMRs= 17,494) (Figure 4D), as their identification pre-supposes 

a difference compared to neighboring regions. Although DNA methylation decreased 

across the entire genome in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs, levels were still above 

the ones from ESCs cultured in 2i medium complemented with Vitamin C (Figure 4D), 

a condition where CpG methylation is almost completely removed due to enhanced 

activity of ten-eleven translocation (TET) enzymes (Blaschke et al., 2013). Loss of 

SPIN1 or SPINDOC therefore generates an intermediate DNA methylation level for 

ESCs, between ESCs cultures in 2i only and in 2i+Vitamin C medium. Comparing the 

relative effects of SPIN1 or SPINDOC loss on DNA methylation levels, we noticed a 
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consistent higher decrease when SPINDOC was absent (Figure 4C), except when 

focusing on IAPEz elements for which greater decrease was observed in Spin1-KO 

ESCs (Figure 4E, Extended Figure 5A).  

 

Loss of DNA methylation is accessory to TE up-regulation in absence of SPIN1 
and SPINDOC 
DNA methylation loss might be either “causative”, meaning upstream of the path 

leading to TE up-regulation in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs, or “reflective” as a 

downstream consequence of their increased expression. However, DNA methylation 

loss is observed genome-wide, while transcriptional changes occur over discrete 

genomic regions, the last hypothesis seems therefore unlikely. Strikingly, we observed 

that when cultured in serum-based medium and therefore with highly methylated 

genome than in 2i (70-80% in serum-based medium compared to 20-30% in 2i), the 

absence of SPINDOC or SPIN1 had no effect on CpG methylation levels, as assessed 

by LUMA and TE-centered pyrosequencing (Extended Fig 5B, 5C). Despite displaying 

normal DNA methylation levels, serum-grown Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs still 

showed IAP up-regulation, albeit to a lesser extent, as shown by targeted RT-qPCR 

(Figure 5A). For instance, IAP-Δ1 transcripts were increased by 15-fold in Spin1-KO 

compared to WT control ESCs grown in 2i, and increased by 7-fold in serum-grown 

conditions. Therefore, while DNA methylation loss might play a role in TE de-

repression, it is not the only determinant of IAP reactivation in ESCs lacking SPIN1 or 

SPINDOC. Moreover, while LINE-1 expression was up-regulated in Spindoc-KO but 

not Spin1-KO, LINE-1 DNA methylation was equally decreased in Spindoc-KO and 

Spin1-KO compared to WT 2i-grown ESCs (Extended Figure 5A). Collectively, these 

results provide indirect evidence that SPIN1 and SPINDOC role in repressing TEs is 

partly but not completely linked to DNA methylation-dependent regulation.  

 

SPIN1 and SPINDOC are essential for UHRF1 stability in 2i-grown ESCs 
Reduction in global genome methylation levels is reminiscent to a defect in 

maintenance of DNA methylation. The transcript level of the maintenance DNA 

methyltransferase Dnmt1 and its co-factor Ubiquitin-like with PHD and ring finger 

domain 1 (Uhrf1) were unchanged in RNA-seq of 2i-grown Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO 

compared to WT ESCs (Figure 2D). However, immunoblot analysis revealed a strong 

decrease in UHRF1 protein in all single mutants, while DNMT1 was normally present 
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(Figure 5B, Extended Figure 6A). Importantly, UHRF1 destabilization did not occur 

when Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO were cultured in serum-based medium, in agreement 

with unaltered DNA methylation levels in this condition (Figure 5C, Extended Figure 

5B, 5C). In ESCs, decrease of DNA methylation during serum to 2i medium conversion 

is accompanied by a dynamic control of UHRF1 stability, in part through proteasome 

targeting by PRAMEL7 (Graf et al., 2017). Notably, transcript levels of Pramel7 was 

unchanged in our mutants, as assessed by RNA-seq (data not shown). A recent shRNA 

screen identified new kinases whose expression is necessary to achieve UHRF1 

degradation in ESCs during serum to 2i transition specifically (Rushton et al., 2022). 

However, the mechanism by which by these kinases induce UHRF1 destabilization 

has not been studied yet. Nonetheless, as SPIN1- SPINDOC loss only affects DNA 

methylation in 2i conditions, we reasoned that our proteins of interest might regulate 

such kinases in this system. In our RNA-seq data, we found that two kinases were up-

regulated in both Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs: Mitogen activated protein kinase 

12 (Mapk12) and Potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily H member 2 (Kcnh2) 

(Extended Figure 6B). This may be of interest to further study these proteins as 

involved in UHRF1 destabilization in 2i-grown ESCs.   
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Figure 4 | SPIN1 or SPINDOC deletions induce a genome-wide loss of DNA methylation. A, Dotplot 
showing the percentage of global CpG methylation levels in 2i-grown WT and mutant ESCs, determined 
with Lumometric Assay (LUMA). Each dot represents a biological replicate of cells grown independently. 
Vertical bars show mean ± standard deviation. B, Barplot representation of % CG methylation in WT 
and mutant ESCs at the promoter region of IAP (4 CpGs), L1_Tf (6 CpGs), and L1_A (7 CpGs) elements 
determined by bisulfite conversion followed by PCR-pyrosequencing. Each dot represents a biological 
replicate of cells grown independently. Vertical bars show mean + standard deviation. C, Barplot 
representing mean % CG methylation + standard deviation on whole genome/ CpG islands (CGIs), 
Intergenic and, Intragenic sequences and TEs / LINE-1, ERV1, ERVK, ERVL, SINEs, as determined by 
EM-seq in 2i-grown WT (grey), Spin1-KO #1 (yellow) and Spindoc-KO #1 (blue) ESCs. D, Violin plot of 
% CG methylation at IAPEZ-int elements with at least 10 reads uniquely mapped in WT, Spin1-KO #1 
and Spindoc-KO #1 ESCs, as determined by EM-seq. E, Genomic tracks extracted from UCSC showing 
genes (dark blue), repeat masker (black), CGIs (green), % CG methylation at WT (grey), Spin1-KO #1 
(yellow), Spindoc-KO #1 (blue) ESCs, as well as ESCs grown in 2i + Vitamin C (2i+VitC) from published 
WGBS datasets (Walter et al., 2016). 
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SPIN1 interacts with chromatin remodelers  
To gain insights into the mechanisms behind the control that SPIN1 and SPINDOC 

exert on TE expression and on DNA methylation, we performed SPIN1 

immunoprecipitation followed by liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (IP-

LC/MS) on WT and Spin1-KO ESCs (clone #1). As expected, SPIN1 and SPINDOC 

were found only in WT IP, together with a set of 19 proteins not known to bind SPIN1 

in other cell types (Extended Table 1). Among the list of proteins enriched in WT IP 

compared to Spin1-KO IP, we found several chromatin interactors among which 

several chromatin remodelers (CHD8, CHD9 and SMARCC1) and several 

transcription factors (SP1, YY1) (Figure 5D, Extended Table 1). Consistent with 

previous publications linking SPIN1 to rRNA transcription and Wnt signaling (Wang et 

al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011), we also found several proteins involved in the same 

process and GSK3B, one of the main effectors of Wnt signaling. Interestingly, factors 

involved in DNA repair were enriched among SPIN1 interaction partners. Recently, 

SPINDOC was revealed to interact with Poly-ADP Ribosylation Protein (PARP) 

involved in DNA damage repair (Yang et al., 2021). However, a complex encompassing 

SPIN1, SPINDOC and PARP was not found, and SPINDOC seems to interact either 

with SPIN1 or PARP. Links between SPIN1 and DNA repair strengthens the biological 

relevance of both partners in this essential process.  

Among enriched proteins, two caught our attention: Promyelocytic leukemia 

protein (PML) and Lymphocyte-Specific Helicase (LSH). On one hand, PML associates 

with ATRX-DAXX and H3.3-enriched heterochrochromatin (Delbarre et al., 2017), such 

as the one found at IAP sequences, both of which are linked to TE repression (Lewis 

et al., 2010). On the other hand, LSH is involved in regulation of de novo and 

maintenance DNA methylation, with a role in UHRF1 chromatin binding (Han et al., 

2020). SPIN1-LSH and SPIN1-PML association could explain our observations and 

require further investigations.  
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(See next page for legends) 
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Figure 5 | DNA methylation loss is associated with UHRF1 destabilization in 2i- but not serum-
grown ESCs A, Barplot showing expression in foldchange of mutant over WT ESCs of CT normalized 
to Actin and Gapdh of IAP with two different primer pairs targeting IAP-LTR or IAP-Δ1 in WT and Spin1-
KO or Spindoc-KO ESCs grown in 2i (left panel) or serum medium (right panel). Folchange is shown as 
mean + standard deviation over three biological replicates of cells grown independently represented by 
each dot. B, C, Immunoblot in WT, Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs grown in 2i-based medium (B) or 
in serum-based medium (C) against UHRF1, DNMT1, and PCNA as loading control. D, Selected factors 
interacting with SPIN1 in 2i-grown ESCs, as determined by IP/LC-MS, chosen to represent the diversity 
of biological processes statistically enriched in SPIN1-interacting partners. Links between two proteins 
represent a physical interaction, with strength of links as a function of confidence in their interaction. 
Each color represents a GO term: Chromatin remodeling (blue), MLL Complex (red), Integrator complex 
(pink), Viral process (green), rRNA process (orange) and DNA repair (yellow). Network visualization was 
obtained via the STRING database. E, Schematic summary of major findings of the study. Loss of SPIN1 
or SPINDOC triggers a destabilization of UHRF1, associated with a loss of DNA methylation and up-
regulation of TEs in 2i-grown ESCs. TE up-regulation is not restricted to 2i-grown ESCs but also extends 
to serum-grown ESCs, as opposed to other downstream effects of SPIN1 or SPINDOC loss (DNA 
methylation and UHRF1 destabilization). 

 

DISCUSSION 
In this study, we revealed the involvement of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in TE repression 

and in particular of IAP elements in mouse ESCs. SPIN1 and SPINDOC also proved 

to be essential for UHRF1 stability in 2i culture conditions, linking both factors to a role 

in DNA methylation maintenance. Despite DNA methylation being known as a potent 

repressor of TEs, its loss does not solely explain the level of TE up-regulation observed 

in Spin1- or Spindoc-deficient cells. Moreover, TE up-regulation was not linked to a 

loss of H3K9me3 at TE regulatory sequences. All of these findings are completely 

novel, for both the fields of DNA methylation and TE biology.  

 In addition, this study constitutes the first of its kind on the role of SPIN1 and 

SPINDOC in ESCs. SPIN1 and SPINDOC were mainly studied in human cancer cell 

lines for their involvement in rRNA transcription, chromatin interaction and Wnt 

signaling. According to this, we found that Spin1 deletion leads to SPINDOC 

destabilization, and that SPIN1 physically interacts with GSK3, a central effector in Wnt 

signaling. Although SPIN1 is thought to act as a transcriptional activator at rRNA in 

human somatic cell lines (HeLa, HEK293T, SW480) (W. Wang et al., 2011; Zhang et 

al., 2018), its loss had no impact on rRNA expression in ESCs. Similarly, Spindoc loss 

of expression had previously been linked both to rRNA up-regulation and down-

regulation in HEK293T (Bae et al., 2017; Du et al., 2021),  while we observe no 

perturbation of rRNA gene expression in Spindoc-KO ESCs. However, the deletion of 

both Spin1 and Spindoc in ESCs provokes a down-regulation of rRNA expression, with 

a slight decrease in cell proliferation. Exploration of factors found to interact with SPIN1 
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and involved in rRNA regulation found in this study may provide more clarity about 

exact mechanism linking SPIN1-SPINDOC to rRNA expression.  

 Despite SPIN1 being an H3K4me3 reader and thought to act as a transcriptional 

activator, the transcriptome of Spin1-KO ESCs was only minimally impacted, and did 

not show pronounced trend towards down-regulation. In contrast, loss of SPINDOC—

described as a SPIN1 repressor—promoted up-regulation of more than 1000 genes, 

corroborating this role. However, genetic deletion of both Spin1 and Spindoc was more 

similar to single Spin1 deletion, with again a low transcriptional impact. Therefore, the 

absence of SPINDOC might be seen as a condition whereby SPIN1 has increased 

availability—like an over-expression system—compared to WT cells where most 

SPIN1 interacts with SPINDOC. Regulation of SPINDOC level might therefore be key 

to SPIN1 availability on chromatin and its enhancing effect on transcription. However, 

we noted a significant loss of H3K4me3 (not accompanied by transcriptional changes) 

in absence of SPIN1. It is possible that H3K4me3 is protected by SPIN1 binding, an 

hypothesis that would be confirmed by a genome-wide binding analysis of SPIN1 in 

ESCs.  

 Loss of TE transcriptional control, in particular at IAP elements, is often 

associated to H3K9me3 and/or DNA methylation loss (Karimi et al., 2011; Sharif et al., 

2016; Walter et al., 2016). Despite their strong up-regulation, IAPs did not substantially 

lose H3K9me3 in Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO ESCs, and may even gain enrichment for 

this mark compared to WT levels. However, the absence of SPIN1 or SPINDOC 

absence led to massive, genome-wide DNA methylation loss in ESCs grown in 2i 

conditions. Maintenance of IAP up-regulation in serum medium, where DNA 

methylation levels are normal in Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO ESCs, showed that this DNA 

methylation loss is neither an up- nor a down-stream effect of TE-up regulation. It may 

rather be linked to the requirement of SPIN1 and SPINDOC for UHRF1 stability, which 

may happen through an indirect mechanism via which the absence of the SPIN1-

SPINDOC complex allows higher expression or availability of one or several proteins 

that destabilize UHRF1. In sum, our results show that the presence of both H3K9me3 

and DNA methylation at IAPs might not be sufficient to ensure full transcriptional control 

of these elements. Therefore, despite H3K9me3 and DNA methylation being hallmarks 

of TE control, we challenge this view by finding conditions in which none are lost and 

TE up-regulation is still observed.  
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The fact that SPIN1 and SPINDOC are both necessary for proper TE control in 

ESCs does not fit with the hypothesis that SPIN1 acts as a transcriptional activator of 

TEs, in which case loss of SPIN1 should lead to TE expression levels similar to WT or 

to their further repression. However, we noted that Spindoc-KO ESCs, in which SPIN1 

is deprived of SPINDOC control, de-repressed of a wide variety of TEs, included LINE-

1, which are no affected by the combined loss of SPIN1 and SPINDOC, as in dKO 

ESCs. 

Finally, thanks to the identification of SPIN1 interaction partners in ESCs, we 

were able to link the SPIN1-SPINDOC complex to chromatin remodeling, notably via 

PML interaction. We propose a final working model in which SPIN1 alone acts as a 

transcriptional activator of TEs, while SPIN1-SPINDOC would work as a complex to 

allow proper heterochromatinization at specific TE sequences. This model highlights 

the importance of SPINDOC for TE control and the unwarranted effects of SPIN1 

expression in ESCs.  
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Extended Fig 1 | Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO and dKO ESCs growth and morphology is not affected 
despite up-regulation of multiple TE families. A, Scheme of Spin1 and Spindoc loci with sgRNA 
binding regions in red, cut sites notified with scissors and size of sequenced deletions provided for each 
clone. Spindoc-KO #2 has an heterozygous deletion with one unknown boundary on one allele. B, 
Genomic tracks from UCSC Genome browser showing deletions at the transcript level at Spin1 and 
Spindoc loci. Expression is shown as number of reads normalized to sequencing depth. Small exonic 
deletions are magnified for the Spin1 locus. Spin1-KO clones are depicted in yellow, Spindoc-KO clones 
in blue and dKO in green. C, Growth curves in million cells per day of 2i-cultured WT and mutant ESCs. 
Each dot represents an average over three biological replicates of ESCs grown independently ± 
standard deviation. D, Pictures of 2i-grown ESCs of all genotypes, cultured at comparable confluency. 
E, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of Spin1 sequencing batch, Spindoc sequencing batch, dKO 
sequencing batch and all sequencing batches from top to bottom. Raw CPM data after random mapping 
were used to compute PCA F, Heatmap of TE families up-regulated in Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO or dKO 
ESCs defined with random alignment. Expression is in log2(CPM+1). G, Log2FC of up-regulated TE 
copies determined by unique mapping in Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO and dKO (from left to right) ESCs, in 
relation to their expression in log2(CPM+1) in WT ESCs. For Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO, both clones 
were considered as replicates for this analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
►Extended Fig 2 | The loss of SPINDOC and/or SPIN1 minimal impacts the ESC gene 
transcriptional program. A, GO terms enriched after Gene-Set enrichment analysis performed with 
WEB-based Gene Set Analysis Toolkit (WEB Gestalt) with FDR > 0.05 in yellow and light blue; and FDR 
< 0.05 in orange and dark blue. Vertical bar size is function of Normalized Enrichment Score (NES). B, 
Genomic tracks adapted from UCSC Genome browser showing expression of Cyp2b23 with a TE 
(ERVB7) fused as exon1 consistently found in Spin1-KO (yellow), Spindoc-KO (blue) and dKO (green) 
ESCs but not WT ESCs. Repeat masker annotation is shown in black. C, Barplot of rRNA expression 
determined by RT-qPCR with several primer pairs across the 45S rDNA sequence (Fulka & Langerova, 
2014). Expression is in Foldchange of CT normalized by Actin and Gapdh in mutants over WT. Average 
+ standard deviation of one to three independent biological replicates with three technical replicates is 
depicted, with each dot representing a biological replicate. D, Heatmap of pluripotency marker 
expression showing normalized log2(CPM+1) counts in WT and Spin1-KO, Spindoc-KO and dKO ESCs 
from RNA-seq. Stars indicate differential expression of mutants over WT, as |log2FC|>1 and FDR<0.01. 
E, Violin plots at day 1, day 3, day 5, and day 7 of EB differentiation showing EB size for WT and mutant 
ESCs, with numbers of counted EBs at the bottom (see Methods). Statistical analysis was done with 
ANOVA Welsh, and p-value adjusted with Tukey method. *, **, ***, **** indicates p-value 
>0.05;0.01;0.001;0.0001, respectively. 
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Extended Figure 3 | H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 patterns are not modified in absence of SPIN1 
and/or SPINDOC. A, B, Heatmaps and metaplots of H3K9me3 (A) and H3K4me3 (B) peaks (enriched 
in IP/Input) defined by ChIP-seq in WT on a 10kb window peak centered, for WT, Spin1-KO #1, Spin1-
KO #2, Spindoc-KO #1, Spindoc-KO #2 ESCs. C, Heatmap of H3K9me3 and H4K4me3 enrichment 
over input in RPKM over TE families up-regulated in at least one clone in WT, Spin1-KO #1, Spin1-KO 
#2, Spindoc-KO #1 and Spindoc-KO #2 ESCs. 
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Extended Figure 4 | TEs up-regulated in Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO ESCs are not enriched for 
KAP1 binding. A, B, Heatmaps and metaplots of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 from this study, and KAP1 
peaks from Castro-Diaz et al., 2014 and De Iaco et al., 2017. Enrichment is represented in RPKM in WT 
ESCs at TE copies defined as up-regulated with unique alignment in Spin1-KO (A) and Spindoc-KO (B). 
C, Heatmaps and metaplots of H3K9me3 and KAP1 peaks in RPKM in WT ESCs at all uniquely mapped 
IAPEZ-int copies. 
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Extended Figure 5 | DNA methylation observed in 2i-grown Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs is 
not observed when grown in serum-based medium. A, Heatmap of % CG methylation at up-
regulated TE families in at least one clone in 2i-grown ESCs of WT, Spin1-KO #1 and Spindoc-KO #1 
genotypes, as defined by EM-seq. B, % CG methylation in WT (grey), Spin1-KO #1 (light yellow), Spin1-
KO #2 (dark yellow), Spindoc-KO #1 (light blue), Spindoc-KO #2 (dark blue) as defined by LUMA for 
ESCs grown in serum-based medium. Vertical lines display ± standard deviation from the mean and 
each dot is a biological replicate of ESCs grown independently C, Barplot of % CG methylation at IAP, 
L1_A and L1_Tf elements (from left to right) in WT (grey), Spin1-KO #1 (light yellow), Spin1-KO #2 (dark 
yellow), Spindoc-KO #1 (light blue), Spindoc-KO #2 (dark blue) and dKO (green) as defined by 
pyrosequencing for serum-grown ESCs. Shown is mean ± standard and each dot a biological replicate 
of ESCs grown independently. 
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Extended Figure 6 | DNA methylation loss in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs is not due to mis-
regulation of de novo DNMTs or known factors involved in UHRF1 stability. A, Immunoblot on 2i-
grown WT, Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs against DNMT3A, DNMT3B, and PCNA as loading control. 
B, Volcano plot showing differential gene expression in Spin1-KO (left) and Spindoc-KO (right) over WT 
ESCs. For Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO, sequencing of both clones were used as replicates for differential 
analysis. DE genes: grey; non-DE genes: black; genes encoding kinases found to be involved in UHRF1 
stability in 2i medium (Rushton et al., 2022): red when mis-regulated and pink when non-differentially 
expressed in mutants. 
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METHODS 
 
Cell Culture   
E14 mouse embryonic stem cells were cultured on 0.2% gelatin coated-plates at 37°C 
with 8% CO2. For all experiments except stated otherwise, cells were grown in 2i 
medium consisting of 50% of Neurobasal medium (Gibco) with 50% of DMEM-F12 
(Gibco) complemented with 2mM L-Glutamine, 0.1mM β-Mercaptoethanol, Ndiff 
Neuro-2 medium supplement, B-27 medium supplement, 1000U/mL of Leukemia 
Inhibitory Factor (LIF), 3μM of GSK3 inhibitor (CT-99021), 1μM MEK inhibitor 
(PD0325901). When grown in serum-based medium, ESCs were grown in Glasgow 
Minimum Essential Media complemented with 15% Fetal Bovine Serum, 0.1nM 
Essential Amino Acids, 1nM Sodium Pyruvate, 2mM L-Glutamine, 0.1mM β-
Mercaptoethanol and 1000U/mL of LIF. Cells were split every 2 to 3 days using 
Accutase (Invitrogen) when cultured in 2i, or TrypLE (Gibco) when cultured in serum. 
For embryoid body (EB) differentiation, ESCs were dissociated with TrypLE and 
2.5x104 were seeded in uncoated B10 plates in serum without LIF to allow the 
formation of cell aggregates. Medium was changed every 2 days. At least ten pictures 
were taken every day for 7 days for each genotype, in order to count at least 30 EBs. 
A n<30 means that no other EB were found on the plate.  
 
Plasmid construction   
To generate KO cell lines, targeting sequences (Table 1) were inserted in plasmid 
pX459 (pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro, Addgene #62988) after treatment with BbsI enzyme 
(NEB, R3539). Single stranded DNA sequences were annealed with their reverse 
complement 5 min at 95°C and cooled down slowly to room temperature (RT). 
Annealing products were then ligated to digested plasmids with Ligase T4 (NEB, 
M0202) and transformed in NEB Turbo competent cells (NEB, C2984) according to 
manufacturer’s instructions.   
 
Transfection and clone selection  
Insertion of plasmids in ESCs and subsequent genome editing was done using 3x106 
cells and 2μg of each plasmid through nucleofection with a 4D-Nucleofector device, 
P3 primary cell kit 4D-Nucleofector kit and appropriate protocol for ESCs provided by 
Lonza. All cells were plated with four different dilution factors. After 16 to 24 hours of 
recovery, puromycin selection (1 μg/mL) for 2-3 days and 4-5 days of growth, 96 single 
colonies were isolated and genotyped by PCR. For selected clones, (i.e Spin1-KO #1, 
Spin1-KO #2, Spindoc-KO #1, Spindoc-KO #2, dKO) PCR products were sequenced 
(Sanger sequencing, service proposed by Eurofins) to determine precisely genomic 
deletions. 
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Protein extraction and Western blotting 
Whole cell protein extraction was performed using RIPA buffer (0.5% Sodium 
Deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS and 1% NP-40 in PBS) with 20 min incubation on ice and 
centrifugation at 25,000g for 20 min. Nuclear extraction used for immunoprecipitation 
followed by mass spectrometry was performed by a first step of hypotonic lysis (10mM 
HEPES pH7.9, 5mM MgCl2, 250mM Saccharose, 0.1% NP-40) followed by nuclei 
swelling (25 mM HEPES pH7.9, 1.5mM MgCl2, 0.1mM EDTA, 20% Glycerol, 700mM 
NaCl, 1mM β-Mercaptoethanol) and sonication (6x 15’ON/30’OFF – Ultra High 
Frequency with a BioRuptor Pico, DIagenode). All buffers were complemented with 
protease inhibitors (either 1μg/mL Aprotinin, 1μg/mL Leupeptin, 1μg/mL Pestatin A and 
1mM PMSF, or complete EDTA-Free, Roche). For Western blotting, after equilibration 
of concentration, protein extracts were denatured with LDS (NuPAGE, Thermofisher) 
and 10mM DTT for 5 min at 95°C and loaded on pre-cast 4-12% Bis-Tris gels 
(NuPAGE, Thermofisher) for migration with MOPS running buffer. Content of the gel 
was transferred on a 0.45μm Nitrocellulose membrane for 1h10 at 4°C in 200mM 
Glycine, 25mM Trizma Base, 10% Methanol. Membrane was blocked in 5% milk 
diluted in 0.3% NP40 in PBS (PBS-NP40). Primary antibodies (Table 2) were incubated 
O/N at 4°C and secondary antibodies for 45min at RT with 1% milk in PBS-NP40. PBS-
NP40 also served as washing buffer. Revelation thanks to LumiLightPlus substrate 
(Roche) were imaged with a ChemiDoc MP instrument (BioRad). 
 
RNA extraction, reverse transcription, RT-qPCR and RNA-seq 
RNA extraction was performed with the RNeasy Mini Extraction Kit (Qiagen) following 
the manufacturer’s instructions, with extended DNase treatment (RNase-free DNase 
set, Qiagen) of 30 min to 1 hour. RNA concentrations measured with Nanodrop 2000 
were used to perform reverse transcription with equal amount of RNA (200ng or 500ng, 
depending on RNA availability). RNA annealed with 20ng/μL random primers was 
reverse transcribed by SuperScript-III (Invitrogen) in presence of RNase inhibitor 
(Promega), 500nM dNTPs and 0.1M DTT at 50°C for 1h. 1μL of 5-fold-diluted reaction 
mix was used for qPCR with SYBR Green Master Mix (Invitrogen) on a Viia7 instrument 
(Applied Biosystems). All primers used in qPCR experiments are listed in Table 1. 
Normalization of RT-qPCR analysis was done over a geometric mean of Actin and 
Gapdh and foldchange over WT as such: 2-CT_Sample/sqrt[(2-CT_Gapdh)x(2-CT_Actin)] = 
Norm_Sample and Norm_Sample/Norm_WT = Foldchange. RNA-seq libraries were 
prepared from a minimum of 200 ng of DNase-treated total RNA with the TRuSeq 
Stranded mRNA protocol (Illumina) for Spindoc-KO ESC and associated WT, and with 
the Stranded mRNA Prep Ligation for other samples. Between 110M and 160M reads 
were sequenced per sample for in a 100bp paired-end format using a NovaSeq 6000 
(Illumina) instrument. Libraries and sequencing were performed by the Institut Curie 
Next Generation Sequencing platform. 
 
DNA extraction, LUMA, pyrosequencing assay and EM-seq 
DNA extraction was performed either with GenElute kit (Sigma) or PureLink kit 
(Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s protocol for mammalian cells. For LUMA, 500ng 
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of each samples tested DNA was digested either with HpaII (NEB, R0171) and EcoRI 
(NEB, R3101) (mixA) or MspI (R0106) and EcoRI (mixB) for 1 hour at 37°C in 20uL. 
6μL of each reaction was used on PyroMark Q48 Pyrosequencer (Qiagen) to 
determine frequency of fragmentation as a proxy for genome wide DNA methylation 
level (with dispensation order of nucleotides as ACTCGA). For pyrosequencing, 200ng 
of DNA were subjected to bisulfite treatment with the EZ-DNA methylation-Lightning kit 
(Zymo) following manufacturer’s instructions. For targeted amplification, the PyroMark 
PCR kit (Qiagen) was used with standard proposed PCR mix, 35 cycles and primers 
listed in Table 1 together with their sequencing primers. Pyrosequencing on Q48 
instrument followed manufacturer’s instructions with appropriate PyroMark Q48 
Advanced reagents. For EM-seq, 100ng of DNA were used for enzymatic conversion 
and library preparation accordingly to NEB NExt Enzymatic Methyl-seq (E7120). A pool 
containing 5nM of each sample (WT, Spin1-KO #1, Spindoc-KO#1) was formed and 
between 750M and 860M reads were sequenced per sample in a 100bp paired-end 
format using a NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina) instrument at the Institut Curie Next 
Generation Sequencing (NGS) Platform. 
 
ChIP-seq 
For each replicate, 2x107cells were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 9 minutes 
(H3K4me3) or 4 minutes (H3K9me3) and quenched with 0.125M Glycine. Cells were 
collected in Farnham Lysis Buffer (5mM PIPES pH8.0, 85mM KCl, 0.5%NP-40) and 
nuclei separated using Kountes dounce size B. Nuclei were re-suspended in RIPA (1% 
NP-40, 0.5% Sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS in PBS) and sonicated for 30 cycles of 
30sON/30sOFF at Ultra-High Frequency with a BioRuptor Pico (Diagenode). The 
soluble fraction was recovered and 10% was set aside as input before incubation with 
5μg of antibody for 16 hours at 4°C under agitation. Antibodies were then bound to 1% 
BSA-PBS washed Dynabeads M-280 Sheep Anti-Rabbit IgG for 2 hours at 4°C under 
agitation. Beads were then washed in 5x in RIPA Buffer for 5 min, 1x in LiCl solution 
(100mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 500mM LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% Sodium deoxycholate), and 2x 
in TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.1mM EDTA) before elution in 1%SDS, 0.1M 
NaHCO3. Input and immunoprecipitated samples were subjected to RNase A 
(Invitrogen) treatment for 1hour at 37°C and Proteinase K (Invitrogen) for 20 minutes 
at RT before de-crosslinking at 65°C O/N. DNA was recovered using MinElute 
purification kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing libraries 
were prepared using Illumina ChIP-seq preparation kit between 30M and 120M reads 
were sequenced per sample in a 100bp paired-end format using a NovaSeq 6000 
(Illumina) instrument.  
 
Annotation of transposable elements  
Repeat annotation was downloaded from repeatmasker 
(http://www.repeatmasker.org/). To reconstruct full-length LTR copies, we used the 
same strategy as done previously (Walter et al., 2016) using the perl tool “One code to 
find them all” (Bailly-Bechet et al., 2014). Reconstructed transposon annotation was 
used in the following analyses. 

http://www.repeatmasker.org/
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RNA-seq analysis 
Paired-end reads were trimmed with Trim Galore (v0.4.4, 
https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore) to remove adapter sequences and Ns 
nucleotides from both side of the read. Cleaned reads were aligned onto the Mouse 
reference genome mm10 with STAR (v2.7.0a) (Dobin et al., 2013) allowing at most 6% 
of mismatches (--outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.06)., reporting randomly one position 
among at most 5000 positions for a read (--outFilterMultimapNmax 5000 --
outSAMmultNmax 1). Reconstructed transposon annotations and evidence-based 
gene annotation from GENCODE v25 were merged and used as input for 
quantification. Family-based transposon and gene expression were quantified using 
the previous mapped reads with FeatureCounts (v.1.5.1, parameters: -M -p -C -s 2) 
(Liao et al., 2014). Copy-based transposon quantification was performed using only 
uniquely-mapped reads (filtering keeping NH tag equal to 1) with FeatureCounts and 
the same parameters as previously. Bigwig files were produced with deepTools (v2.4.1) 
(Ramírez et al., 2016) using the option –normalizeUsingRPKM. Differential analysis 
was performed between samples sequenced on the same flow cell. For random 
alignment data, transcripts with more than 1 CPM in at least one sample were selected 
for EdgeR CPM normalization, followed by differential expression analysis using Voom 
transformation from LimmaR package (Robinson et al., 2010). We considered 
differentially expressed transcripts with |log2FC>1| and FDR<0.01. Heatmap 
displaying log2CPM or log2(CPM+1) uses non-normalized CPM data. For unique 
alignment data, expression threshold was raised to 1.5 CPM. Selected transcripts for 
each sequencing run were gathered and formed the starting point for differential 
analysis, performed then on the same amount and transcript diversity for each mutant.  
 
Chimeric TE-gene transcript analysis 
To increase the detection of spliced RNA-seq reads, we applied the two-pass 
alignment strategy with STAR using parameters and methods developed in 
Modzelewski et al., 2021. The second pass mapping was used to reconstruct the 
transcript with StringTie2 (Kovaka et al., 2019) for each sample. A unified non-
redundant set of isoforms was generated using all samples with StringTie2 (option --
merge). Mono-exonic transcripts were removed. First exons were overlapped with 
repeat annotations. TE-overlapping first and second exons were used as input for 
quantification with FeatureCounts. Differential expression analysis was performed 
using edgeR’s normalization combined with voom transformation from limma R 
package (Robinson et al., 2010). Chimeric transcripts were declared as differentially 
expressed if FDR <0.01 and log2FC > 1. 
 
ChIP-seq analysis 
Paired-end reads were trimmed with Trim Galore (v0.4.4) to remove adapter 
sequences and Ns nucleotides from both side of the read. Cleaned reads were aligned 
onto the Mouse reference genome mm10 with STAR (v2.7.0a, parameters: --
outFilterMultimapNmax 1 --alignEndsType Local --outFilterMismatchNmax 999 --
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outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.06 --alignIntronMax 1 --alignMatesGapMax 2000) 
reporting only uniquely mapped reads. Duplicated reads were removed using Picard 
(v2.6.0). Bigwig files for UCSC genome browser and heatmaps were created with 
deepTools (v2.5.3). Peak calling was performed using MACS2 (v2.2.7.1) with a q-value 
threshold of 0.05 and broad option for H3K9me3 samples, discarding the ones that 
overlap with blacklisted regions (Amemiya et al., 2019). Common peaks between 
biological replicates were used for the following analyses. Peaks were quantified using 
the regionCounts function with mapping quality threshold of 20. Normalisation factors 
were calculated using 10kb-long bins to remove composition biases. Differential 
binding analysis was performed with csaw (Lun & Smyth, 2016). Peaks with a 
FDR<0.05 were declared as differentially bound. KAP1 ChIP-seq samples were 
downloaded from GEO database: GSM1406445 (Castro-Diaz et al., 2014), 
GSM2473148 and GSM2473150 (De Iaco et al., 2017) and analyzed as previously 
mentioned. The two last samples belonged to the same study so they were averaged. 
Cleaned reads were also aligned onto the Mouse (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) in 
end-to-end and very sensitive mode in order to report randomly one position per read. 
After removing PCR duplicates as done previously, family-based transposons were 
quantified with FeatureCounts.  
 
EM-seq analysis  
Paired-end reads were trimmed with Trim Galore (v0.6.5) with the following 
parameters: --clip_R1 10 --clip_R2 10 --three_prime_clip_R1 10 --
three_prime_clip_R2 10 --length 15, as recommended in the user guide of Bismark. 
Cleaned reads were aligned onto the Mouse reference genome (mm10) using Bismark 
v0.23.0 (Krueger & Andrews, 2011) with Bowtie2-2.2.9 and allowing one mismatch in 
the seed. Methylation calls were extracted after duplicate removal. Biological replicates 
were merged. Only CG dinucleotides covered by a minimum of 5 reads were 
conserved for the rest of the analysis. CpG islands (“CGIs”) were defined previously 
(Illingworth et al., 2010). Intragenic compartments were defined as non-CGI promoters, 
exonic and intronic annotations from GENCODE v25. Intergenic partitions were 
defined as genomic regions that did not overlap with CGIs, intragenic regions or 
repeats. Differentially Methylated Region (DMR) calling was performed using the 
bioconductor package DSS (Feng et al., 2014)with the following parameters: a CpG 
methylation level difference of at least 20%, at least five CpGs called, minimum length 
of 200 bp, and at least 500 bp between two DMRs. 
 
Protein immunoprecipitation  
Equal amount of nuclear protein extracts (1mg for mass spectrometry) were diluted to 
250mM cations (Na+/K+) with BC0 (20mM Tris-HCl pH7.9, 2mM EDTA, 10% Glycerol, 
1mM DTT) and pre-cleared for 4 hours at 4°C with 1%BSA-PBS blocked Dynabeads 
Protein A (Invitrogen). The SPIN1 antibody (Franz et al., 2015) was bound to blocked 
beads for 4 hours at 4°C on a rotating wheel. After pre-clearing, 10% of volume was 
set aside as Input and the remaining protein extract was incubated O/N with SPIN1-
ProteinA beads at 4°C. After 4x washes with BC250 (BC0 + 250mM KCl), proteins 
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were either eluted in 0.2M Glycine pH2.6 for 10 min on ice or went through sample 
preparation for liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). 
When eluted, reaction was stopped with 1.5M Tris-HCl pH8.8 and denaturated at 95°C 
in Laemmli buffer. 
 
LC-MS/MS sample preparation 
Beads were washed trice with 100 μL of 100 mM NH4HCO3, were resuspended in 100 
μL of 100 mM NH4HCO3 and digested directly by adding 0.2 μg of trypsin/LysC 
(Promega) for 1 h at 37°C. Samples were then loaded onto custom-made C18 
StageTips packed by stacking three AttractSPE® disk (#SPE-Disks-Bio-C18-
100.47.20 Affinisep) into a 200 µL micropipette tip for desalting. Peptides were eluted 
using a ratio of 40:60 CH3CN:H2O + 0.1% formic acid and vacuum concentrated to 
dryness. Peptides were reconstituted in injection buffer (10µl of 0.3% trifluoroacetic 
acid (TFA) [vol/vol]) before liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-
MS/MS) analysis. 
 
LC-MS/MS analysis  
Online chromatography was performed with an RSLCnano system (Ultimate 3000, 
Thermo Scientific) coupled to an Orbitrap Eclipse mass spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific). Peptides were trapped on a C18 column (i.d. 75 μm x 2 cm; nanoViper 
Acclaim PepMapTM 100, Thermo Scientific) at a flow rate of 3.0 µL/min in buffer A (2/98 
MeCN/H2O in 0.1% formic acid) over 4 min for desalting and concentration of the 
samples. Separation was performed on a 50 cm x 75 µm C18 column (nanoViper 
Acclaim PepMapTM RSLC, 2 μm, 100Å, Thermo Scientific) regulated to a temperature 
of 50°C with a linear gradient from 2% to 25% buffer B (100% MeCN in 0.1% formic 
acid) at a flow rate of 300 nl/min over 91 min. MS1 data were collected in the Orbitrap 
(120,000 resolution at m/z 200; maximum IT 60 ms; AGC target 4 x 105). Charges 
states between 2 and 7 were required for MS2 analysis, and a 60 sec dynamic 
exclusion window was used. MS2 scan were performed in the ion trap in rapid mode 
with HCD fragmentation (isolation window 1.2 Da; NCE 30%; maximum IT 60 ms; AGC 
target 104) 
 
Data processing  
For identification, the data were searched against the Mus Musculus 
(UP000000589_10090) UniProt databases using Sequest HT through proteome 
discoverer (version 2.4). Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin and a maximum of two 
miss cleavages sites were allowed. Oxidized methionine, Met-loss, Met-loss-Acetyl 
and N-terminal acetylation were set as variable modifications. Carbamidomethylation 
of cysteins were set as fixed modification. Maximum allowed mass deviation was set 
to 10 ppm for monoisotopic precursor ions and 0.6 Da for MS/MS peaks. The resulting 
files were further processed using myProMS v3.9.3 (https://github.com/bioinfo-pf-
curie/myproms) (Poullet et al., 2007). FDR calculation used Percolator (The et al., 
2016) and was set to 1% at the peptide level for the whole study. The label free 
quantification was performed by peptide Extracted Ion Chromatograms (XICs), 
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reextracted across all conditions and computed with MassChroQ version 2.2.21 (Valot 
et al., 2011). For protein quantification, XICs from proteotypic peptides shared between 
compared conditions (TopN matching) and missed cleavages were allowed. Median 
and scale normalization was applied on the total signal to correct the XICs for each 
biological replicate (N=5 in each condition). To estimate the significance of the change 
in protein abundance, a linear model (adjusted on peptides and biological replicates) 
was performed, and p-values were adjusted using the Benjamini–Hochberg FDR 
procedure. Proteins with at least 2 distinct peptides in 3 replicates of a same state, a 
2-fold enrichment and an adjusted p-value ≤ 0.05 were considered significantly 
enriched in sample comparisons. Proteins uniquely present in WT samples were also 
considered if they matched the peptides criteria.  
 
 

TARGET FORWARD REVERSE APPLICATION 
sgRNA Spin1 CACCGATCCAGCATGGATGGAGAGA AAACTCTCTCCATCCATGCTGGATC CRISPR-Cas9 

Spin1-KO 
sgRNA 
Spindoc_ex2 CACCGCCACCTCGGCCTAACCTGC AAACGCAGGTTAGGCCGAGGTGGC CRISPR-Cas9 

Spindoc-KO 
sgRNA 
Spindoc_ex4 CACCGTTGCTAGGCCTTCCAACGCT AAACAGCGTTGGAAGGCCTAGCAAC CRISPR-Cas9 

Spindoc-KO 
Spin1 ACATCTGCCTGGATCAGTTC CTGCCTCACCAGTAGGAGTT Genotyping PCR 

Spindoc GGGGTGGGACCATGACTAGA CACCAGAGTGACGGAAGCTC 
ACATCTGCCTGGATCAGTTC 

Genotyping PCR 
3 primers 

IAP_seq TTTTTATTTTATGTGTTTTGTTTTT  Pyrosequencing 
L1-A_seq GGTATATAGGGAAGTAGGTTA  Pyrosequencing 
L1-Tf_seq GGTATATAGGGAAGTAGGTTA  Pyrosequencing 

IAP GAGGGTGGTTTTTTATTTTATGTGT ATCACTCCCTAATTAACTACAACC Pyrosequencing 
PCR 

L1-A AGATTGAGGTATATAGGGAAGTAGGTT ATCCACTCACCAAAAATCTTAAAAT Pyrosequencing 
PCR 

L1-Tf GGTTGGGGAGGAGGTTTAAGTTATA CTACCTATTCCAAAAACTATCAAATTCTCT Pyrosequencing 
PCR 

45S CTCTTAGATCGATGTGGTGCTC GCCCGCTGGCAGAACGAGAAG RT-qPCR 
5’-ETS1 TGTTTCACTTTGGTCGTGTCTC TCGACGCTTACAAGAAACAGC RT-qPCR 
5’-ETS2 GTCTTCTGGTTTCCCTGTGTG GCTAGAGAAGGAAACTTTCTCACTG RT-qPCR 
Actin AAGTGACGTTGACATCCG GATCCACATCTGCTGGAAGG RT-qPCR 
Gapdh TCACCACCATGGAGAAGGC GCTAAGCAGTTGGTGGTGCA RT-qPCR 
IAP-LTR CGCATGTGCCAAGGGTATCT GAGCATTCTCCTTCGCCTCG RT-qPCR 
IAPEZd1 AACGCTGCTGCTTTAACTCC TGCACATAAAGCTGGCACA RT-qPCR 
ITS1 TCTCGTTTCGTTCCTGCTGG GATCCACCGCTAAGAGTCGTATC RT-qPCR 
ITS2 CGTGTGAGTAAGATCCTCCAC GTTACTGAGGGAATCCTGGTTAG RT-qPCR 
L1-A GGATTCCACACGTGATCCTAA TCCTCTATGAGCAGACCTGGA RT-qPCR 
L1-Tf CAGCGGTCGCCATCTTG CACCCTCTCACCTGTTCAGACTAA RT-qPCR 

Table 1 | Oligonoucleotides used and their applications 

 
TARGET REFERENCE FEATURES APPLICATION DILUTION 
SPIN1 Spin1-5867 (Franz et al., 

2015) Rabbit polyclonal Western blot            
Immunoprecipitation 

1/1000,                           
1/8 

SPINDOC HPA040128 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/250 

LAMINB1 ab16048 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot, 
Immunofluorescence 

1/10000,               
1/2000 

PCNA CST 2586 Mouse polyclonal Western blot 1/2000 
UHRF1 sc373750 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/1000 
DNMT3A ab188470 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/2000 
DNMT3B ab122932 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/1000 
DNMT1 CST 50325 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/1000 
H3K9ME3 ab176916 Rabbit monoclonal Western blot, ChIP 1/1000, 5μg 
H3K4ME3 active motif 39159 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot, ChIP 1/1000, 5μg 
H3 ab1791 Rabbit polyclonal Western blot 1/1000 
FLAG-M2 F1804 Mouse monoclonal Western blot 1/1000 

Table 2 | Antibodies used with their application and working conditions. 
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ID RATIO LOG2(RATIO) ADJ. P- 

VALUE 
Q61142 1000 1000   
Q05AH6 1000 1000   
Q8BG79 1000 1000   
Q64368 1000 1000   
O35144 1000 1000   
Q80XP8 1000 1000   
P58462 1000 1000   
E9Q6J5 1000 1000   
Q80Y84 1000 1000   
Q9CWK3 1000 1000   
Q9QXK2 1000 1000   
E9Q7E2 1000 1000   
Q7TQK1 1000 1000   
Q91Z31 1000 1000   
A2A791 1000 1000   
Q8BPM2 1000 1000   
Q8C3X4 1000 1000   
Q8VI33 1000 1000   
Q68ED3 1000 1000   
Q9D4H9 1000 1000   
G5E8V9 1000 1000   
Q61624 3,673411 1,87712 6,93E-05 
P58501 3,5854 1,842134 7,32E-06 
A2RTL5 3,520052 1,815597 1,27E-06 
A2AUY4 3,239504 1,695773 0,000173 
P70399 3,202407 1,679156 2,49E-08 
Q91W36 3,187411 1,672385 9,96E-06 
A0A1D9BZF0 3,051393 1,609468 2,09E-08 
Q8C0T5 2,94583 1,558674 0,000651 
Q09XV5 2,886061 1,529102 1,09E-13 
Q9CWL8 2,867962 1,520026 0,017613 
Q3U319 2,841943 1,506878 0,000195 
P61924 2,728555 1,448137 8,76E-06 
Q8CCG4 2,728248 1,447975 2,09E-06 
Q9D7N3 2,712037 1,439377 1,18E-05 
Q60953 2,700026 1,432973 7,83E-08 
Q920Q8 2,693086 1,42926 0,001086 
Q8K284 2,654351 1,408359 6,36E-05 
Q9QWV9 2,650345 1,40618 8,37E-05 
Q921Y2 2,620764 1,389988 0,003444 
Q9JKY0 2,618886 1,388953 0,004089 
Q8K368 2,61574 1,387219 0,002448 
O54774 2,578697 1,366642 0,009087 
Q8BYH8 2,576822 1,365593 0,024286 
Q6PDL0 2,575712 1,364971 0,001867 
P56183 2,565506 1,359244 0,000101 
Q9DBZ5 2,509144 1,327195 0,017275 
Q9QXK3 2,485598 1,313593 3,99E-10 
Q8K205 2,484538 1,312977 0,000475 
Q61879 2,476915 1,308544 6,33E-09 
Q8K2A7 2,466174 1,302275 0,000866 
O89090 2,464162 1,301097 0,005648 
B9EKI3 2,430426 1,281209 0,002635 
O35345 2,398409 1,262078 0,001754 
P55194 2,389658 1,256804 0,00479 
A2AF47 2,383802 1,253264 0,01552 
Q9Z2I9 2,381168 1,25167 0,030186 
P51660 2,378048 1,249778 8,74E-07 
Q9WV60 2,361346 1,23961 0,043186 

Q6ZQ29 2,359629 1,23856 0,017376 
Q9DBL1 2,353226 1,23464 0,014763 
Q9CYI4 2,336514 1,224358 1,07E-06 
Q9DBU6 2,312898 1,209701 0,002267 
Q8R0L9 2,307694 1,206452 6,87E-05 
Q8QZT1 2,283248 1,191088 0,002723 
P62827 2,2689 1,181993 6,9E-10 
Q8VE97 2,268872 1,181975 0,001469 
Q80V86 2,266766 1,180636 0,001247 
Q922E6 2,256692 1,17421 0,009517 
Q3URQ0 2,255194 1,173251 0,000887 
Q9Z0W3 2,239396 1,16311 8,13E-05 
Q4VBE8 2,22675 1,154939 0,011735 
Q8K4F6 2,222742 1,152341 0,005376 
Q6KCD5 2,220657 1,150987 2,77E-08 
Q62419 2,219991 1,150554 7,51E-05 
Q6ZPL9 2,201236 1,138314 0,045369 
Q8BWY3 2,19626 1,135049 0,002053 
Q9CWX9 2,194563 1,133934 9,14E-06 
Q9WTX8 2,186677 1,12874 0,016989 
Q91YJ2 2,177328 1,122559 0,001343 
Q6DID5 2,175864 1,121588 0,00013 
Q8K202 2,164567 1,114078 0,00633 
Q3TKT4 2,164175 1,113817 3,19E-15 
Q9DBR3 2,147981 1,102981 0,000898 
Q60848 2,142646 1,099393 1,33E-12 
Q9EQM6 2,142108 1,099031 0,000575 
Q5SVQ0 2,135162 1,094346 5,32E-06 
O35130 2,133687 1,093348 0,000548 
Q9JIF7 2,133672 1,093338 4,04E-16 
Q4FK66 2,129439 1,090474 0,00875 
Q00899 2,120734 1,084564 0,000417 
Q6PIJ4 2,116748 1,08185 5,54E-08 
Q61103 2,11542 1,080944 1,86E-07 
O54950 2,1132 1,079429 0,000665 
P54823 2,093656 1,066024 1,35E-05 
B2RXQ2 2,087365 1,061683 0,000916 
Q9ESZ8 2,079936 1,056539 3,2E-13 
Q99NA9 2,072941 1,051679 0,003601 
Q8CIN4 2,06738 1,047803 0,038537 
P52293 2,06176 1,043877 4,08E-07 
A6PWY4 2,059306 1,042158 3,68E-09 
Q8K363 2,053025 1,037751 1,38E-19 
Q99PP7 2,04578 1,032651 0,00097 
Q02614 2,04578 1,032651 0,000753 
Q80UU2 2,043967 1,031372 0,00245 
A2ANY6 2,038711 1,027657 6,24E-21 
A2AWL7 2,031114 1,022271 2,09E-08 
Q5SSK3 2,025891 1,018556 0,036562 
Q9D0D4 2,021653 1,015535 0,02894 
P32233 2,021592 1,015492 4,12E-13 
Q921G8 2,020029 1,014376 0,018545 
P30276 2,017845 1,012815 0,015441 
Q71LX4 2,016076 1,01155 0,002139 
Q91YT7 2,014798 1,010635 0,000103 
P97496 2,010614 1,007636 1,9E-11 
Q60973 2,008136 1,005857 0,007207 
Q8BYK6 2,000714 1,000515 1,96E-06 

Extended Table 1 | List of proteins found enriched in WT cells compared to Spin1-KO after SPIN1-IP 
followed by LC/MS-MS ranked by enrichment ratio. 
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II. The biological relevance of SPINDOC in the mouse 
 

At the beginning of my PhD, the effects of Spindoc deletion had not been studied 

in vivo, and in particular, in a mouse model. Due to the role of SPINDOC in TE 

regulation in ESCs and its reported high expression in the testis, I aimed at 

investigating the involvement of SPINDOC in TE regulation in male germ cells. I 

was particularly interested by a potential meiotic phenotype, in regards to the 

systematic meiotic arrest that results from failure to silence TEs during 

spermatogenesis (Zamudio & Bourc’his, 2010). This project started with the 

generation of a Spindoc-KO mouse line with the help of the transgenesis platform 

of Institut Curie, led by Fatima El Marjou. Here after follows a characterization of 

this mouse model, as a first step to understand the biological relevance of 

SPINDOC, which might be independent of SPIN1. Spindoc -/- mice showed no 

major deleterious phenotype, although I quantified a male-specific weight defect 

(helped by Mélanie Armand, engineer) and a minor sub-fertility for both sexes. 

Accordingly, IAP and LINE-1 expression was comparable in the testis of         

Spindoc +/+ and Spindoc -/- littermates. In the meantime, two publications came out 

describing the phenotypic impact of SPINDOC (Jiang et al., 2021; F. Yang et al., 

2021). Their observations globally corroborate mine, although some differences will 

be discussed in the following pages.  
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RESULTS 
 

1. SPIN1 and SPINDOC expression pattern 
 
As a first insight into the biological role of SPINDOC in vivo, I went on investigating 

more closely its expression pattern. As the only reported function of this protein is to 

block SPIN1-mediated transcriptional activation, I profiled Spin1 and Spindoc 

expression together across tissues. As mentioned in the Introduction, two Spin1 

transcript isoforms exist: a long isoform (isoform 2) with a rather ubiquitous expression 

and a short isoform (isoform 1) specifically expressed in oocytes (K.-M. Zhang et al., 

2008). Two transcripts for Spindoc are also reported in the mouse reference Genome 

browser (C57Bl6/J background) (Figure 14A). To characterize as precisely as possible 

Spindoc and Spin1 expression pattern, I performed an assay with several qPCR primer 

pairs (targeting exon junctions) specific for each isoform and each gene target. 

However, after several attempts, I did not manage to obtain primer pairs amplifying 

Spin1 isoform1 specifically. Therefore, I used primers amplifying both isoforms.  

 

I made use of a cDNA tissue bank already available in the lab to measure total 

Spin1, total Spindoc, Spindoc isoform 1 and Spindoc isoform 2 expression (Figure 

14B). These results globally confirmed available mouse and human expression 

datasets (BioGPS and GTex): Spin1 was highly expressed in ovaries and I also 

reported high expression in brain tissues. Spindoc expression was overall less 

important than Spin1, with the highest expression in the testis (where Spin1 is also 

expressed) followed by several brain tissues (Figure 1B). Because of the importance 

of TE regulation in male germline development (Aravin et al., 2007; Barau et al., 2016; 

Bourc’his & Bestor, 2004; Zoch et al., 2020), I performed a timeline of Spin1 and 

Spindoc expression in genital ridges from embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) to testis at 24 

days post-partum (P24) with intermediate timepoints coinciding with key differentiation 

steps of male germline development (Figure 14C). Spin1 expression increased 

gradually in fetal and post-natal life with the highest level at P10 and P15 before 

decreasing in P24. The P10 to P15 points correspond to the onset and end point of the 

prophase of the first meiosis during the first spermatogenic wave after birth. Spindoc 

was globally less expressed than Spin1, and started increasing only after birth but until 

P24, with the same trend for both isoforms.  
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To better characterize the cellular expression of Spin1 and Spindoc in the male 

germ line, I relied on single cell RNA-seq data from Hermann et al., 2018, which are 

accessible through a software developed by 10X Genomics, without the need to 

download or compute data (Figure 14D). In this dataset, Spin1 was the most expressed 

at the beginning of spermatogenesis, in undifferentiated spermatogonial stem cells, 

differentiating spermatogonia and just prior to meiosis in pre-leptotene cells, and also, 

but to a lower extent, in several somatic cells of the testis. The lack expression in 

meiotic cells indicates that my quantification on whole testes at P10-P15 rather 

measured expression from somatic testicular cells at this stage. Interestingly, Spindoc 

had a distinct cellular specificity, being expressed globally later in spermatogenesis 

than Spin1, in early meiotic cells and then again, in spermatids, and not in somatic 

testicular cells. This non-overlapping pattern indicates that SPINDOC may exert some 

functions independent from its interaction with SPIN1, at least in the context of 

spermatogenesis.    

 

2. Generation of a Spindoc-KO mouse line 
 
The constitutive deletion of Spin1 leads to early neonatal (P2) lethality in the mouse, a 

phenotype that prevents studying the whole spermatogenesis differentiation process 

after birth in this mutant, and in particular meiosis (Greschik et al., 2017; Oh et al., 

1997). Moreover, from my previous expression analysis, it was clear that only Spindoc, 

not Spin1, is expressed in meiotic cells. I went on generating a constitutive          

Spindoc-KO mouse line. The same sgRNAs were used as the ones in ESCs, leading 

to a 4-exon deletion (Figure 15A, 15B). As opposed to constitutive Spin1-KO,      

Spindoc -/- animals were viable. However, Spindoc -/- had a higher chance of lethality 

compared to Spindoc +/+ littermates, especially males after weaning (P20) (Figure 

15C). Apart from this slightly reduced survivability, Mendelian and sex ratios at birth 

were respected, suggesting an absence of defect during embryonic development 

(Figure 15D). Overall, from these observations, it seemed that loss of SPINDOC did 

not affect embryonic development, morphology and viability with no observed 

damageable phenotype.   
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Figure 14 | Spin1 and Spindoc expression pattern in vivo A, Genomic tracks extracted from UCSC 
Genome browser of Spin1 and Spindoc loci, showing their different transcript isoforms. Red dots indicate 
exon targeted by primer pairs used for RT-qPCR. B, Barplot showing expression of Spin1 (Yellow), 
Spindoc (dark blue) and the two Spindoc isoforms (blue shades) in tissues. Values expressed in CT 
normalized to Gapdh and Rplp0 ± standard deviation. Each dot represents distinct animals. C, 
Expression curves of Spin1 (Yellow), Spindoc (dark blue) and Spindoc two isoforms (blue shades) in 
whole fetal gonads and post-natal testes from ales. Values are expressed in CT normalized to Rrm2 ± 
standard deviation. Two biological replicates were used with a standard deviation shown in vertical bars. 
Colors used are similar to B. D, Violin plot showing expression of Spin1 and Spindoc in the different cell 
types found in adult testis, expressed in log2CPM. Data are coming from Hermann et al., 2018.  
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Figure 15 | Generation of Spindoc-KO mouse line A, Scheme of the Spindoc locus displaying the 
sgRNAs used to generate the Spindoc-KO mouse line and obtained deletion size. B, Immunoblot 
showing SPINDOC expression in WT and Spindoc-KO ESC as well as Spindoc +/+, Spindoc +/-,      
Spindoc -/- testes. PCNA is used as loading control. C, Survival rate in days post-partum of                 
Spindoc +/+,Spindoc +/-,Spindoc -/- males and females born from Spindoc +/- x Spindoc +/- intercrosses. D, 
Pie chart showing sex ratio, Mendelian ratio and sex-specific Mendelian ratio of animals at birth, from 
Spindoc +/- x Spindoc +/- intercrosses. Number of animals are displayed under each pie chart.  
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16C). However mild, this phenotype suggests a link between SPINDOC and growth 

control, feeding behavior or digestion regulation, providing insights into SPINDOC 

biological relevance. The fact that this phenotype is mostly male-specific also implies 

a potential role for sex hormones. Another Spindoc-KO mouse line (Spindoc-KO #2) 

generated by a short deletion in exon 2 (using the exact same sgRNA than for one of 

ours) was also described, with a weight defect of 10 to 20% at P21 (F. Yang et al., 

2021). However, no distinction was made between males and females. A third 

independent Spindoc-KO mouse line (Spindoc-KO #3) generated by a deletion of the 

whole exon 2, focused on male fertility but failed to mention defective weight gain 

(Jiang et al., 2021). 

 
Figure 16 | Caracterization of a defect in weight gain associated to SPINDOC loss A, Growth 
curves of males (blue) and females (pink) with Spindoc +/+ (plain lines) and Spindoc -/- (dotted lines) 
genotypes. Average body weight is expressed in grams from P1 to P30 (top) and from P35 to P180 
(bottom) ± standard deviation. Minimal number of animals weighed for each time period is given. Exact 
number of animals for each timepoint is provided in Table 1 B, Violin plots of Spindoc +/+ (grey) and 
Spindoc -/- (blue) weights for females (left side) and males (right side) at P20 (top) and P60 (bottom). 
The number of animals weighed in each category is displayed. All animals came from Spindoc +/- x 
Spindoc +/- intercrosses. P-values obtained from one sided Student’s t-test are as follow P20 females = 
0.06327; P20 malse = 0.00368; P60 females = 0.1244; P60 males = 0.05316 C, Ratio in percentage of 
the body weight of Spindoc -/- males (blue) and females (pink) compared to Spindoc +/+ every 5 days 
from P1 to P180 (6 months). All animals came from Spindoc +/- x Spindoc +/- intercrosses. 
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4. SPINDOC loss leads to a minor sub-fertility 
 
Regarding the expression of Spindoc and Spin1 in male and female germ cells, I took 

interest in the fertility of this line. Before any quantification, I first observed that     

Spindoc -/- males and females were able to breed with both WT and Spindoc -/- 

individuals. I then quantified the fertility of five pairs of Spindoc +/+ and Spindoc -/- male 

and female littermates crossed with WT animals, as described more precisely in the 

Methods section. Pups obtained from these crosses had globally normal sex ratio 

ranges, with the highest discrepancy observed for Spindoc -/- males fostering 58% of 

females (all data provided in Table 2). However, Spindoc -/- males fostered less litters 

(4.8 litter/male) compared to their WT littermates (6.4 litter/male) in the same time 

period. Moreover, Spindoc -/- females had normal litter numbers but fostered less pups 

per litter with 5.4 pups/litter for Spindoc -/- against 7.2 pups/litter for Spindoc +/+ over 25 

and 27 litters, respectively (Figure 17A, 17B). This could be interpreted as an effect of 

the Spindoc deletion on mating behavior in males, while it may rather impair oocyte 

maturation, or have a maternal effect on the embryo in females.  

 

A phenotype of sub-fertility of Spindoc -/- males was reported for the          

Spindoc-KO #3 line, while female fertility was not apparently tested in that study (Jiang 

et al., 2021). However, in contrast to us, the authors reported a reduced litter size of      

Spindoc -/- males, which they further linked to lower sperm count in the epididymis and 

abnormal spermatozoa morphology, including head defects, while meiosis was normal. 

While using a mouse line with the same genetic background than us (C57BL6/J), the 

number of pups per litter in WT males they report is higher than what we observe 

(approx. 9 pups/litter). During our fertility test, we compared pairs of littermates, which 

implies our WT males are born from Spindoc +/- x Spindoc +/- and raised by Spindoc +/- 

mothers which could have an impact on their fitness or post-natal development. 

Therefore, comparing littermates seemed more accurate to remove any of these 

possible environmental effects. Moreover Jiang et al., 2021 reported a difference in 

testis size without normalization to body size, which is possibly affected in their 

Spindoc-KO #3 as in our Spindoc-KO and the Spindoc-KO #2 lines. Overall, the study 

proposed by Jiang et al., 2021 lacks properly defined controls. 
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Although our data did not indicate a strong fertility phenotype in Spindoc -/- males 

that could be linked to impaired germ cells, I still went on looking at the expression 

level of IAP and LINE-1 (Tf and A families) on whole testes of Spindoc -/- males at 8 

weeks and 9 months of age, in comparison with Spindoc +/+ males and Dnmt3c-/- males 

as a positive control of TE up-regulation (Barau et al., 2016). As expected for the lack 

of meiotic defect, we did not find increased expression of TEs in Spindoc -/- males 

(Figure 17C).   

 

 
Figure 17 | Sub-fertility is observed in Spindoc -/- males and females A, Number of litters fostered 
by Spindoc +/+ (grey) and Spindoc -/- (blue) littermate females (left) and males (right) during fertility tests 
upon breeding with WT animals. Each dot represents a tested animal and the number of tested animals 
is indicated at the bottom. Non-parametric statistical tests (Wilcoxon) result in p-values for female = 
0.511 and male = 0.3274. B, Number of pups per litter fostered by Spindoc +/+ (grey) and Spindoc -/- 
(blue) littermate females (left) and males (right) during fertility tests. Each dot represents a litter and 
numbers of litters are indicated at the bottom. P-values obtained from one sided Student’s t-test are as 
follow females = 0.001791 and males = 0.629. C, Steady-state levels of IAP transcripts determined by 
RT-qPCR with two different primer pairs, L1-A, L1-Tf, Spin1 and Spindoc in Spindoc +/+ (grey),         
Spindoc -/- (blue) and Dnmt3C -/- (green, as a positive control) males at 8 weeks (n=1 per genotype, left) 
and 9 months (n=2 per genotype, right). Values are expressed in CT normalized to Gapdh and Rplp0   
± standard deviation on three technical replicates for right panel and biological replicates for left panel. 
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METHODS  
 
Mice  
Mice were hosted in a 12 hours light / 12 hours dark cycle with free access to water 

and food in the pathogen free Animal Care facility of the Institut Curie (agreement C75-

05-18). All experimentations were approved by the Institut Curie Animal Care and Use 

Committee and abide to European and national regulation for the protection of 

vertebrate animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes (directives 

86/609 and 2010/63). For tissue and embryo collection, mice were euthanized by 

cervical dislocation. Prenatal and post-natal timepoints were obtained by counting 

following day after pregnancy as E0.5. 

 

RNA extraction, reverse transcription and qPCR 
For genital ridges and early forming gonads (E12.5 and E14.5), tissue collected from 

two embryos were pooled and extracted with Arcturus Pico Pure RNA isolation kit 

following manufacturer’s instructions. For all other time points, tissues were 

dissociated using magnetic beads in a Tissue Lyser instrument and RNA was extracted 

with Trizol (Life Technologies) with manufacturer instruction followed by DNase 

treatment using Qiagen RNase-free DNase set. RNA concentration was measured with 

Nanodrop 2000 and reverse transcription was carried out with equal amount of RNA 

per sample (200ng or 500ng, depending on RNA availability). RNA annealed with 

20ng/μL random primers was reverse transcribed by SuperScript III (Invitrogen) in 

presence of RNase inhibitor (Promega), 500nM dNTPs and 0.1M DTT at 50°C for 1h. 

1μL of 5 times diluted reaction mix was used for qPCR with SYBR Green Master Mix 

(Invitrogen) on a Viia7 instrument (Applied Biosystems). All primers used in qPCR 

experiment are listed in Table 1. Normalization of RT-qPCR analysis was done as such: 

2-CT_Sample/sqrt[(2-CT_Gapdh)x(2-CT_Rplp0)] or 2-CT_Sample/(2-CT_Rrm2) for timeline expression in 

male gonads.  
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Primer name Forward Reverse Application 
sgSpindoc1 GCCACCTCGGCCTAACCTGC GCAGGTTAGGCCGAGGTGGC CRISPR 

sgSpindoc2 GTTGCTAGGCCTTCCAACGCT AGCGTTGGAAGGCCTAGCAAC CRISPR 

Spindoc CCCTGAGAATGAACCTGCTA GGTGCTGCGAATGTCTCT RT-qPCR 

Spindoc_iso1 TGCCACTGTTAAGGGACAAC CGCCCACCTTTCCTTCTTC RT-qPCR 

Spindoc_iso2 GCCACAAAACCCCTCTTCAG CACCTCTATCTGGGCTCTGG RT-qPCR 

Spin1 GTACGATGGATTTGACTGTGT CGATCATTGTGTCCGCTAAG RT-qPCR 

IAP-LTR CGGGTCGCGGTAATAAAG GT ACTCTCGTTCCCCAGCTG AA RT-qPCR 

IAP-∆1 CGCATGTGCCAAGGGTATCT GAGCATTCTCCTTCGCCTCG RT-qPCR 

L1-Tf CAGCGGTCGCCATCTTG CACCCTCTCACCTGTTCAGACTAA RT-qPCR 

Actin AAGTGACGTTGACATCCG GATCCACATCTGCTGGAAGG RT-qPCR 

Gapdh TCCATGACAACTTTGGCATTG CAGTCTTCTGGGTGGCAGTGA RT-qPCR 

Rrm2 CCGAGCTGGAAAGTAAAGCG ATGGGAAAGACAACGAAGCG RT-qPCR 

Rplp0 TCCAGAGGCACCATTGAAATT TCGCTGGCTCCCACCTT RT-qPCR 

Spindoc GGGGTGGGACCATGACTAGA CACCAGAGTGACGGAAGCTC 

AGTCACCCACAGAGACATTCG 

Genotyping 

PCR 

Table 1 | List of primers used for this study and their associated application 

 

Generation of a Spindoc-KO mouse line 
sgRNAs listed in Table 1 were ordered from Synthego, ready to use. 200 ng/uL of 

sgRNAs were injected by electroporation in 94 B6D2F1/J zygotes together with 

400ng/uL CAS9 protein (IDT V3: 1081058). For electroporation, the poring pulse was 

set to 40V with 4 pulses of 3.5msec every 50msec at a decay rate of 10% and a positive 

polarity while transfer pulse was set to 5V with 5 pulses of 50msec every 50msec at a 

decay rate of 40% and an alternative polarity. 92 zygotes were re-implanted in 4 

pseudo-pregnant NMRI females. 19 pups were born these zygotes among which 42% 

were Spindoc +/- and 16% Spindoc -/-. Genetic deletions were sequenced (Sanger 

sequencing service provided by Eurofins) and two founders were kept and crossed for 

4 generations with C57BL6/J before starting experiments. Results presented here 

come from the deletion present in one founder and are under confirmation for a second 

line emerging from the second founder (data not shown). 

 

Weighing 
Animals born from Spindoc +/- x Spindoc +/- intercrosses were weighed every day from 

their birth (P1) to P30, once a week from P30 to P60 and one a month onward to P180 

(6 months). The number of pups weighed for each time point, genotype and sex is 

given in the following Table 2. 
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Genotype 
and sex 

Female+/+ Female-/- Male+/+ Male-/- 

P1 13 17 18 29 

P4 16 20 22 27 

P8 20 19 22 31 

P12 18 17 22 27 

P16 22 20 24 30 

P20 16 13 21 25 
P24 20 14 13 24 

P28 19 15 19 28 

P30 18 15 22 28 

P35 16 20 24 29 

P42 18 18 24 28 

P49 16 18 24 28 

P60 15 21 22 26 

P90 13 8 17 13 
P120 14 8 17 12 

P150 8 4 12 9 

P180 8 4 13 9 

Table 2 | Number of individuals fostered by Spindoc+/- intercrosses, weighed for growth curves displayed 
in Figure 3A according to their sex, genotype and age. 

 
Fertility test 
Five pairs of Spindoc +/+ and Spindoc -/- male and female littermates were used. For 

the male fertility test, 8 week-old males were given access to two WT C57Bl6/J females 

(6 to 8 week-old, purchased from Charles River) for a month, after which females were 

kept separated for 20 days. Pups born during this period were sexed and counted up 

to 2 days after birth. After a month of break, males were subjected to a second round 

of assay with two WT C57Bl6/J females again. For the female fertility test, 8 week-old 

females were in contact for 6 months with one WT C57Bl6/J male (8 to 11 week-old, 

purchased from Charles River) at the beginning of the assay. All fostered litters during 

this period were sexed and counted up to 2 days after birth (Table 3). 
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Genotype and sex 
tested parent 

Fostered female Fostered male 

Female+/+ 46,7% (n=50) 53,3% (n=57) 

Female-/- 49,2% (n=30) 50,8% (n=31) 

Male+/+ 43,5% (n=20) 56,5% (n=26) 

Male-/- 58,5% (n=24) 41,5% (n=17) 
Table 3 | Number of pups fostered during fertility test and sex ratio displayed by sex and genotype of 
tested parent 
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I. General summary  
 
At the start of my PhD project, SPIN1 and SPINDOC had never been studied in ESCs, 

their role in TE repression was not known and the biological role of SPINDOC in vivo 

was unexplored. Still nowadays, SPINDOC is mentioned in only a handful of 

publications. This lack of knowledge gave this project both its novelty and challenging 

aspect, as there was really little evidence to build hypotheses upon. Nonetheless, my 

project took place in the competitive area of chromatin-based regulation of TEs. I 

therefore worked on understudied proteins in a dynamic area of research, and had 

many overarching questions to answer, with the caveat to choose (or cherry pick) 

among them the most interesting/promising/obvious one with educated guess. 

Regarding the exact mechanism by which SPIN1 and SPINDOC repress TEs in ESCs, 

or the exact biological function SPINDOC in vivo, my work brings several pieces of 

highlighting information. 

 

I started this project with the idea to study the role of SPIN1 and SPINDOC 

independently, by deleting each of them separately in ESCs. The destabilization of 

SPINDOC that I observed in absence of SPIN1 is in accordance with its reported role 

as a SPINDOC partner (Bae, Gao, et al., 2017; Devi et al., 2019). However, it 

prevented me from studying the role of SPIN1 alone in ESCs and TE control. 

Intriguingly, genetic deletion of both factors led to a close but yet distinct molecular 

phenotype compared to Spin1 deletion accompanied with secondary SPINDOC loss. 

Transcriptional up-regulation linked to SPINDOC deletion fits with the current 

hypothesis placing SPIN1 as a transcriptional activator and SPINDOC as antagonizing 

SPIN1 function, and therefore, as a transcriptional repressor. While my work in ESCs 

tended to describe SPINDOC for its role as a SPIN1 repressor, the distinct cellular 

specificity of Spin1 and Spindoc expression in vivo and the strikingly different 

phenotypes observed in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO mice open the possibility that 

SPINDOC may also function independently of SPIN1, at least in some contexts. This 

idea was confirmed during the course of my PhD by a publication that reported that 

SPINDOC can form a complex with PARP1, without SPIN1 (F. Yang et al., 2021). 

Therefore, I am currently performing additional work to decipher the independent and 

combined roles of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in ESCs and TE control, which will be further 

discussed in this chapter.  
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TE control by local heterochromatin formation is a major described and studied 

pathway, involving H3K9me3 deposition and DNA methylation. Both of these marks 

are not direct effectors of TE control, but might be needed for effector binding or action 

associated with transcriptional repression. The presence or absence of these marks is 

not sufficient for transcriptional repression or activation, respectively, which is well 

exemplified in my work where DNA methylation loss is not always linked to 

transcriptional activation, nor is H3K9me3 presence with transcriptional repression. 

This resonates well with a recent study of DNA methylation and L1-HS expression in 

a variety of human cell lines, which showed that the lack of DNA methylation at L1-HS 

loci did not necessarily correlate with their expression (Lanciano et al., 2023). Although 

I found that deleting SPIN1 or SPINDOC induced a loss of DNA methylation linked to 

UHRF1 destabilization in ESCs, several pieces of evidence indirectly suggest that 

SPIN1 and SPINDOC also rely DNA methylation-independent mechanisms to control 

TEs, which will be detailed further in this chapter.  

 

Finally, although I could not relate SPINDOC loss to TE reactivation in male 

germ cells, my work revealed some novelties regarding the role of SPINDOC in vivo, 

notably its importance in physiological growth control. Moreover, my study of SPIN1 

and SPINDOC in ESCs brings some new evidence on their role in Wnt signaling and 

rRNA transcription in this cell type. In a context where SPIN1 is a putative therapeutic 

target in cancer research, every information concerning its role has to be taken into 

consideration and I will discuss some perspective regarding SPIN1 and SPINDOC 

biological relevance in oncology hereafter.  
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II. The unexpected triangle: SPIN1-SPINDOC, DNA methylation 
and TE control in ESCs  

A. SPIN1-SPINDOC and UHRF1 stability 
 

1. Hypotheses regarding the role of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in 
UHRF1 stability 
 

The genome of mESCs grown in 2i medium is lowly methylated, which participates to 

their close resemblance to cells from the ICM compared to serum-grown ESCs (Ficz 

et al., 2013; Habibi et al., 2013). In relevance to this low DNA methylation, a 

destabilization of UHRF1 is known to occur at the protein level in ESCs transitioning 

from serum to 2i conditions (von Meyenn et al., 2016). While UHRF1 stability and 

cellular localization has been tangibly linked to the Developmental Pluripotency 

Associated 3 (DPPA3) protein in the oocyte (W. Du et al., 2019; Y. Li et al., 2018), the 

origin of UHRF1 down-regulation in 2i-grown ESCs is not fully resolved, although it 

seems to co-occur with decreased H3K9me2, a mark that is responsible for UHRF1 

recruitment to replication foci through its SRA domain, but causal relationships were 

not inferred (von Meyenn et al., 2016). SPIN1 and SPINDOC seem therefore 

necessary to avoid degradation of all UHRF1 molecules and to maintain a certain level 

of DNA methylation in 2i-grown ESCs. UHRF1 is actively targeted for proteasome 

degradation in 2i-grown ESCs, notably by PRAMEL7 (Graf et al., 2017). SPIN1 and 

SPINDOC could act either by ensuring transcriptional balance of this proteasome 

targeting factor or through binding competition with said factor or with UHRF1. 

However, UHRF1 or PRAMEL7 were not found as interaction partners of SPIN1 in 

ESCs by IP followed by LC/MS-MS. We could envision that SPINDOC interacts with 

UHRF1 or PRAMEL7. In immunoblots showing UHRF1 degradation in Spin1-KO and 

Spindoc-KO ESCs, I repeatedly observed an even greater loss in Spindoc-KO 

compared to Spin1-KO. Moreover, SPINDOC is destabilized but not completely absent 

in Spin1-KO and I observed an up-regulation of Dppa3 (log2FC>3) only in Spindoc-

KO ESCs. Due to these observations, I propose two hypothetical relationships 

between SPIN1-SPINDOC and UHRF1 degradation: (1) SPINDOC could interact with 

UHRF1 in the nucleus, preventing binding to DPPA3 or PRAMEL7, avoiding 

translocation in the cytoplasm and/or further targeting to the proteasome; (2) SPIN1 

could be involved in transcriptional activation of Dppa3, and this function would be 
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antagonized by SPINDOC, explaining Dppa3 up-regulation in Spindoc-KO ESCs. This 

second interaction may be supported by the down-regulation of Dppa3 observed in 

Spin1-KO ESCs (log2FC ≈ -2), while Pramel7 expression is not modified in any mutant 

cell lines. However, despite down-regulation of Dppa3 in Spin1-KO, I still observe 

UHRF1 destabilization in these cells. Ongoing complementation studies of SPIN1 and 

SPINDOC in their respective KO background, and of SPINDOC in Spin-KO should 

bring more information on this matter. Nevertheless, the importance of DNA 

methylation maintenance in naive mESCs is related to their continuous divisions. In 

vivo, low DNA methylation in the ICM is only temporary. Therefore, the possible 

increased degradation of UHRF1 in the blastocyst of Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO 

background should not have a considerable phenotypic impact.  

 

2. Loss of UHRF1 and TE control 
 

The loss of proteins responsible for DNA methylation maintenance, DNMT1 and 

UHRF1, have distinct impact on TE up-regulation. While TEs, including IAP elements, 

are up-regulated in both Uhrf1-KO or Dnmt1-KO ESCs, this occurs very transiently in 

Uhrf1-KO cells (Sharif et al., 2016). DNA methylation decreases in both mutants, 

however H3K9me3 is reduced in Dnmt1-KO only, likely due to continuous binding of 

UHRF1 to chromatin and eviction of SETDB1. Consistent with this hypothesis, Uhrf1-

KO, IAPs are first de-repressed as a consequence to DNA methylation loss but 

SETDB1-dependent deposition operates to re-silence them. The phenotype I observed 

in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs is divergent from the one reported in this 

publication, despite similar loss of UHRF1 and decreased DNA methylation. More 

specifically, UHRF1 destabilization in Spindoc-KO and Spin1-KO ESCs induces long-

term TE up-regulation.  

 

First, these discrepancies might merely reflect that DNA methylation loss due to 

UHRF1 destabilization is not the only factor playing a role in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-

KO ESCs. This adds up to another evidence that DNA methylation loss is neither 

necessary nor sufficient to explain the level and specificity of TE up-regulation 

observed in absence of SPIN1 or SPINDOC. Moreover, these studies investigating the 

role of UHRF1 in ESCs, including the one led by Sharif et al, were performed in serum-

based medium, which results in high genomic methylation content. We relied on 2i 
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medium, and this difference might also explain why we observed long-term TE up-

regulation linked to UHRF1 loss as opposed to transient up-regulation observed in 

Uhrf1-KO ESCs in serum. That being said, I observed a slight increase of H3K9me3 

in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO compared to WT cells at up-regulated IAPEz elements, 

which could indicate a similar H3K9me3 accumulation as the one proposed by Sharif 

et al., 2016 in absence of UHRF1, and also reported to occur upon acute loss of DNA 

methylation in ESCs (Walter et al., 2016). However, it seems that in absence of SPIN1 

or SPINDOC, this H3K9me3-driven compensatory mechanism is not enough to 

counteract IAPEz up-regulation, which is maintained upon prolonged mutant ESCs 

culture in 2i-based medium.  

 

3. Long-term culture and passive loss of DNA methylation 
 

UHRF1 destabilization in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs is a probable cause for the 

observed DNA methylation loss. Therefore, as DNA methylation maintenance is 

impaired, its loss is expected to be progressive over cell divisions. Theoretically, after 

a certain time—that has to be determined—all DNA methylation could be lost. All the 

experiments I carried out to measure DNA methylation (LUMA, PCR-pyrosequencing 

and EM-seq) were performed on Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs between passages 

10 and 20, which we can roughly estimate to 30 to 60 cell divisions since the genetic 

ablation of Spin1 or Spindoc. After such time, as DNA methylation should be diluted by 

half at each cell replication cycle, if UHRF1 was completely absent and DNA 

methylation maintenance completely abrogated, an almost complete loss of DNA 

methylation would be expected. Hence the question of how low can DNA methylation 

decrease in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs. In the same line of questioning, some 

transcriptional differences observed between the two mutants could be explained by 

different levels of DNA methylation due to progressive loss as well as RNA-sequencing 

performed after different times in culture, which could influence notably TE expression. 

To resolve this issue, two distinct strategies can be considered: 1) reach the lowest 

DNA methylation content in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs and use this lowest point 

to perform experiments, or 2) make a time-course analysis of progressive loss of DNA 

methylation and increased TE expression, starting right after SPIN1 or SPINDOC 

withdrawal. As this last strategy brings more information regarding the dynamic of DNA 
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methylation loss, TE expression and possibly UHRF1 destabilization, I will present 

hereby the design of this ongoing experiment.  

 

As mentioned briefly in the previous paragraph, complementation experiments were 

performed in Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs by inserting at the Rosa26 locus a 

coding sequence augmented with 3XFLAG and HA tags of the deleted protein under 

the dependence of a doxycycline inducible promoter, in their respective KO 

background (Figure 18A). These cell lines, Spin1-KI and Spindoc-KI, were obtained 

thanks to the work of Alexis Cornec under my supervision. After testing correct 

induction of both proteins (Figure 18B), I performed a prolonged induction of 8 days in 

order to reset Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO cell lines to their original WT state in regards 

to DNA methylation and TE expression. During the induction and for 7 days after, cell 

pellets for DNA, RNA and protein extraction were kept every day and will allow to 

understand the dynamic of UHRF1 destabilization, DNA methylation loss and TE 

expression right after SPIN1 and SPINDOC loss. In addition, a final cell line of 

SPINDOC complementation in Spin1-KO background may help us to characterize the 

solo impact of SPIN1 loss in ESCs. For the time being, through preliminary tests, I 

found that 4 days of induction of the Spin1-KI transgene in the Spin1-KO background 

are necessary for IAP-∆1 expression to reach WT levels, with a progressive decrease 

of expression (Figure 18C). These promising results indicate that loss of SPIN1 is 

indeed directly responsible for the observed phenotype and that TE up-regulation in 

Spin1-KO is reversible.  
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Figure 18 | SPIN1 complementation promote TE repression. A, Schemes of transgenic insertions 
and deletions in the genome of Spin1-KI and Spindoc-KI cell lines. For Spin1-KI, as an AID tag is added 
to the construct at the Rosa26 locus, the Tir1 cDNA is inserted at the Tigre locus, which was not needed 
for Spindoc-KI. Transgenes at the Rosa26 locus are inducible through doxycycline treatment.                     
B, Immunoblot showing expression of the transgene after 0, 1 and 2 days of doxycycline addition               
(1μg/mL), renewed every 12 hours in Spin1-KI and Spindoc-KI, using FLAG antibody for transgenes, 
and PCNA as loading control. C, Barplot showing IAP-∆1 expression as measured by RT-qPCR, in 
foldchange normalized to Gapdh and Actin in WT, Spin1-KI without induction and Spin1-KI after 1, 2, 3 
and 4 days of continuous induction with doxycycline (1μg/mL). One biological replicate was used and 
shown is mean + standard deviation of three technical replicates. 
 

 

B. SPIN1-SPINDOC role in TE control is independent of DNA 
methylation 
 

1. SPIN1 binding to chromatin in ESCs 
 

SPIN1 is a chromatin reader with abilities to bind H3K4me3. Binding of SPIN1 in 

several tested cell types is highly correlated to H3K4me3 regions (Franz et al., 2015; 

Greschik et al., 2017). On peptides, interaction between H3K4me3 and SPIN1 was 

strengthened by presence of H3K9me3 (Du et al., 2021; Du & Qian, 2022; Zhao et al., 

2020). Both chromatin marks are reported to be mutually exclusive and linked to 

transcriptional activation and repression, respectively. However, the existence of the 

H3K4me3-dependent H3K9 demethylase KDM4B (Pedersen et al., 2016) indicates 

that H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 may co-exist in close proximity, in at least a transient 

manner.   
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Repeated elements, including TEs, are mainly found in H3K9me3-enriched 

chromatin. Therefore, it seems unlikely that SPIN1 would bind TE sequences that carry 

this mark only. A direct effect of SPIN1 on TE expression, through occupancy of these 

loci, is therefore not really expected. However, SPIN1 binding to H3K4me3-enriched 

gene promoters could explain the pattern of gene mis-regulation in Spin1-KO ESCs. 

Moreover, SPINDOC could impact or modulate the ability of SPIN1 to bind to 

chromatin, a matter that was not resolved by previous publications due to contradictory 

results concerning the ability of SPINDOC-SPIN1 complex to bind chromatin (Du & 

Qian, 2022; Liu et al., 2020). To resolve this matter, I attempted to perform ChIP-seq 

against SPIN1 using a previously demonstrated ChIP-proof SPIN1 antibody (provided 

by R. Schüle, Freiburg University,  Franz et al., 2015) in WT, Spindoc-KO and Spin1-

KO ESCs. ChIP-seq in Spin1-KO cells was used as a control, with the expectation that 

we would lose peak enrichment compared to WT conditions. However, a high number 

of peaks were detected in the Spin1-KO ESC clones, at regions overlapping WT peaks 

(Figure 19A). Two types of normalization can be used in these ChIP-seq analyses: 

normalize reads from SPIN1-ChIP in WT ESCs against their Input, or normalize reads 

from SPIN1-ChIP in WT ESCs to SPIN1-ChIP in Spin1-KO ESCs. With the latter 

normalization, regions bound by SPIN1 might be over-estimated, while in the former, 

they might be under-estimated (Figure 19B). In both scenarios, we cannot warrant that 

the regions determined as being bound by SPIN1 are indeed, bound. The presence of 

SPIN1 peaks in Spin1-KO could be linked to two technical caveats: (1) SPIN1 binds to 

H3K4me3-enriched regions, which are in a relaxed chromatin state, easily fragmented 

by sonication and more easily caught up during IP. ChIP experiments are known to be 

biased toward open chromatin (D. Jain et al., 2015) and this bias might lead to the 

presence of open chromatin in Spin1-KO ChIP, regions also bound by SPIN1; (2) ChIP, 

as every antibody-based method, relies on antibody specificity and we could imagine 

that this antibody binds to other proteins than SPIN1.  

 

To circumvent both potential technical artefacts (sonication and antibody specificity), I 

decided to use Cleavage Under Targets & Release Using Nuclease (CUT&RUN) in 

Spin1-KI cells before and after induction with doxycycline using an anti-FLAG antibody. 

Indeed, CUT&RUN relies on binding of antibodies before enzymatic chromatin 

fragmentation, removing bias due to sonication in ChIP, while the use of the FLAG 

antibody removes possible SPIN1 antibody unspecific binding. This experiment has 
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now been done, but sequencing and downstream analyses still have to be performed 

to uncover the binding pattern of SPIN1 in ESCs. In addition, CUT&RUN against FLAG 

in both Spindoc-KI and Spindoc-KI in Spin1-KO ESCs would answer the question as 

to whether SPINDOC binds to chromatin on its own or through SPIN1 only. 

 
Figure 19 | ChIP against SPIN1 results in enrichment at LINE-1 and in Spin1-KO ESC. A, Genomic 
tracks extracted from UCSC genome browser showing one L1_T element bound by SPIN1 in WT ESC 
(black), Spin1-KO #1 and Spin1-KO #2 (yellows) and by H3K4me3 in WT ESC (green). Peaks are 
normalized to inputs. B, Number of SPIN1 peaks determined in SPIN1 ChIP in WT ESC determined by 
normalization to Input and to SPIN1 ChIP in Spin1-KO (merge of Spin1-KO #1 and Spin1-KO #2).  

 
2. Hypotheses concerning the role of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in 

TE control 
 

As formerly mentioned in several instances, I propose that SPIN1 and SPINDOC 

control TEs not solely through DNA methylation regulation. This other function exerted 

by SPIN1 and SPINDOC is uncovered in serum-grown Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO 

ESCs, where despite no change in DNA methylation levels, up-regulation of IAP 

elements still reaches a 5-fold increase compared to WT. Moreover, the initial CRISPR-

Cas9 screen that revealed SPIN1 and SPINDOC as putative factors involved in IAP 

repression was performed in serum-grown ESCs (Chelmicki et al., 2021). The nature 

of this DNA methylation-independent role of SPIN1 and SPINDOC in TE restriction is, 

however, not known and can only be hypothesized.  

 

One intriguing observation I made is the Spindoc-KO-specific up-regulation of 

LINE-1. If SPINDOC loss was the only factor responsible for LINE-1 up-regulation, it 

should also be observed in Spin1-KO (where SPINDOC is destabilized) and in dKO 

ESCs (where SPINDOC is genetically removed). Therefore, our data fit more with a 

model where SPIN1 acts as transcriptional activator of LINE-1, and SPINDOC 

antagonizing SPIN1, therefore as a transcriptional repressor of LINE-1. This 
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hypothesis could be clarified with the identification of SPIN1 binding targets. Notably, 

in our SPIN1 ChIP-seq data, upon normalization of WT over Spin1-KO signal, we could 

detect SPIN1 binding to LINE-1 elements, onto which H3K4me3 was also detected 

(Figure 19A). Quantification of such cases and correlation with up-regulated LINE-1 

elements in Spindoc-KO will be possible thanks to the new SPIN1 CUT&RUN data. TE 

families and classes that are up-regulated in Spindoc-KO and Spin1-KO ESCs do not 

completely overlap, with more diversity in Spindoc-KO, which fits with SPIN1 acting as 

transcriptional activator at a diversity of targets. Complementary to this hypothesis, 

SINE elements originating from RNA-pol III transcribed elements constitute a major 

part of up-regulated TE copies in Spindoc-KO and several proteins involved in 

expression of RNA-pol III dependent-RNAs are part of SPIN1 interaction partners. 

 

In contrast, TE families that are up-regulated in Spin1-KO and dKO ESCs are 

more restricted to LTR-retrotransposons and especially, to the ERVK class. In both 

mutants, the whole SPINDOC-SPIN1 complex is absent and what we witness here 

might be the direct effect of the complex on TE control. The poor enrichment of KAP1 

at TE copies up-regulated in Spin1-KO, combined with the lack of KAP1 in our SPIN1-

centered proteomics, make it unlikely that SPIN1-SPINDOC bind TEs through KAP1. 

Moreover, H3K9me3 enrichment is not lost at up-regulated TE copies in Spin1-KO 

ESCs, further dismissing that SPIN1-SPINDOC is linked to KAP1-dependent H3K9me 

deposition at TEs. Intriguingly, SPIN1 interaction with several chromatin remodelers 

fosters the hypothesis along which SPIN1-SPINDOC could be involved in chromatin 

accessibility rather than influence chromatin modifications per se. Moreover, SPIN1 

interacts with PML, involved in the distribution of H3.3-bearing nucleosomes between 

heterochromatin and open chromatin regions (Delbarre et al., 2017), knowing that the 

presence of H3.3 at TEs is related to their complete repression (Elsässer et al., 2015). 

To test whether SPIN1-SPINDOC action on TEs may involve chromatin remodeling, 

Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin followed by sequencing (ATAC-seq) will 

be performed in WT and mutant ESCs. 
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III. Studies of TE control and TE expression analyses 
 

A. TE annotation  
 

All TE-centered transcriptomic analyses performed for this manuscript are based on 

genomic annotations of the mouse reference genome. A first caveat in TE annotation 

is the ability to define a genomic region as a TE, which needs a certain percentage of 

homology between the considered genomic region and the consensus TE sequence 

and pre-supposes a 100% accurate genomic assembly. In addition, a variable amount 

of TEs are polymorphic, meaning present in only a subset of the species population. 

In regards to the genome of inbred mouse strains, the level of inter-individual variability 

is expected to be low. However, some heterogeneity can appear between different 

mouse line backgrounds (Ferraj et al., 2023), as TEs are usually not under selective 

pressure. Importantly, the refence genome is of C57Bl6/J origin, while the E14 ESCs 

that we used are from the 129/Ola background, and a certain amount of polymorphic 

TEs might exist between the two strains. This means that sequencing reads emanating 

from 129/Ola-specific polymorphic insertions are lost during unique alignment (or even 

random alignment) and that the estimation of the number of uniquely mappable up-

regulated TE copies may be imprecise, if they are not present in the C57Bl/6J genome.  

More striking is the difficulty to link the different varieties of IAP elements described in 

the early literature (Kuff & Lueders, 1988)–associated to different levels of 

transposition autonomy–with the annotation provided today either by Dfam, 

RepeatMasker or RepBase. For RT-qPCR experiments, I used primers targeting the 

internally deleted IAP-∆1 elements, which are not specifically annotated as such in 

these databases and do not appear in my genome-wide RNA-seq analyses. Therefore, 

when studying of TE transcription, RT-qPCR and RNA-seq are not redundant methods 

and provide different levels of information. Moreover, between the different TE 

databases, different names or labels can be used for the same TE copy. In addition to 

this annotation in genomic databases, lies the question of annotation of our dataset. 

As TE sequences overlap with other possible annotations like introns or exons, it leads 

to reads being discarded from annotation because they could belong to several 

features, leading again to a loss of information. 
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B. Unique mapping and control groups 
 

To be able to link chromatin profiling and transcriptional changes, we relied on unique 

mapping of TE-derived reads. The principal caveat of this mapping strategy is the loss 

of reads that are not mapped to a specific locus, which mainly occurs for newly TE 

copies that are lowly divergent from their TE copy of origin, therefore recorded with low 

mappability. Another reason for this read loss could be linked to newly inserted copies 

that are unannotated in the reference genome, an event that is more likely to happen 

when studying cell lines with high TE expression of young and still mobile TEs, such 

as the case of Spin1-KO and Spindoc-KO ESCs. Although increased TE expression 

does not necessarily lead to TE transposition, there is higher chance of transposition 

when expression is permissive, especially if linked to a relaxed chromatin. However, 

we chose not to quantify transposition events in our cell lines, first because we wanted 

to focus on expression control, and then because transposition quantification methods 

present their own limitations. They are usually based on insertions of transgenic 

reporters (IAP or L1-HS, as an example) transfected in cells in a plasmid from which 

transcriptional regulation may differ from the endogenous copies of the genome (C. Lu 

et al., 2011; Muotri et al., 2005). If any transposition is observed, it is more linked to 

the availability of transposition proteins produced from endogenous elements than 

from direct regulation of the plasmid or potential for endogenous elements to actually 

transpose. All things considered, unique mapping tends to provide partial information 

regarding the quantity of copies affected in Spin1-KO or Spindoc-KO EScs, but 

certainty towards the uniquely mapped ones. Due to the unexhaustive mapping of 

sequenced reads, whether a copy is not found up-regulated due to poor mappability 

or to real absence of up-regulation cannot be untangled. This question was always in 

our considerations during our analyses, especially when trying to find control groups 

to compare up-regulated TEs to.  

 

As an example, TE copies that are up-regulated in Spindoc-KO ESCs (Spindoc-

KO-specific TEs) had more various origins than the ones up-regulated in Spin1-KO 

ESCs (Spin1-KO-specific TES), which were more intensely up-regulated. We 

wondered whether this discrepancy was linked to DNA methylation loss having more 

effects on one or the other group of TEs. Comparing DNA methylation levels in WT 

ESCs at Spin1-KO-specfic or Spindoc-KO-specific TES was biased by the fact that IAP 
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elements which are up-regulated in both groups but with more copies affected in Spin1-

KO retain high level of DNA methylation in 2i-grown ESCs compared to other types of 

elements like LINE-1 (Ficz et al., 2013; Leitch et al., 2013). Therefore, we narrowed 

down this analysis to IAPEz-elements, which consist in only few copies among 

Spindoc-KO-specific TEs. Hence the other questions that was present in mind: is an 

effect observed on few copies a real effect and can it be extended to all copies? Several 

ideas also relying on comparing categories were finally abandoned due to the difficulty 

of finding a properly defined control group with enough individuals. While it has 

certainly become easier and easier over the last decade to study repeated sequences 

in a genome-wide manner, all limitations are not completely lifted and need at least to 

be taken in considerations during the study of TE expression.  

 

IV. SPIN1 and SPINDOC biological relevance 
 

A. SPIN1 as a therapeutic target in cancer development 
 

The discovery of SPINDOC was part of a global effort to find SPIN1 inhibitors in cancer 

therapy. This was motivated by the fact that SPIN1 demonstrates oncogenic 

properties: over-expression of Spin1 leads to striking phenotypes in human cell lines 

such as poly-nucleation or increased proliferation (Fang et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2005; 

Yuan et al., 2007), while  high Spin1 expression correlates with poor cancer prognosis 

(X. Chen et al., 2016, 2018; Janecki et al., 2018; Lv et al., 2020). In parallel, several 

small drug inhibitors have been developed to chemically counteract SPIN1 abundance 

or binding activity (Bae, Viviano, et al., 2017; Fagan et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2016; 

Y. Xiong et al., 2019). However, my work in ESCs shows that a complete absence of 

SPIN1 leads to TE up-regulation, while having no impact on cell proliferation. 

Therefore, the suppression of SPIN1 might not bring awaited therapeutic effects and 

might even bring more genomic instability linked to TE reactivation, and to increased 

chromatin accessibility if our hypothesis reveals to be true. However, we attributed 

LINE-1 expression in Spindoc-KO ESCs to a potential effect of SPIN1 in the 

transcriptional activation of these elements. This putative role for SPIN1 strengthens 

its oncogenic impact in humans, where L1-HS are the only elements still able to 

transpose and their up-regulation is a hallmark of cancerous cells. Regarding my own 
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findings and previous publications on the role of SPIN1 using over-expression in 

human cell lines, it indeed seems that the presence of SPINDOC is an important 

parameter to take into account when studying SPIN1 effects. In cases where Spin1 is 

up-regulated and Spindoc follows in a similar level, Spin1 up-regulation might be less 

detrimental, because balanced by SPINDOC repressive effects. Rather than 

completely suppressing or inhibiting SPIN1 actions, I would rather suggest to first 

assess SPINDOC expression levels and raise it to stochiometric levels of SPIN1. While 

the first technique uses an already available SPIN1 repressor, enhancing SPINDOC 

expression level might be technically challenging considering drug development and 

treatment options.    

 

Another possibility to avoid the negative impact of SPIN1 over-expression is to 

block its interaction with H3K4me3 and therefore to chromatin. Several molecules have 

been developed to this aim (Bae, Viviano, et al., 2017; Fagan et al., 2019; Wagner et 

al., 2016; Y. Xiong et al., 2019). Even though their effect on SPIN1 binding to chromatin 

has been properly assessed in vitro, as well as their dose-effect on cell survival, up to 

today no data exist on the interplay between these inhibitors and SPINDOC binding 

and further TE expression. One of this SPIN1 inhibitor, MS31 (Wagner et al., 2016) 

that specifically targets the second Tudor domain involved in H3K4me3 binding, was 

recently acquired in our laboratory. Several experiments are ongoing to assess the 

efficiency of the drug in ESCs, and its SPINDOC-SPIN1 interaction, UHRF1 stability, 

DNA methylation and impact on TE expression. This works will be done in collaboration 

with Marie Le Page (now Master student) and could answer several questions 

regarding the potential effect of blocking SPIN1 in cancer treatment.  

 

B. Going further with SPINDOC role in vivo 
 

Our early work on SPINDOC biological function in mice together with publications 

leading to similar conclusions open a new research avenue. In fact, SPINDOC 

expression in male meiotic cells—where Spin1 is not well expressed—would be an 

interesting place to study SPINDOC independently from its role as a SPIN1 repressor. 

On a side note, during my study of Spin1 and Spindoc expression across tissues, I 

noticed that both are relatively lowly expressed in ESCs, despite my work showing that 

they have an important role in this cell type. While it seems logical that proteins can 
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only play a role when they are present, the level of expression is not necessary an 

appropriate proxy for functional importance. Due to a low impact on fertility, our plan in 

studying SPINDOC biological relevance will be focused on the male-specific weight 

defect observed in juvenile animals. First of all, we wish to understand if the weight 

defect is restricted to some specific organs and tissues or homogeneously distributed 

over the whole body. To this aim, weighing of organs of Spindoc -/- and Spindoc +/+ male 

littermates at P20 (when the weight defect is installed) is ongoing. If we observe a 

phenotype of organ-specific weight decrease, bulk RNA-seq of this organ will be 

performed.  

 

Moreover, we now know that homozygous Spindoc -/- x Spindoc -/- crosses give 

fertile and foster viable litters. We (together with Julian Iranzo, technical engineer) 

currently weigh these litters and compare them to Spindoc +/+ weight metrics obtained 

previously from heterozygous crosses, to test whether a complete loss of SPINDOC 

over several generations might have a greater phenotypical impact. As SPINDOC loss 

influences DNA methylation in ESCs, it might play a role in correct expression of 

imprinted genes for example, some of which are involved in growth control. Link 

between weight control and SPINDOC could also be behavioral or linked to less 

efficient milk digestion. In fact, the weight defect stops increasing after weaning so 

when the feeding behavior changes drastically, from maternal milk supply for which 

littermates have to compete, to freely accessible solid food.  

 

Spindoc -/- x Spindoc -/- crosses are also used to collect blastocysts and assay by 

immunofluorescence if loss of SPINDOC in the ICM leads to TE up-regulation, as 

observed in ESCs. Finally, to provide more precise hypothesis on the biological role of 

SPINDOC, an IP followed by LC/MS-MS as performed on SPIN1 would be useful. 

While performant antibodies against SPINDOC are rare, our Spindoc-KI cell line could 

help overcome this limitation.  
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C. Going further with SPIN1 role in vivo 
 

Constitutive Spin1-KO mutation is lethal at the homozygous state shortly after 

birth, in relation to neuromuscular defects (Greschik et al., 2017). However, the 

embryonic development of Spin1 -/- animals has never been studied and could bring 

useful information regarding the reasons for this lethality and the importance of SPIN1 

during development. This is especially intriguing for the earliest part of development, 

after fertilization, when Spin1 has been described as an abundant transcript inherited 

from the oocyte (Oh et al., 1997; Rothstein et al., 1992). In the early steps of pre-

implantation development, several classes of TEs, including L1s, MERVL and maybe 

IAPs, are more expressed than in any other cell types. Similarly to what we observe in 

ESCs, SPIN1 could be a regulator of TE expression in early development.  

 

To study more in detail the role of SPIN1 in vivo, we recently acquired a conditional 

Spin2lox mouse model (Greschik et al., 2017), which carries LoxP sites inserted 

upstream and downstream of Spin1-exon4. With this set up, crosses with Cre-driver 

mouse lines would allow recombination of LoxP sites and exon 4 deletion in specific 

tissues or cell types of interest, avoiding the early post-natal lethality of the constitutive 

mutation. For the time being, this mouse line is crossed to a PGK-Cre expressing 

mouse line, which leads to a constitutive expression in the progeny and used to study 

embryonic development in absence of SPIN1. This study of SPIN1 role in embryonic 

development is led by Marie Le Page (now Master and soon to be PhD student). 

  

  

My host laboratory interests focus on epigenetic decisions that influences 

development, germline specification and fertility. Previous work in male germ cells has 

led to the discovery of DNMT3C, a DNA methyltransferase that selectively targets 

young TEs, among which LINE-1 and IAP are found (Barau et al., 2016). Dnmt3c is 

expressed only in the male developing germline and with a specific window that could 

link its activity to the piRNA pathway. However, as of now, there is no direct link 

between the piRNA pathway and DNMT3C in these fetal male germ cells 

(prospermatogonia) (Zoch et al., 2020).  Unpublished work from my host lab revealed 

that in prospermatogonia, DNMT3C-targeted TEs show a double H3K9me3- H3K4me3 

chromatin signature. Co-occurrence of both modifications is not proven yet because 
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determined in a cell population. However, the ability of SPIN1 to bind both marks 

concomitantly, together with its expression pattern in the early male germ line, makes 

it a good candidate to potentially recruit DNMT3C to these dually marked domains. 

Recent purification of SPIN1 as a partner of MIWI2 and SPOCD1 in fetal male gonads 

reinforces this intuitive guess (Zoch et al., 2020), which was even reported in a recent 

review (Shirane & Lorincz, 2023).  

 

My work brings light on SPIN1 action in ESCs and the results obtained in this model 

fuels several hypotheses and projects that are now carried out in my host lab. While I 

present here the first clues on the implication of SPIN1 in the regulation of TEs, several 

publications may be expected to come from the lab to strengthen the importance of 

this new actor in the germ line and early embryo.  
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ABSTRACT 
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements present in every living species. To limit 
their harmful effects, species have developed over evolutionary time-scales several mechanisms 
to control TE expression and mobilization, which is of utmost importance to protect genomic 
integrity in germ cells and pluripotent cells. By suppressing their initial transcription, DNA 
methylation is a potent TE repressor. However, during the epigenetic reprogramming that 
accompanies pre-implantation development, embryonic cells lose most of their genomic 
methylation, except at a few regions including some TEs. These observations raise two overarching 
questions: How are TEs repressed in absence of DNA methylation at this particular time? How 
some TEs resist the global DNA methylation erasure?   

My PhD work focused on the study of SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) and SPINDOC—a transcriptional 
activator and its specific co-factor—as a new chromatin reading complex involved in TE control in 
embryonic cells. Using cultures of embryonic stem cells as a modeling system and CRISPR-Cas9-
based genome editing tools, I generated knock-out and rescue cell lines for either or both of these 
factors and analyzed their transcriptome (including TE expression), chromatin and DNA methylation 
profile. I found both factors to be required for TE control, in part through promoting the function of 
the DNA methylation maintenance machinery genome-wide. I also found SPINDOC to be involved 
in growth and fertility in mice. Altogether, my work reveals a previously unknown link between 
SPIN1-SPINDOC and transposon biology, and a new role for this complex: the regulation of DNA 
methylation.  

 

MOTS CLÉS 
Transposons, Chromatine, Stabilité du génome, Épigénétique 

RÉSUMÉ 
Les éléments transposables (ET) sont des éléments génétiques mobiles présent chez toutes les 
espèces vivantes. Pour limiter leurs effets néfastes, les organismes hôtes ont développé différents 
mécanismes de contrôle des ET au cours de l’évolution, ce qui est particulièrement essentiel pour 
assurer l’intégrité génomique des cellules germinales et pluripotentes. En supprimant leur 
transcription initiale, la méthylation de l’ADN est un répresseur efficace des ET. Cependant, 
pendant la phase de reprogrammation épigénétique qui accompagne le développement, la 
méthylation de l’ADN est largement perdue dans les cellules embryonnaires, à l’exception de 
quelques régions qui incluent certains ET. Ces observations soulèvent deux 
questions fondamentales : Comment les ET sont-ils réprimés en absence de méthylation pendant 
cette période ? Et comment certains ET résistent à la perte de méthylation globale ? 

Pendant ma thèse, j’ai étudié le rôle de SPINDLIN1 (SPIN1) et SPINDOC, un activateur 
transcriptionnel et son co-facteur, comme nouveau complexe de lecture chromatinienne impliqué 
dans le contrôle des ET dans l’embryon. En utilisant des cultures de cellules souches 
embryonnaires comme système modèle et des outils d’édition du génome basés sur la technologie 
CRISPR-Cas9, j’ai généré des lignées mutantes pour l’une ou l’ensemble de ces deux protéines et 
analysé leur transcriptome (y compris aux ET), leur profil chromatinien et leur méthylation de l’ADN.  
J’ai pu ainsi démontrer que SPIN1 et SPINDOC sont nécessaires au contrôle des ET, au moins en 
partie en assurant le bon fonctionnement de la machinerie de maintenance de la méthylation de 
l’ADN sur l’ensemble du génome. J’ai aussi mis en évidence l’implication de SPINDOC dans la 
croissance et la fertilité chez la souris. Dans l’ensemble, mes travaux mettent en évidence un lien 
précédemment inconnu entre SPIN1-SPINDOC et la biologie des transposons et un nouveau rôle 
pour ce complexe : la régulation de la méthylation de l’ADN. 
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